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. I
1.0 INTRODUCTION ]

i
This is a report on a preliminary design of a Synthetic Array Radar %

(SAR) intended for experimental use with the Space Shuttle program that will '!

be operated during the 1980's. The radar is called Earth Resources Shuttle :|

Imaging Radar (ERSIR). Its primary purpose is to determine the usefulness |

of SAR in monitoring and managing earth resources. This report describes i

the design developed for the ERSIR, discusses tradeoffs made during its 3

evolution, and indicates design questions that are still to be resolved.

ERSIR consists of a flight sensor for collecting the raw radar data

and a ground sensor used both for reducing these radar data to images and

for extracting earth resources information from the dat?.. The flight sensor -f

consists of two high powered coherent, pulse radars, one that operates at \

L and the other at X-band. Both are dual polarized. The transmitted power J

at L-band is 200 watts and at X-band it is 500 watts. In order to incorporate 3,

maximum simplicity into the flight sensor, the receiver output- signal is con- \i

verted to digital form <md then recorded with various ancillary signals after * 3

a few data operations directed at maximizing the efficiency of recording. |

Data on the tape can be either transmitted via a digital data link to a ground

terminal, or the tape can be delivered to the ground station after the shuttle

lands. In either event a data tape is the source of input to the ground system,

where the data are first processed to form calibrated images on both data

tape 'and film. Extraction of earth resource data from the tape data is

facilitated by a wide variety of operations available to the experimenter for

analyzing the radar images..
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1
OBJECTIVES AND COMPROMISES

During the evolution of this design, much attention was given to the -*

needs of the experimenters who will use=it. Counsel was sought from those _—.

knowledgeable in geology and-agriculture as well as from those knowledge- _|

able in the application of radar to these fields. Also advantage was taken of

the Microwave Sensing Survey reported in JPL's Shuttle Imaging Radar Study.* '.[

All helped in determining frequencies, polarizations, resolution and calibra-

tion goals. By the time Hughes entered the ERSIR program, goals for swath i'j

width and vertical look angles (angle between radar beam and line-ot'-sight)

had already been .established. Very little outside information was available [1

on the amount of diversity needed, i. e., how many independent samples of .' I

the power of each resolution cell are needed. The question was resolved
11

mainly on the basis of Hughes own studies of diversity; similarly questions )|

on image quality requiiements were resolved primarily on the basis of

Hughes own experience. " ?|

Aside from these inherent characteristics of the radar data to be

collected, user needs related to the processing of this data must be con- II

sidered in; the design. Certain of the1 processing requirements are obvious,. " ,

such as the need to record image output on data tape and the need to process JI

the data in reasonably short times. Other requirements are not so obvious. 1 I

These fall mainly into the category of processing flexibility including such . .

considerations as the kinds of operations that experimenters would like to I \

perform on the data. -. - .
- ' i'~i

The overall approach to the ERSIR design was to come as close as /{

technical risk and cost would allow in satisfying what were seen as the totality

of experimenter needs. Where knowledge of user needs was uncertain, as VJ

for image processing, requirements that appeared most reasonable were . ^

suggested. g

As this design developed, attention was given to the demands placed 3

on the Shuttle and its payload of experiments. The principal direct effects of —
n

ERSIR on the Shuttle are those which relate to payload weight, prime power J

loading, vehicle drag, and expenditure of reaction control fuel. i

""Shuttle Imaging Radar Study, System Definition Report, J. G. Mehlis
and E.A. Cohen, Aug. 5, 1974, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, CA.
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The relationship between weight and prime power is inverse. The

trade-off was resolved by minimizing SAR prime power whil<y considering

other constraints; this forced the total SAR weight up to 1094 kg. From the

shuttle standpoint this appeared the most satisfactory approach.

Shuttle drag and reaction control fuel expenditure were both increased

slightly in favor of simplifying the SAR space and ground units; the penalty

imposed on the Shuttle system seems small. During ERSIR operation the

shuttle flies sideways, in an orientation that produces maximum drag (Fig 1-1).

This is in contrast to nose first orientation, in which its longitudinal axis and

velocity vector are aligned, an orientation that incurs minimum drag. This

slightly increases the Shuttle's hourly loss of velocity (Table 1-1), but it

reduces the complexity and cost of the ERSIR antenna deployment mechamsm.

Also, during ERSIR operation the Shuttle reaction control system uses

the payload inertial guidance unit as a reference for attitude control, to keep

the antenna pointing within about ±0.3 degrees (2<rj of the required direction.

This requires the reaction control system to expend fuel at a greater rate

than otherwise', but greatly reduces the complexity of the ground system

processor. Also, this assumes that the ERSIR design includes a resolution

of about 25 m x 25 m. Should the resolution be significantly reduced, tight

control of beam point may no longer be justified since processor simplifica-

tion will have been precluded by the finer resolution itself.

TABLE 1-1. ORBITAL VELOCITY LOSS PER HOUR

Shuttle Velocity Loss Per
Flight Direction One Hour.^km/sec)*

Sideways , 4
(Z-axis vertical) «. JX . i t

Nose forwavd _ _ .5
(Z-axis vertical) f . & x w

'Reference: Space shuttle system payload accommodations,
page 3-33
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Figure 1-1. Orientation for radar survey (sideways flight).

Compatibility with other experiments was also considered in

establishing the ERSIR design; the interference of ERSIR with other experi-

mental equipment in a common Space Lab payload was to be the minimum

compatible with the allowable technical risk and cost. The principal con-

sideration here was the method of deploying the ERSIR antenna structure.

This includes both the extent to which it is deployed and also its final orien-

tation. The ERSIR baseline design calls for the minimum deployment that

will allow an unobscured view of the ground from the^ other pallets while the

shuttle is in inverted flight. If the ERSIR antenna is reduced in length to about

7. 5 m, and the obscuration of another pallet were permitted, then cost and .

risk of antenna deployment could be reduced.

t •11 i[ i ;
i
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SELECTION OF FREQUENCIES

It appeared that one user would have need for frequencies extending

from UHF to Ku-band; it also appeared that the inclusion of four band fre-

quencies UHF, L, X and Ku would satisfy all user needs. Initially it was

attempted to include three of these frequencies, UFH, L, and X-bands, in a

single design. Because of limitations placed on the available aperture by the

size of the Spac-j L.ib's pallets and the Space Lab's internal launch envelope

it was necessary for the L and X-band antennas to look through the UHF

antenna. The maximum aperture height available was three meters (possibly

plus 10 percent), while to attain the desired swath v/idths and vertical look

angles, the L and X-bands together used all this available aperture height.

In consequence, it was necessary to overlay the UHF antenna on the com-

bined L, X band antennas. While this was possible, the development was

considered costly; moreover it involved a moderate amount of technical risk,

since it required folding the combined antenna system for stowage. For

this reason UHF was not included as a principal frequency; if it were to be

incorporated, it would be flown separately from an X and L system.

Ku-band was included, at this time, for a different reason. To pro-

duce information significantly different from X-band it would need to be

significantly higher in frequency than the X-band, which is 9. 0 GHz. This

means a frequency of at least 16 or 17 GHz. Fabricating the long antenna

array needed for these frequencies (at least 6 m) requires special shop

techniques for maintaining tolerances on flatness. Furthermore, because

of the shuttle's thermal environment, maintaining this flatness requires a

more difficult and higher risk design than for X-band. Another disadvantage

of these higher KQ-band frequencies is that they may need greater transmitter

prime power for the same signal-to-noise ratio, when mapping diffuse type

sc&tterers, such as wheat fields, under moderately adverse propagation

conditions. An example is the presence of low stratus clouds without pre-

cipitation. Increasing the ERSIR baseline X-band frequency to 16 or 17 GHz

would require increasing the system prime power by roughly 4.4 kW. There-

fore, early in the program, prime power, technical risk and development

cost were recognized as the main reasons for not pursuing Ku-band (16 GHz).
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Later in the program a point was made that L and Ku- bands would be

preferable to L and X-bands for making agricultural measurements. It was. |

noted that even 13 or 14 GHz would be preferable to 9 Hz, because back-

scattering of plant biomass is more sensitive to the higher frequency. Fab- "f

rication of the antenna for this frequency is about 30 percent higher in cost, •*

but presents no significant increase in technical risk. Although the base line —

design of ERSIR continues to be L and X bands for reason of continuity of A

effort, the X-band could be changed readily to Ku-band (13 GHz).

I
RESOLUTION AND FREQUENCY SELECTION

' The baseline resolution of 25 m x 25 m, measured in ground coordi- s{

nates, strongly influences the complexity of the required ground processing.

The baseline design includes ground processing that is moderately complex, 71

primarily because of the need to do range closure compensation for L-band ~~

on the ground instead of before recording. If, however, the L-band .'re- ~

quency were increased from 1. 04 GHz to 2 GHz,, then probably range com- ,1

pensation could precede recording. This change would simplify the ground
"F

processor considerably and should be incorporated into the ERSIR design if &

possible.
*T

A secondary ground resolution capability of 12.5 m x 12.5 m is also ?")'

available with the ERSIR at this time. It is secondary because the system

records full swath widths for only the 25 m x 25 m resolution, and the ground / j.;

processor capacity for mass data reduction is sized to accommodate this ;

larger resolution. A swath with width of 45 km can be recorded in the 12. 5m

resolution mode. Although with the appropriate software the system can

reduce 'the 12 m resolution data, the program will be more complex because . .'

of the increased range closure complexity; for a given terrain area the data ;M -

reduction time will be roughly 16 times greater than for 25 m resolution. i

CALIBRATION ' "'!

For some applications, such as agricultural crop assessment, the , - fi

average radar backscattering cross section (o-o) must be measured with

considerable accuracy; consequently radar calibration must provide for all -j

1-6
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the radar parameters which effect that measurement. In this study

I calibration errors were categorized in terms of their long term components

(highly correlated over several orbits) and short term components (highly

^ correlated over only 10 km or 20 km). Goals that appear realistic in terms

1 of hardware performance have been set for each. Short term and long term

_. error goals are each 1.8 dB with a 95 percent confidence. The RMS error

I goal is 2.6 dB. ;
The appropriateness of these goali. should be reviewed by user groups.

• DIVERSITY (NUMBER OF LOOKS) j

0 Position diversity is used in the ERSIR design; every resolution cell

is looked at by four different synthetic array beams as the Shuttle sweeps by

ra (see Figures 1-2 and 1-3). These four looks are nearly independent when

» -' the resolution cell contains a diffuse backscatterer such as a wheat field, or

_ •: plowed ground. The.imagery resulting from these four looks consists of

§ four maps which can be averaged together, or in any way desired by the

experimenter. '

§ A logical question is: "Why not use the totality of recorded radar

data to obtain a smaller azimuth resolution? " This can be done; but with

H a significant increase in complexity of the ground processor software. If at

a later time it is decided that a finer azimuth resolution is desirable only a '

H change in the ground processor software will be needed. i

DESIGN ALTITUDE AND COVERAGE - ' . I

r •' -"J[ •.' The design altitude for ERSIR operation is 200 km, but it will per- >_

form acceptably up to 400 km. At the design altitude, a swath having a . •r* * *,

; width of up to 85 km can be mapped, and this swath can be offset anywhere . j

from 35 km to 365 km from the ground track (see Figure 1-4). The vertical •

I look angle of the inner edge of the minimum offset swath is 10 degrees, and •
; [

that of the cuter edge of the maximum offset swath ie 60 degrees. \

i;
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TERRAIN FLOW

Figure 1-2. Single look synthetic array beam
(25 m resolution).
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Figure 1-3. ERS1R four look imagery.

Figure 1-4. Geoitutry.
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ERSIR SPACE AND GROUND SYSTEMS

In ERSIR the raw radar data is recorded digitally in-flight and

converted into images on the ground, (see Figure 1-5). Raw radar data are

collected simultaneously at X-band (9.0 GHn) and L-band (1.04 GHz), and

at each frequency. Vertical and horizontal polarization data are recorded

separately. Either vertical or horizontal polarization can be selected for

transmission at each frequency. Consequently, either an L-band combination

of • '

1

LVH and Lvv. or LHH and

plus, an X-band combination of either

XVH and Xyv or XHH and XHV

-can be selected. After these raw radar data are converted to images by

the ground processor, maps will be made for each combination. For example,

if raw data were simultaneously collected for LVH, LVVI XHV, and XHH

then there would be maps (images) for each. More specifically because of

diversity there will be: four.maps a* LVH. four maps at LVV, four maps

at XHV, and four maps at XHH, a total of 16 maps. Each of these maps

will be the same swath. . . . • .

One of th& important ground system design questions that needs

answering is: How precisely must the different maps be registered? That is.

ANTENNAS

Figure 1-5. Imaging radar for the space shuttle.

VI

iji
ii
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how precisely must experimenters align the resolution cells of one map

with those of another? Most likely, for the four diversity looks (maps)

within a single frequency-polarization combination, the resolution cells

should be matched (registered) so that corresponding looks at the same

ground cell are identified. This is a straightforward processor operation.

Further, the 8 maps of both polarizations can be registered at the sam<3 time.

Registration of the L-band and X-band data is still straightforward but more

complicated.

Raw radar data can be transferred from the Space Shuttle to the

Ground System by either a digital communication link, or by moving the

tapes to the ground site after Shuttle landing. In the ERSIR design, sufficient

tape is carried for recording four hours of full radar operation. The weight

cost is 176 kg (22 reels of "tape). This storage capacity can be reduced to

the extent that communication capacity is available. Although at full opera-

tion rate at which data enters the recorder is 260 Mbits/sec, the recorders

can be slowed by a ratio of 10:1 to provide communication channel input

rates as low as 26 Mbits/sec.

The Ground System forms the images, and records them on both data,

tape and film. It also provides a means for j-nalyzing the data.

SUMMARY OF ERSIR PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCE

A summary of the ERSIR baseline parameters is" given in Table 1-2.

A summary of coverage and image quality is given in Table 1-3.

Resolutions as fvne as 6M are specified there, although, 25M is indicated as

the design resolutions. The distinction between primary and secondary resolu-

tions has been made previously. It should be added here that a 6 m x. 6 m

resolution is available only incidently, as the required transmitter and

receiver bardwidths are needed for achieving the 12. 5 m x 12. 5 m resolution

at the small vertical look angles (10 to 20 degrees). This, of course, means

that the 6 m resolution is available for only the larger vertical look angles

(30 to 60 degrees). Also, in the 6 m resolution mode swath widths are

" limited to 22 km by the available processor short term storage.

r
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TABLE 1-2. BASELINE PARAMETERS

Characteristics

Frequency

Transmit polarizations

Receiver polarizations

PRF range, Hz

Transmitter average power
out, v/atts

Transmitter peak power

Antenna azimuth beamwidth

Elevation beamwidth

Total antenna aperture,
height x length

Radar

X-band

9. 0 GHz

V or H

V and H

120C-1800

500 W

17 kW

0. 15°

6.3°, 9.4°. 18.9°

L-band

1.04. GHz

Vor H

V and H

1200-1800

200 W

6.8 kW

1. 3°

6.3°. 9.4°, 18.9°

3M x 10. 7M

Total system weight . 1771 \,
(including 22 tapes) . B .

I!

B;

It

!

TABLE 1-3. COVERAGE AND IMAGE QUALITY SUMMARY
FOR BASELINE ,

Resolution

Minimum signal to thermal noise
(12.5 m resolution)*

Minimum signal to total background
noise*

Look angles from vertical

Range offsets •

Swath width ,

Number of looks

Dynamic range (image on data tape)

-21 dB <r < -10 dBo

6 m to 25 m*

8 dB

7 d?. (full swath)
8 dB (middle awatn)

10° to 60°

75 km to 365 km

to 85 km

4 at 12. 5 m and 25 m*
1 at 6 m

50 dB

Design resolution is 25 m

f!
I.
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For a fixed swath both the minimum signal-to-thermal noise and the

minimum signal-to-total background noise appear at the swatch edges; in

particular, the minimum signal-to-total background noise of 7 dB and mini-

mum signal-to-thermal noise for 8 dB is used in defining swath width. Thus,

the swath widths called out in this report have at least these characteristics

throughout the swath. The "middle swath" referred to in Table 1-2 is specif-

ically the middle-third of the swath.

i-
i

Total background noise in the "minimum signal-to-total background

noise" consists of-all the noise sources contributing to the noise appearing

in the image.' It includes these sources:

receiver thermal noiss

ahalog-to-digital converter quantization noise j

SAR filter integrated sJdelobes

range pulse compression integrated sidelobes

range PRF ambiguous noise ' |

azimuth PRF ambiguous noise . . I
I

transmitter noise

1-13
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l 2. 0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

2. 1 SPACE SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Space Sensor Functions

The space shuttle imaging radar is the Active sensor link between

various areas on the earth's surface and the ground processor system. The

combination of space and ground processors furnish the user community with

information on earth resources experiments and surveys. The space sensor

• carries out Ihe following functions:

O Illuminates selected terrain owaths

© Pre-processes the reflected energy

o Records the raw data

9 Produces an on-board display of the scene

Ground processing functions are discussed in Section 2.2
The space sensor is configured for dual frequency, dual polarization,

and multi-look terrain imaging. Figure 2-1 illustrates the use of l planar

array antenna in space for illumuiating the swath by me&na of multiple beams

that form multi-look images. Two antennas, one at X-bancI and one at L-band

illuminate the terrain with either vertically, or horizontally polarized energy.

Four antennas are used for receiving, as shown'in Figure 2-2.

The space sensor pre-processee ground reflected signals in the
four receiver channels and records the r iw oeaaor data for subsequent
tranamlttal to the ground processing system. Cross-polarized signal data
(VH or HV) are recorded for e'-<:h band. This supplies information on depo-
larizing characteristics of the terrain.
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SWATH

Figure 2-1. Multi-looks and
signal-to-noise.

ANTENNAS

Figure 2-2. Imaging radar for the
space shuttle. .

An on-board display presents passing scene imagery of the selected

swath for one of the four receiver channels. This optional feature makes

possible one display of single channel imagery with an unfocused resolution

of about 100 meters (X-band) to 200 meters (L-band). This may be compared

with simultaneous four channel, 12. 5 meter imagery (25 meters baseline

design) processed on the ground.

The space censor is basically a simple assembly of the two dual-

polarized radars with data buffering and recording. Figure 2-3 shows the

principal units of the baseline design, which includes the optional on-board

1
1
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.1.

XBANO
HORIZONTAL
POLARIZATION)—

X-BANO
VERTICAL
POLARIZATION)—

XBAND
RADAR

L-BAND
HORIZONTAL
POLARIZATION

LBAND
VERTICAL
POLARIZATION}—

LBANO
RADAR

A/0
CONVERTER

DISPLAY

DIGITAL
RECORDER

-OTAPE STORAGE

<• DATA LINK

DIGITAL
RECORDER

> TAPE STORAGE

— C> DATA LINK

Figure 2-3. Principal units of ERSLR baseline design.

display. The two recorders may be used alternately to provide continuous

data acquisition. One recorder can store data, while the ether is employed

for data link or both may be used simultaneously for data storage at a higher

rate (260 MB's).

The space sensor functions fall into two broad categories: (1) func-

tions which relate primarily to swath selection; and (2) functions which relate

primarily to swath recording. ~

The Swath Selection Process

The swath selection process involves functions which determine

antenna vertical position, antenna beamwidth, swath resolution and image

quality. These functions are interrelated and the sensor is designed with

sets of mutually consistent parameters to produce imaging of the designated

swath with the designated swath resolution (25 meters, nominally), and with

acceptable quality. Accordingly, the antenna is designed to permit selection

of one of three available vertical beams: a broad beam for wide swath cover-

age (to 85 KM) near nadir, an intermediate beam (9. 5 degrees) for inter-

mediate offset ranges and a narrow beam (6 degrees) for imaging swaths at
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large look angles. Geometrical and resolution characteristics involved in

the selection process are illustrated in Figure 2-4.
The resolution characteristics of the selected swath are determined

by the bandwidth of the transmitted waveform. For a fixed short range

resolution. ra, the resolution rg varies across the swath. rs is related

to the transmitted waveform bandwidth by the following:

r = C/2B = 150/B meters

r = r cscp meters
o

(2-1)

(2-2)

where

C is the velocity of light
B is the waveforrr. bandwidth (MHz)

P is the look angle.

The block diagram in Figure 2-5 shows major SAR space functions.

The prf and pulse duration of the transmitted waveform determine the aver-

age power (500 watts at .\-band. 200 watts at L-band); the resolution is

r,: SLANT RANGE RESOLUTION, ni
BANDWIDTH B- 150/r̂ MHi

ALT-
200 KM

100 300200

OFFSE1.KM

Figure, 2-4. Resolutions and bandwidths vs swaths.
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provided by the pulse compression bandwidth B in equation 2-1 above. The

wavefo-m selections are based upon two image quality considerations:

(1) signal-to-noise ratio (pulse duration) and (2) range and azimuth ambiguity-

suppression (prf and vertical beamwidth).

The receiver channel bandwidth is also a factor in the selection

process. The appropriate bandwith is obtained by selecting one of seven

filters before A/D conversion. The available bandwidths bracket the 6 to

27 MHz range required for 25 meters resolution at look angles varying from

15° to 60°.

The Record Process
«

The following list of space sensor functions relate primarily to the

record process: (1) antenna, beam pointing in azimuth; (2) calibration;

(3) range contour AGC and A/D conversion and (4) buffering.

The A/D and buffer in Figure 2-5 link the radar signals to the data

recording process. The buffer conserves bandwidth and ti'.ne to make the

data recording process efficient. This is possible with raw data for multi-

look imagery because the time interval between successive prf intervals of

data is large in comparsion to the time delay interval of the swath width:

Tp ^
i.. -. • - •. ;i
i

where AR =? AR sinf); ARg is swath and AR is the corresponding slant >
s g s ]

range interval, p is look angle. The buffer expands the raw data to fill the '•

interval T . resulting in a stream of uniform, closely packed data for the !

tape recorders. The multi-look ground processing precludes presumming !
|; because the prf ia not large in comparison to the SAR data bandwidth. . I

Range contour AGC and the A/D conversion functions contribute to

the efficiency of the recording process and to dynamic range performance. ;

With the contour AGC function, the data are recorded at 5 bits 1Q yet retain

I a dynamic ran^e that is equivalent to 8 bits. This is done with the help of a j

', digital AGC technique. The range swath is divided into segments of 1 to

,' 10 KM and for each receiver AGC is applied independently to each segment.

I • 2-6 ;



The resulting AGC profiles are encoded with the 5 bit (IQ) data stream. The

ground processor employs an AGC inversion process to restore the equiva-

lence of 8-bits (I,Q) dynamic range (See Section 4.2).

The space sensor provides calibration data for the ground processor

to help make its operation accurate and its measurements meaningful. The

data comprise critical parameters fjr transmitter power, receiver gain,

and sensor noise level. These data are recorded and transmitted to the

ground processing station with the raw radar data. Programmed calibra-

tion routines are supplied for this p_irpo.-je. In addition, the calibration

function includes built-in test continuous monitoring as a normal routine that

maintains and up-dates transmitter power and receiver gain calibration data.

Updating the receiver AGC calibration is important because receiver AGC

changes during the data acquisition process to accommodate signal level

changes of a general nature, such as occur when crossing seas, lakes and

land-watei.' boundaries.

The calibration facilities use replica n of the transmitter waveform

both to provide parameter data used in calibration and for continuous moni-

toring. Data are provided on waveform as well as the mean value of receiver

gain. Parameter data for estimating sensor noise are provided by special

calibration routines established for that purpose (See Section 4.4).

The accuracy of azimuth beam pointing simplifies the ground proc-

essor, reducing its cost and increasing its reliability. The antenna is

positioned near an optimum azimuth angle, which results in minimum range

closure compensation.

The azimuth beam pointing function uses the IPS (inertial pointing

subsystem) to provide a stable and accurate antenna azimuth position, which

is determined by the Spacelab attitude. The result is a simplification in

ground processor requirements, saving the expense of more complex ground

processor equipment. The IPS Antenna beam pointing function stabilizes the

antenna near an azimuth position which results in minimum range closure

compensation.

With the IPS. expected accuracies are ±0. 3° degree or better and

this accuracy satisfies the requirements for a single range closure compen-

sation per swath (L-band; single look at 1 GHz and four looks at 2 GHz). The

r

I

I

8
3
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requirement for doppler compensation at X-band is also simplified. (See

Section 4.4.)

2. 2 GROUND SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the Ground System is to provide a diversity of experi-

menters with the kinds of SAR data they need and also to provide a means of

extracting information and developing techniques for data extraction. The

data output available for off-site investigation will be of two kinds, image

data tape and photographic copy. Both types of outputs will include calibra-

tion and navigational indexing. The site data extraction mode is conversa-

tional. The experimenter can command the system to carry out operations

on the data that he specifies, observe within one or two minutes the result-

ing image or numerical results on CRT's, revise his specified operations,

see the new results, and so on.

In the ground system, images are formed first by digital correlation,

after which they are calibrated (Figure 2-6). Not all of the uncalibrated

image data is of the same quanty because it comes from different parts of

the real antenna beam; therefore, the data are indexed in the calibration

process according to its estimated signal-to-noise ratio. Navigational data

and identifying symbols are also included. Once the calibrated and labeled

data is generated, it becomes an input to the computer and display units.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
IMAGtS

RAW
RADAR
DATA

IMAGE
GROUND

PROCESSOR
SYSTEM

OPERATOR
SELECTIONS

AND
PROGRAMS

MPUTER AND
DISPLAY UNITS

GEOGRAPHICAL,
TIME. AND
CALIBRATION
DATA

EMPIRICAL
EXPERIMENTS

CALIBRATION.
NAVIGATIONAL.
HOUSEKEEPING.

. AGC DATA

Figure 2-6. ERSIR outputs.
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I

i.
Whatever program has been read into the computer for the particular experi-

ment at hand determines whether photographic images, CRT displays, or

additional processing will be applied to the imaged data prior to display, or

whether numerical estimates of image characteristics, such as the average

backscatter coefficient, will be made.

All 16 of the images of the swath will be registered so that experi-

menters can form new maps by combining individual resolution cells in

arbitrary ways, and in general carry out a wide range of empirical investi-

gation (Figure 2-7). This will permit performing multi-frequency, dual-

polarization experiments that can be carried out at present only with great

difficulty.

Data Processor Function

The data processor, in response to its input commands, first forms

the single-look calibrated image at each of the requested frequencies and

polarizations, and then does the post image processing. Post image proc-

essing is controlled by thr computer program read into the computer for the

LOOK NO. 1

/"I-LOOK PROCESSING
UEG POWER AVERAGING!

CRT AND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ANALYSIS AND

GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

4 LOOK
IMAGE

FORMATION *
CALIBRATION

4-LOOK
MICRO-

RF.GIS'HATIONy

t

\]

\I
/—

\)
f

\

1 (
-r, < > *

V \\

Jl

EPHEMERIS AMD NAVIGATION DATA

MlllTI-FKtOUENCV.
OUALPOIARI2ATIOM

MICRO
REGISTRATION

Figure 2-7. Principal functions of ground processes.
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experiment at hand, and is limited principally by the amount of data

available, image quality, and the precision of multiple image registration.

Once the several single look images are formed, calibrated, and registered

an extremely wide range of processing options is available to the experi-

menter. For example new images can be composed from multiple images;

image enhancement can be applied to single images. Images can be sub-

jected to spectral analysis and also lo statistical analysis,

The formation of single-look calibrated images is basic to all proc-

essing done on the raw radar data. This is carried nut in two steps. First,

the uncalibrated image is formed, and then it is calibrated. After image

formation, the several images to be used in the experiment are registered

(terrred micro-registrations in the illustrations).

Uncalibrated Image Formation

There are several steps required in the formation of the uncalibrated

image, namely those listed below:

• AGC inversion

• SAR Beam and Real Beam Alignment

9 Pulse Compression

• Correction for envelope closure

• Determine and apply focusing

• SAR filter formation (correlation)

All of the Input data required for these operations is recorded on the data

tape. In addition to the raw radar data recorded various ancillary signals

such as navigation and AGC Data also are included (see Figure 2-8). If

shuttle ephemeris data are available, they can be used with the shuttle navi-

gation data to improve data quality.

AGC Inversion (se« Figure 2-8)

In the shuttle, to preserve the maximum dynamic range of the radar

data with the minimum data rate, the raw radar data is scaled before it is

recorded, in an amount determined by the AGC voltage. Before any images

can be formed this scaling must be inverted. The amount of this adjustment

is determined by mt«ns of the ancilliary AGC data on the data tape.
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1
SAR Beam and Real Beam Alignment

The SAR floppier filters (SAR beam) must be centered within the. real

antenna beam. To do this a clutter tracker locates the doppler center of

real antenna bearn to within about five percent of its beamwidth. Clutter

tracking is done on the uncompressed raw radar data and before range closure

compensation.

Once the main beam doppler center is determined, the SAR filters

are positioned symmetrically about this center. However first pulse com-

pression, range closure compensation, and focusing must be applied to the

raw radar data (Figure 4-9).' . .

Pulse Compression ant'. Range Closure Compensation

Linear chirp pulse compression and range closure compensation are

done in the same unit, which is essentially a digital delay line pulse com-

pressor (Figure 2-10). Range closure compensation removes the relative

range motion of a ground cell during formation of each synthetic array. For

II

H
H:

CLUTTER
TRACKER

/ OOPVLEH

"\ (RANGE
VDEPENOENTI

(b)

GROUND
CELL

GROUND CELL RANGE CLOSURE(a) REAL ANTENNA
BEAM DOPPLER CENTER

FREQUENCY-

CWftP PUISE COMPRESSOR

RANGE CLOSURE
COMPENSATION

SAR FILTERS
DOPPLER CENTERING

SAR fOCL'S COMPUTATION

DETERMINE t OP
GROUND CELL

EPHEMERIS
AND

NAV DATA

Figure 2-9. Range closure compensation, aligning
SAR beams with real beam, and focusing.
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i

I;

DIGITAL DELAY LINE

RAW
RADAR fr
DATA

1

1

c*sj\
*2

• • • • • • • •

COMPUTER PHASE
GENERATOR

C\I

*N

t>

SUMMER

.•

— — * COMPRESSED
AND RANGE
SHIFTED PULSE

TIME, I. ALONG
SYNTHETIC ARRAY

| AR, RANGE CLOSURE

<X>* J, RANGE RATE

Figure 2-10. Digital delay line pulse compression and
range closure compensation.

each array, the cell energy remains in the same sample position for each

transmitter pulse. Range closure compensation assures that at a given range,

a SAR doppler /ilter (after pulse compression) continues, during an array

time, to receive energy from the same region of ground. If this were not

so, and uncompensated range closure allowed ground cells to traverse through

the range interval of the given SAR doppler filter, then it would see only part

of the energy of any one ground cell. As a consequence of this range smear-

ing of the ground cells, the spectral width of the cell would be broadened

(i.e., smeared). The result is a degradation of the azimuth resolution,

which becomes broader.
Applying range compensation along a SAR beam requires knowledge of

the range rate. Range rate of a ground cell is a function of several factors

including: . •

o Shuttle velocity vector

o Earth rotation rate

a Latitude of ground null

e , e Dyre.ction o£.grpund cell from shuttle ,

2-13
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The last of these could be critical and it may be necessary to correct the *I

pa/load beam pointing sensor (inertial measuring unit) with data from the ::

clutter tracker and radar range measuring unit. In any event the data listed

1

i t 1 .above arc available in the computer and are used to generate the range rate.

A separate range rate is generated for each SAR beam; one value is sufficiently

accurate for all ranges of each beam. . •(

The range closure compensation is applied in the processor by range

shifting the radar returns in the pulse compressor as the shuttle flies ilown [|

the length of the synthetic array (Figure 2-10). The amount of range shift, AR,

is computed by multiplying the range rate by th.e time to the .synthetic array ' I

center. The reference phase rotations, <J>^, which are applied to each of the

radar samples along the digital delay line are selected to do both the pulse

compression, and the fractional part of this required range shift. The pulse

compressor range shift is specifically accomplished by translating the quad-

ratic envelope of the phases a small amount with respect to the delay line,

up to about plus-or-minue one-half a delay interval. The remaining integral

parts of the range correction is done by shifting the raw data read into the

compressor.

Focusing

Focusing occurs just before SAR filtering, and is the elimination of T.

the quadratic phase variation in the radar return to which the SAR filter is ') \.

tuned: If this were not done the spectral width of return from the individual

resolution cells would exceed the width of the SAR filter. By focusing, the

spectral width of the ground return is reduced to considerably less than

that of the SAR filter by multiplying the data sequence into the filter by a i|

unit signal vector having a progressive quadratic phase variation; this essen-

tially linearizes the phase variation of the ground return. . . is

SAR Filtering , -

The SAR filter is spectrally centered with respect to the center of f| "I

the antenna main beam doppler. This is done by either translating the

data before filtering when a Fast Fourier Transform is used for SAR filter ||

formation, or in shifting the frequency of the filter reference phaser when a

feed forward, line-by-line SAR filter ia used. i|
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I.
The uncalibrated single-look image consists of a collection of SAR

filter outputs, one for each range resolution interval along a single SAR
beam, and a replication of these as the SAR beam sweeps along with the
Shuttle. The amplitude of each cell is the square of the filter output ampli-
tude, and is proportional to a variable quantity times the radar cross section

of the cell.

Calibration of the Single Look Images

In the calibrator the amplitudes of the individual cells are adjusted
to equal the product of a common known constant and the radar cross section
of the cell. In order to make this adjustment af. «ral preliminary measure-
ments must be made (Figure 2-8 and 2-11). The more important of these
are: . ' •

e

o

Antenna gain relative to the ground cell
Transmitter output power and receiver gain
Radar range of the cells

CORNER-REFLECTOR
FARM DATA

ANTENNA
DESIGN AND TEST

DATA

RECEIVER
CALIBRATION DATA

CLUTTER TRACKER

*

ANTENNA 6AIH
RELATIVE *O

GROUiMD
RESOLUTION

C6LL

TRANSMITTER POWER
AND RECEIVER

GAIN ESTIMATION

RADAR RANGE
ESTIMAIGn

RECEIVER NOISE
ESTIMATOR

uJ

PROPAGATION
LOSS ESTIMATES

RADAR FRONT
END LOSS
ESTIMATES

RADAR SCALE
FACTOR

COWTTATION

Figure 2-11. Ground processor, calibration operation.
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« System loss

o Propagation loss ' |
•A

Data for most of these are contained on the tape with the raw radar data,

but some, such as propagation loss require externally provided data. l\

Antenna Gain Relative to Ground Cell ,-j

Antenna gain corresponding to the ground cell of interest ia mainly
a function of two' factors: ' n

n !
• .Ground cell position in the real antenna beam j:

o Antenna gain pattern '• f> \t

• I • I.
In azimuth the position of the antenna gain pattern relative to the ground • [

cell is determined by means of a clutter tracker which is accurate to about • ] ('

5 percent of the real antenna beam. The payload inertral measuring vi'ill not '

be of sufficient accuracy since the X-band antenna heamwidth is only
0.15 degrees. il

In elevation the position of the antenna beam relative to the ground

cell will be determined by attitude data from the payload inertial measuring .'{
unit supplemented by an elevation clutter tracker.

H'
!

system site. This pattern data will be derived from a series of measure-
ments made during flights over one or more of the existing corner- - . \ ].

reflector farms, and from pattern estimates made prior to installing the
antenna in the Space Lab. <sa

Transmitter Power and Receiver Gain • • ,
~ • •' ' I

Transmitter output power will be sampled periodically during radar f
operation and will be recorded as ancillary data.

Data necessary for estimating receiver gain by the ground processor

is recorded on the data tape during radar operation. It consists of a sequence

of pilot signals of varying amplitude injected into the microwave plumbing.

2-16
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Radar Ranfle of Ground Ceils
* .

Calibration of the ground cells must include an adjustment for the

effect of range on received signal power. Range from the shuttle to the

ground cell cannot be determined by simply measuring the radar signal delay;

the unambiguous radar range interval is only about 10 KM,while range to the

target is greater than 200 KM. Because the altitude of the shuttle in known

through emphemeris data and shuttle navigation data, and because the angle

between the antenna beam axis and the vertical is known from the payload

inertial measuring unit, the range to the ground cell can be determined. This

range estimate can ue improved by using the position of the ground cell in

the unambiguous range interval.

System Bosses '- _

System losses are determined by periodic system measurement.

Propagation Losses

Propagation loss estimates can be made from standard atmosphere

tables, and/or from meterological measurements.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF ERSIR DESIGN

I

li

li
n

3. 1 BASELINE DESIGN

The baseline design provides for a practical sensor that will produce

high resolution imagery and require a nominal amount of power, 3. 5 KW.

It will be a dual frequency, dual polarization radar. It's 3 x 10. 7 meter

antenna is a multi-beam dual fold array, that is stored on a single pallet
prior, to deployment. The SAR resolution is 25 meters primarily, with a

multitask resolution capability of 12 1/2 meters. Table 3-1 gives the rela-

tionship between look angle from nadir and ewath width for both 25 M and

12. 5 M resoaitioris, also for altitudes of 200 and 300 KM.
1 The cross-polarized'imagery, in conjunction with the dual frequency

feature, is essential for distinguishing pertinent characteristics of clutter

signals. Three vertical beamwidths of 18.9°, 9.45°, and 6. 3° are available

and may be selected as required for various look angles from the nadir.

The baseline design and it? significant functions are illustrated in

block diagram (Figure 3-1). An unusual and significant feature is the con-

toured AGC, which provides for high quality imagery with a dynamic range

of 50 dB.

TABLE 3-1. LOOK ANGLE-SWATH WIDTH RELATIONS

Resolution and Altitude

25 m. 200 KM

25 m, 300 KM

12.5 m, 200 KM

12.3 m, 300 KM

Look Angle

10°-61°

10°-53°

24°-56°

25°-48°

Swath Width

60-80 KM
50-85 KM
40-45 KM
40-45 KM

3-1
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i:

The major elements of the space sensor, f.hown in Figure 3-2 are the

antenna, two transmitters, four receivers, two exciters, two calibrators,

and related electronics. These form a gtoup located in the space lab's pallet

bay. A cold plate attached to the back of the antenna array serves as the

mounting for the remaining elements in this group (Figure 3-3). The weight

of the antenna and other elements in the group is 840 Kg.

A second group in the pressurl -ed module comprises the control

module, signal conditioner, buffer formatter, recorders, space procesbor

and finally the display monitor and control console. These are shown in

Figure 3-4.

The baseline parameters are summarized in three tables that follow:

Table 3-2, system parameters; Table 3-3. Transmitter waveforms, and ,

Table 3-4 Preprocessor Parameters. They are discussed further with the "'

descriptions of the major system elements that follow in the remainder of

this section. '

3. 1. 1 Antennas

The planar array, when deployed, is 3 meters wide and 10.7 meters

long. The array is shown in Figure 3-5, wh^re it is shown deployed and

folded for storage on a single pallet. Tw? apertures are provided for each >

band, a narrow one for the 18. 9° beam and a «/ider one for the 9.45° beam.

The two apertures are added to give one 6. 3C beam. At X band separate '

apertures are paired for dual polarization with 40 dB decoupling. At L baud , i
i

shared apertures with crossed dipoles for dual polarization give adequate 1

isolation, at least 30 dB. The weighting function is uniform for all apertures. j

The overall antenna is discussed in Section 3.3 . , ]
• -•*

3.1.2 Transmitters |
i

The ERSIR will have 2 transmitters, one with a 500 Watt X band

Klystron, the other with a 200 Watt L band TWT. The electrical character-

istics are given in Table 3-5.

3-3
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X-BAMBHICM.
VOLTAGE HCTION

X-BANOIOK
VOUAOE SECTION
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VOLTAGE
KCTIOM

L-8ANO
RECCIVtR
EXCITER
CALIBRATOR
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VOLT ACi ttCTlON

\ tianocaotto
COLOPUlTt

Figure 3-3. Pallet bay elertronics layout.

XXX-ME1UC
'XX.XX|« INCMf!.

. 1

Figure 3-4. Radar equipment in
module.
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TABLE 3-2. BASELINE DESIGN PARAMETER SUMMARY

[

[

Parameter

Frequency

Polarizations (Linear)

Transmit:

Receive:

Array: Length

Height <3M)

Aperture Efficiency
Beamwulths (3)

Gains, dB

L-Band

1.045 GHz

V or H

Direct
and Cross

10.7 M

243 CM

57.5 Percent

6.3°. 9.45°. 18.9°

33.6, 3). 8, 28.8

X-Band

9. 0 GHz

V or H

(VV or HH)
(VH or HV)

10. 7 M

57 CM

57.5 Percent

6.3°, 9.45°. 18.9°

42.9, 41.2, 38.2

TABLE 3-3. BASELINE DESIGN PARAMETER SUMMARY

Parameter

Transmitter

Peak Power:

Duty, Nominal:

Average Power:

PRF's, Hz:

Bandwidth, min:

Receiver

Noise Figure, min:

Bandwidth, min:

Syoteni Power Demand

L and X Bands, max:

L-Band

6 .8KW

2.9%
200 W

120C - 1800

75 MHz

2. 5 dB

35 MHz

3. 5 KW Average

X-Band

'

17 KW
2.9%
500 W
1200 - 1800 .
75 MHz

4.0 dB
35 MHz

K
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TABLE 3-4. BASELINE DESIGN TRANSMITTER WAVEFORMS

Fr = 1200 - 1800 Hz

T = 15 - 25 u.S

D = 2.9 Percent

Simultaneous L- and X-Band

Selectable PRF's

Pulse Durations

Nominal Duty

Modulation; Pulsed with Linear FM

Chirp (Digital Approximation)

Selectable Bandwidths B - 7 - 27 MHz

Selectable Pulse Compression Ratios BT = 64, 81, 100, ..., 324

ANTENNA
TRANSMITTER
RECEIVER

fAD CONVERTER
I DISPLAY AND PROCESSOR
1 SIGNAL CONDITIONER
I RECORDER
[DATA TAPE STORAGE

ANTENNA
DEPLOYED

ANTENNA FOLDED
FOR STORAGE

PRESSURIZED MODULE

•oFigure 3-5.« JERSIR baseline equipment locations.
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TABLE 3-5. TRANSMITTER ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Peak Power Ratings
Average Power,
Nominal Maximum
Power Amplifiers
Beam Voltage
Bandwidths
Gain

L-Band (1.04 GHz)

6.8 KW
200 watts

Gridded TWT
9.5 KV
75 MHz, roin
30 dB, mia

X-Band (9.0 GHz)

17 KW
500 watts

Gridded Klystron
17. 8 KV
75 MHz, mln
50 dB, min

High voltage components are mounted in a liquid (mineral oil)
dielectric medium and the high power r-f output circuits are pressurized to
prevent ionissation and multipacting. High voltage power supplies and power
amplifiers are mounted on a cold plate fixed to the back of the antenna. Heat
from the cold plate IB transferred to the space shuttle at approximately
7200 BTU per hour.

The prime power interface is at the d-c service bus. High efficiency
d-c to d-c converters are employed for generating basic power forms. At
nominal transmitter maximum power ratings of 700 watts (200 watts at L
and 500 watts at X-band), the space shuttle prime power service will be
required to supply a maximum of about 95 amperes at 26 volts or 2450 watts.
Details of the transmitter design are presented in Section 3.4.

r* ,

3.1.3 Receiver, Exciters, Calibrators ; •

The remaining equipment in the pallet bay cons 1ste of the L-band and
X-band receiver, exciters, and calibrators which are grouped together in an
L-band and an X-band module (Figure 3-3). Electrical characteristics are
fcummarized in Table 3-6 and requirements are discussed in Section 6.5.

The L-band receivers employ microwave bi-polar transistor ampli-
fiers.to obtain effectively low noise figures, with a. 2.5 dB maximum. Low
nolac FET or parametric rf amplifiers are used,in the X-band receivers to
obtain noise figures of 4 dB maximum.
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I
TABLE 3-6. RECEIVER/EXCITER/CALIBRATOR CHARACTERISTICS

Exciter

e RF Drive, Frequencies

Levels

Digital Phase Modulation

for Pulse Compression

e Receiver L. O. , Frequencies

o IF Reference Signals,
Frequencies

Receivers

o Noise Figures

o Gains

o Bandwidths

'o Cross-talk

o AGC range

Calibrators

o Bandwidths

o Time Delay

e RF Gains

o Output Amplitude
Adjustment

o Transmitter Power
Measurement

L-Band

1. 04 GHz
7 watts
4 bits
(0, 22 1/2°.
.... 337 1/2°)

1. 11,. 1. 115* GHz

70. 75* MHz

2. 5 dB max

60 dB. min

35 MHz, min

-40 dB, max

30 dB, min

'

35 MHz, min

25 |xs, nominal

0 dB, max •' • •

8 steps at 6 dB,
nominal

0.3 to 10 MW,
avg

X-Band

9.0 GHz
0. 3 watts
4 bits

(0, 22 1/2°.
.... 337 1/2°)

9.06, 9.065* GHz

60, 65* MHz

4. 0 dB max

60 dB, min

35 MHz, min

-40 dB, max

30 dB, min

. - .-

35 MHz, min

25 us, nominal

0 dB, max

8 steps at 6 dB,
nominal

0.3 to 10 MW,

Staggered IF's facilitate isolation. - , -/

[1

ii :

o
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Staggered intermediate frequencies help meet the specification

requirement for a -40 dB maximum cross talk level. The exciters contain

the stable r-f sources for the X and L band transmitter-receiver, One pair,

coded for pulse compression, consists of the sources which function as the rf

driver for the X and L bard transmitters respectively. The other r-f sources

provide local oscillator signals whose frequencies differ from the former by

precisely the intermediate frequencies. These IP offset signals establish

the interfaces between the exciters and the buffer-formatter in the pres-

surized module. The buffer-formatter uses them for down converting the

respective L and X band receiver signals to quadrature phase video. These

I/Q video signals are then converted to digital format and recorded or trans-

mitted by data link for ground processing.

The calibrators are used for on board sensor calibration of data.

They supply time-delayed repliras of the transmitted v/aveforms at precise

amplitudes (adjusted in programmed steps), for calibrating receiver gain.

The L- and X-band calibrators include a device for making precision power

measurements. This device supplies the transmitter power data needed for

the on-board calibration of scnscro.

3.1.4 Buffer-Formaner

Sensor data are buffered and formatted for recording and/or tele-

metering. First, the input signals are filtered to approximate the signal

bandwidths corresponding to the resolution at the selected swath. They are

then transformed to digital form by the A/D converter. The formatter trans-

fers digital data for a selected time interval into shift registers and then

outputs them in a uniform distribution over the full interpulse interval,

T = 1/PRF. The time interval selected is a fraction k of the interpulse

interval T and corresponds to the slant range interval of the selected swath.

The result is a time stretch of 1/k and a consequent conservation of data

rate. Pre-sum for data rate conservation is impractical because of prf

For example, consider an image swath of 85 KM with a 25 meters
resolution and an offset range of 56 to 141 KM (11° to 25° look angle
at 300 KM altitude) with a PRF of 1564 Hz. The slant range interval
is 27. 4 KM, k = 0. 236 and the time stretch factor ie 3. 5. Data rate
is 219 MB/s for the four channels.

3-11
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constraints to near the minimum values for 4 looks at 25 or 12.5 meters

resolution.

The buffer formatter also develops contour AGC to establish mean

levels suitable for low signal distortion in the 5-bit digital video outputs.

The AGC contours are adjusted at discrete Intervals of range and are con-

trolled independently in each of the four channels (L-band with two polariza-

tions and X-band with 2 polarizations). For this purpose, the inter pulse

interval corresponding to the selected image swath is divided into at least

8 time segments and AGC is applied to each segment independently. The

AGC contours are up-dated at discrete time intervals that correspond to

suitable distances along the AGC contour; data are supplied with the signal

data as needed for calibration and data reduction. The contoured AGC

approach is discussed further in Section 4. 2.

Buffer-Formatter characteristics are tabulated in Table 3-7.

3. 1.5 Signal Conditioner/Control Module

The signal conditioner and control module form an essential link in

the production of raw data for imagery. The Signal Conditioner develops the

TABLE 3-7. BUFFER-FORMATTER CHARACTERISTICS

Input Video Filter
Bandwidths

A/D Converter, Bics

Max A/D Sample Rate

Buffer Swath Interval

PRF Range

AGC Control Outputs

7: 3.5. 4.5, 5.5, 7, 9, 11, 17. 5 MHz per
receiver

51 and 5Q per receiver

27 MHz

85 KM, 3584 cells at 25 M Resolution

45 KM, 3584 cells at 12. 5 M Resolution

1200-1800 Hz
- . . « -« «•

8 range segments; 45 dB in 3 dB steps for
each receiver
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sensor parameters. Including prf's, pulsewidtha, pulse compression codes,

antenna aperture selections and pointing angle, 'transmitter-enable/receiver -

disable gates and A/D converter clocks. It docs so In reaponse to signals

from the control module. These signals are routed to the control module via

the control console. . Mode commands, which include calibration routines,

are entered into the control console by the operator or the data link.

Pertinent characteristics of the Signal Conditioner /Control Module

are listed in Table 3-8.

3.1.6 Space Processor

The Space Processor forms imagery form the raw data obtained by

the sensor, utilizing one of the various possible configurations (L or X band,
V or H polarization); this imagery makes it possible providing means for a

to evaluate and monitor sensor performance, including image quality in real

time. Range resolution is 150 meters and at X-band the unfocused strip

imagery resolution is 150 meters cross-track (azimuthal, or time dimension).

At L-band the cross track resolution is ISO to 200 meters depending upon

TABLE 3-8. SIGNAL CONDITIONER/ CONTROL MODULE
CHARAC TERISTICS

• PRF's

• Pulse Compression:

Time bandwidth product (PCR):

Sample Rare:

Transmitter gate widths

Pulse widths (? = I/ft):

.. Banc'-idths (B =-ft)i • - -

• A/D Converter clocks:

Adjuotable 1200-1800 Hz

Digital Approximati /n to
linear I'M

n2 = 64 to 324; n = 8, 9,... 1

f8 = 80 MHz (l/f f l = 12.5 ns)
resolution

T: 12. 5 to 25 (is with
12. 5 ns steps

37. 5 to 175 ns in 12. 5 ns

7 to 26. 7 MHz

7 to 40 MHz
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range. A monitor viewing screen interfaces with the processor, displaying

the moving scene evaluation and action.

Pertinent characteristics of the Space Processor are tabulated in

Table 3-9.

3.1.7 Monitor Control Console

The Monitor Control Console is used for sensor control and for moni-

toring t»>e Space Processor imagery. Visually the console is controlled by

an operator and by data link communications; from the ground. Command

calibration routines as well as continuous monitor calibration cycles are

Included in the sensor command functions. Also, the console is the inter-

face for auxiliary sensor signals; e.g., space shuttle altitude, speed, alti-

tude sensor inputs, latitude, longitude, etc.

The visual monitor displays a passing scene that is approximately

90 KM by 90 KM. At ISO KM resolution, the resulting display has approxi-

mately 600 x. 600 elements. At an orbital speed of 7. 78 KM/sec, about

11.5 seconds of passing scene will be updated continuously.

TABLE 3-9. SPACE PROCESSOR CHARACTERISTICS

Input:

Output Imagery:

Swath Width:

Display Video:

L or X-band, V or H polarization 25 or 1Z. 5
ground range resolution

Resolution 150 x (150 to 200) meters of L-Band

9 0 K M - . - . : , • • • . ' -

50 dB dynamic range logarithmically compressed
to 6 scales of grey

The limitingresolution of an unfocused SAR is given by the relation
du = l/2v/utiT. For du = 150 m^, R, £ 313. 5 KM at X. = 28. 7 cms
(1.045 GHz), corresponding to a look angle 0 <49. 3° at 200 KM
altitude: du = 200 m, Rs £ 557. 3 KM (p < 55.4° at 300 KM altitude).

- i.
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Recorders

j Two high density, high data rate digital magnetic tape recorders

provide storage for basic sensor data. The recorder reels are approximately . •

[ 35 cm in diameter and accept tape 5 cm wide; up to 160 deparate channels
i •

of binary coded data are stored across the tape. At the maximum tape deck

I" speed 300 cms/sec, each reel can record Continuously for 12 minutes at a

*• maximum data rate of 240 Megabits /sec. The two recorders together can

§ record raw data continuously at maximum data rates of 350 Megabits/sec

for 16 minutes.

„ RCA is currently developing space qualified recorders capable of

H . recording at space shuttle sensor data rates. RCA has already developed

Model HDMR-240G recorders for recording in conventional applications at

|| maximum data rates of 240 Megabits /sec per recorder. Thus, it appears

that the required high density, high data rate operational capabilities have

| already been demonstrated. Therefore the development of the space quali-

fied recorder should be completed well in advance of the time needed to \

a meet delivery schedules for the Space Shuttle.

3.2 ALTERNATE DESIGNS . . , . . . . }

I . Several alternate designs were examined. One variation was in the

frequency pairs selected. These were (1) L and X band, (2) UHF and X band,

| (3) S and X band, and (4) L and K band. Three different L and X band eye- j

terns were examined, the principal variation being in array length; those . ,|

| studied were 1.2, - 8, and 16 meters. Shaped vertical beam (2 beam) arrays !

* and simpler three beam arrays employing uniform vertical illumination i

r patterns were also investigated. The arrays are designed for dual polariza- }

• ' tion. Vertical or horizontal polarization may be selected for transmitting; j

both polarizations are used in receiving and the illutnication patterns are • •

| uniform in the horizontal dimension. Even though the interest was net great, i

• • «a dr.sign utilixlng-UHF and X-bands and a design utlUiing S asd X-bands .were . ',

!
] ' considered f o r completeness. . . . . . . . - \
i - ;

Principal features of the baseline and alternate designs are listed in ^

|; Table 3-10. Since the only system elements that vary for the alternate

'' designs are the antennae* and transmitters, these are described below. The

I 5 ' • 3-15 . ' " ' • . - "



TABLE 3-10. BASELINE AND ALTERNATE SPACE SENSOR DESIGNS

Length
L. M

12*

12*°

12

8

C

16

12

12

Height
W. M

3.0

3.0 .,

3.3

3.3

5.0

3.0

3.0

1,6

Array
Vertical

Weighting

Uniform

Uniform

Mod
Taylor

Mod
Taylor

Sin
k'x/k'x

Uniform

Uniform

Uniform

Estimated
Weight,

KG

630

680

750

515

680

916

680

364

Band

L. X

L. X

L, X

L. X

L, X

L. X

UHF. X

S. X

F
GHz

1.04. 9.0

1.22. 11.0

1.22. 9.0

1.22. 9.0

1.53, 10.0

1.04. 9.0

0.45. 9.0

2.45. 9.0

Transmitters

Average
Power
Watts

2C-, 500

200,500

200, 500

382. 764

200, 500

120.360

100.500

250.500

Estimated
Weight.

KG

159

159

159

205

136

136

130

264

System
Power

Demand,
KW

3.5

3.5

3.5

4.9

3.5

2.8

3.1

3.6

*Selected design ,
**3 beam, shorter wavelength alternate to selected design

receiver exciter/calibration modules, signal conditioner, space processor,

buffer formatter, and on-board monitor display, which were discussed in
the preceding section on baseline design, are the same in the alternate designs.

3.2.1 L and X Band Dual Polarization Design

The L and X band design with dual polarization may utilizo any one of

three array length a, namely: 12 meters, 8 mettra and 16 meters. Each of

these is described below. ,, - . • . ,- , .', •_ ,;.. . , -.. • • • -.;•• A

3. 2. 2. 1 L and X-Band Dual Polarization

Physical Features. The trriy length recommended for this design

is. 10. 7 meters. • This length contributes desirable features to swath coverage,

image quality, and prf selection while the power requirement is a moderate

3. 5 KW. The array ie folded twice in ite lengthwise dimension for stowage

upon 9 single 3x4 meter pallet. No folds are required in the vertical

dimension which is 3. 3 meters, maximum. !n service, the array is unfolded

(I

0

I!

(I
• i
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at right angles to the space shuttle longitudinal axis and tilted for vertical
positioning about a hLiged edge. Figure 3-5 illustrates the deployed array in
service. The space shuttle is orilented for earth observations {the space lab
local vertical is earth directed) with the orbit plans normal to the space
shuttle longitudinal axis (eidewiae orbital motion). The image sensor functions
are subsequently carried out in a stable geometrical configuration; the space
shuttle attitude and control! system (ACS) atobflizej the array configuration
in the horizontal plane and the antenna gimbal drive maintains the vertical
orientation of the array.

The single degree of freedom in the array pointing system is considered
satisfactory. At additional coat, complexity and nome reduction in reliability,
two or even three degrees of freedom could be provided. However, motion
of the relatively massive array might influence the ACS adversely. There-
fore it seems reasonable to rely upon the space shuttle ACS for stabilizing
the array in aziir.uth.

Illumination Considerations (Horizontal). Antenna length and illumina-
tion characteristics in the horizontal plane determine the iowsr limit for PRF ,
selection (PRF min). Azimuth ambiguities decrease as PRF valuaa increase,
while range ambiguity increases. Included in the factors that determine the
minimum acceptable prf's for image sensor applications are the following:

e V/t; v s orbiter speed (7780 m/o), 1 array length (12 meters)
o d ; ewath resolution (12.5 and 25 meters) •a

. o - number of looks (4) and fractional overlap (0.45 at d = 25 m,
. . 0.65 atd = 12.5) , , a . . . . . . . .a • " ..

e , azimuth ambiguity suppression requirements (20 dB min) ,. .,
antenna illumination function la the horizontal plane.

. Figure 3-6 illustrates the effective azimuthal suppression ratios a?
functions of the prf selection for 4 loolta with 45 percent overlap of the doppler
histories at a resolution of 25 meters and an overlap of 65 percent at
12.5 meters resolution. The figure provides a bacio for comparing the effects
of antenna weighting; at 25 meter o resolution (4 looks, -45 .percent overlap) .
the minimum prf is about 10 percent lower than that for corresponding
suppreoBlon with a modified Taylor weighting function (-18 'IB first eldelohea),
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Figure 3-6. Horizontal shaping/azimuth ambiguity.

or, at a fixed near 1300 Hz, the suppression is about 5 dB more effective

with uniform weighting than with the modi/ied Taylor function. At 12.5 meters

resolution, the minimum prf ia about 8 percent lower (the suppression is

about 4 dB better at fixed prf) for uniform weighting compared to the shaped
pattern caee; the advantage diminishing at larger prf's.

The simpler uniform illumination function is selected for the horizontal

plane because it favors lower operational prf's in comparison to practical

non-uniform weighting functions, thus facilitating large swath coverage.

The 12* meter length array with a uniform illumination function

establishes the following minimum prf's upon minim-am azimuth ambiguity

suppression ratio requirement at 20 dB:

o 1270 Hz or PRF to 2 v/« ratio = 6.98 at 25 roofers resolution
(4 looks, 45 percent overlap)

*Trade off comparisons are based en a 12 meter array in contrast to
the recommended 10.7 meter array. The conversion is easily made
hy applying a correction of 11 percent.

3-18
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• 1500 Hz cr PRF to 2 v/'l = 1. 16 at 12.5 meters resolution
(4 looks, 65 percent overlap)

These lower limits of operational parameters used for prf selection include

an allowance for pointing error of 0.05 \/S; i.e.. the clutter spectrum cen-

troid may be mis-positioned by 5 percent of its band width relative to the
clutter doppler corresponding to the azimuthal bore sight axis. Larger point-

ing errors degrade azimuth suppression ratio reducing it to less than the

acceptable value, which is 20 dB for minimum prf's. Th6 practical conse-

quence is the requirement for a relatively high order of clutter spectrum

sensing and correction (clutter tracking) for the imaging radar sensor; this

clutter spectrum compensation is a part of the ground processor.

Illumination Considerations (Vertical). Vertical aperture shaping

functions applied to the antenna suppress range ambiguous returns at the prf's

selected on the basis of resolution, number of looks and transmitter eclipsing

relative to swath location and altitude. A modified Taylor weighting function

for first sidelobes of -IS dB (one-way) is applied for range ambiguity suppres-

sion in the case of 12 meter length arrays; this function has the deeir?.ble

feature of reducing near vertical sidelobes by about 10 dB (two-way) relative

to a uniformly illuminated array. A truncated sin hx/kx illumination func-

tion may be applied to approximate an almost idea* ueam shape, with the
radiant energy essentially confined to the desired swath width; however, for

a dual-be air. width system, this function requires a much larger vertical

height than is practical at the 12 meter length. An application with the more

nearly ideal weighting function is consider<<l below in terms of an 8-meter

array and single beam-width 12 meter array. The modified Taylor weighting

function is representative of simple vertical beam-shaping techniques and
serves as a basis for selvcuon of shaped or uniformly illuminated vertical
beams for the imaging radar seusor.

Figure 3-7 illustrates the range selectivity advantage, of the modified

Taylor weighting function ».a compared to the uniformly illumicnted array of

•comparable be&ftwidth.. The soaped array height is 3.3 meters and the

L-bar.d frequency is 1.22 GHz, as compared to 1.04 GHz for the uniform
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Figure 3-7.

array at 3 meters height; the X,-band apertures are sized for 9. 0 GHz. l^c

shaped vertical aperture heights (and L-band frequency) are scaled to proT

vide main lobe nulls coincident with those of equivalent uniform illumination

aperture?; in this instance the scaling ratio is 1.2. The main lobe shapes

differ only slightly and are nearly indistinguishable in the sketch; the effec-

tive feature of the shaped array is that first sidelobe levels are down 11 dB

relative to thz uniform case. .

The characteristics shown in Table 3-11 apply to the situation

illustrated in Figure 3-7. ' ' • .
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TABLE 3-11.

I

-

Beamwidths (3 dB one-way)

Sidelobe levels (one-way)

Equivalent heights (wavelengths)

Swath center, offset rg

Look angle P
Incidence angle $.

Backecatter coefficients

Target area, nx
°oT

Background area— HQ

Signal-to-noise ratios
Swath center
Swath edges

Swath widths

Transmitter power; average, X-band
L-band
System

Antenna array length
Resolution

Signal -to- ambiguity ratio

Slant range difference R1 - R' = AR
8 8 8

PRF fr

Resolution

Signal-to-ambiguity ratio

Slant range difference B" - R' = AR_
0 8 o

Uniform Aperture

-6.3°

-13.3 dB

-8.5

325 KM

57.3°
60.3°

-18 dB
- -21 dB
-12 dB
+6 dB

-13 dB
. 28 dB

>60 KM

500 W
200 W
3.5 KW

12 M
-25x25 m

>13 dB .

121 KM

1270

~25 x 28 m

>13 dB

121 KM

Shaped Aperture

-6°
-18.8 dB

-10.2

325 KM

57.3°
60.3°

-18 dB
--21 dB
-12 dB
+6 dB

>13 dB
£8dB

>70 KM

SCO W
200 W
3.5 KW

12 M
'--

1270< f < 1360

-25 x25 m

a l 3 d B

iZl KM *
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The near range first sidelobe of the uniformly illuminated array pro-

duces unacceptable range ambiguities near the far edge of the illuminated

swath for prf's greater than 1240 Hz, corresponding to the slant range

difference of-about 121 KM. Since a minimum prf constraint of 1270 Hz is

imposed by azimuth prf ambiguity considerations, the effective swath width

reduces to less than 65 KM for the uniform illumination case from the greater

than 70 KM width permitted by signal-to-noise ratio considerations alone and

achieved with the modified Taylor illumination function. With the shaped

aperture, maximum prf constraints are imposed by main lobe illumination

considerations; range ambiguity constraints arise for prf's greater than

1360 Hz corresponding to the near range edge of the swath and the -27 d3

relative response point at the far edge of the main lobe illumination. *

too

80

o

I M

I

«0

H. 300 KM

BEAM 3

LEGEND.

ARRAY J.J E 1JM; SHAPED
SCAM A. MOO1F ED TAYLOR.
FIRST SIDEiOBE --18(19.
BEAU B. UN&HACtO MID-
SECTION

SELECTED OEilGN. 3 > 1IM.
3 BEAMS: <U. BtS°. 10.9°

100 150 200 2SO 300 3SO 400

RG. SWATH OFFSET. KM

Figure 3-8. Baseline design versus shaping.

5 dB for shading at the swath near rarge edge; 6 dB for the ratio of
background TIB to target r>j,; and 16 dB for the range prf ambiguity
component.

i!

i!
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Figure 3-8 illustrates the advantage for evath coverage at large look

angles of the shaped array as compared to the uniform illuminated antenna.

The minimum prf is 0. 98 Zv/t, about 1270 Hz (I = 12 m), for a ground reso-

lution of 25 meters at swath center and 4 looks at 45 percent overlap with a

minimum azimuth ambiguity suppression of 20 dB. The swath widths satisfy

the following image quality requirements:

o the single look signal-to-noise ratio is at least 8 dB; the signal -
. to prf ambiguity energy ratio is at least 14. 6 dB. ' . -

The coverage profiles thus provide imagery with signal-to-ambiguoue energy .

ratios of at least 13 dB. The advantage of vertical aperture shaping is evident

at offset ranges of 300 KM and greater; the advantage amounts to about 15 per-

cent at 200 KM altitude.

The shaped aperture case is a two be am width array of 3.3 meters

height compared to a three beamwidth uniformly illuminated array of 3 meters

overall height. In the modified Taylor case, the L-band frequency is 1.22 GHz

as compared to 1. <M GHz for the uniform case; at 9.0 GHz for X-band, the

L/X-band wavelength ratios are respectively 7.35 and 8.65. The height and

frequency factors are significant in establishing comparable beamwidths for

effective coverage at large look angles. The subtle factor of small changes

(e.g. about 15 percent) in L/X-band wavelength ratio has a bearing upon

signature distinctions in the image data (clutter synthesis) and is difficult to

assess, at least at ttiis time. Nevertheless, the wavelength ratios contemplated

for the L and X-band systems discussed are consistent with expected.require-

ments in this regard.

The shaped dual beam array is heavier and more complex than the

three beam uniformly illuminated array. The three vertical beams of the

dual frequency, dual polarized unshaped array are obtained with four pairs

of corporate feeds, each located along the back of the structure; one pair

for e<tch polarization and one pair for each frequency. In this case, a broad

*See Section 4. 1 for a detailed discussion of image quality, including
considerations of the clutter model, scintillation smoothing wi h multi-
looks, etc. The sign J-to-total ambiguous energy ratio is 13 dB or
greater with an allowance of -22 dB each for integrated azimuth and
range side lobes due to the synthetic array pattern and pulse com-
pression, respectively.
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beamwidth or an intermediate beamwidth may be selected from each of two

vertical apertures for which the height ratios are 1:2; a. narrow beamwidth is

obtained as the sum pattern of the two apertures. On the other hand, a

second beamwidth from a common aperture with a non-uniform distribution

function may require four sets of corporate feeds (three to a set). The

broader beamwidth is selected as a mid-section of each full aperture and

the narrow beamwidth is formed as the sum pattern of the mid-section

connected to upper and lower portions of the aperture with separate matched

corporate feeds*. The uniform illuminated array is selected for the imaging

radar sensor because of its simplicity and lighter weight.

This selection of uniform aperture illumination is based in large

measure upon assignment of essentially uniform weight to look angle or

offset range as a sentor parameter. Thus, the broad and intermediate

beamwidthu readily available with the flexibility of the uniform array aperture
provide near nadir and intermediate offset range coverage features which

largely offset the far offset range (large look angle) advantage of the shaped

array.

*Two alternatives are:

1. A separate array for the wide beam, requiring additional vertical
aperture for an overall antenna height of at least 4 meters;

2. Sum the upoer and lower portions of the array at the module level
and thus combine the apertures with two corporate feeds; this
solution requires more interconnection waveguide, greater
weight and feed losses than the three corporate feed solution.
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Power Requirements and Power Management with 12 Meter Arrays.

The power requirement of the 12 meter length array radar imaging sensor is

nominally 1.5 kw. The transmitters operate at about 500 watts at X-band

and 200 watts maximum for L-band. At these nominal power levels, the

demands upon space shuttle power are moderate and the reliability of the

transmitters, high voltage supplies and modulators is good.

A higher power (5kw power demand) option is feasible. It is

practicable to design the power sensitive components to operate datisfactorily

at higher power levels for at least brief periods of time. Thus, it is

anticipated that transmitters with an 800 watt capability could be built, bu.

with a penalty. The weight penalty for this option is estimated to be about

40 kg for the sensor.

System power demands range from 2. 6 KW to 3.5 KW for nominal

operations that involve resolutions of 12.5 meters and 25 meters. The

variation in system power demand is determined by a power management

scheme relying primarily on pulse compression ratio PCR, according to

the relations:

P

and

P. Pv = P. *PCR*PRF*T , KW;i-f A i., A r

where

PL, X = peak transmitter power (KW)

PCR = pulse compression ratio (64-324)

PRF = pulse repetition frequency (Hz)

T = pulse resolution time (sec)
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Power P. and P.. are fixed while pulse duration T is established by reso-
lution requirements. The pulse repetition frequency PRF is selected by a
method which places the transmit;er eclipsing outside the illuminated swath
and is thus primarily a function of offset range for a given altitude; this
selection method satisfies the minimum prf requirements for multi-looks at
the designated resolution. By varying the pulse compression ratios, system
power is controlled to produce the best image quality possible for the maxi-
mum power constraints and resolution requirements.

Performance. The baseline design performance features are
illustrated in Figure 3-9.

By narrowing the beamwidth of the baseline design to less than 6.3
degrees, the swath coverage can be improved both in width and quality tcr look
angles greater than 50 degrees (see Figure 3-10). This alternate design is for
a 3 beam system with aperture ratios of 3:2:1, the same as the baseline design,
except for the beamwidths, which are 5.2, 7. 75 and 15.5 degreeu, respectively,
The wavelengths are 24.6 cms (1.22 GHz) in L-band and 2.7 cms (11.0 GHz)
inX.
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Figure 3-10. Baseline design vs frequency.

3.2.2.2. Eight Meter Length Shaped Arrays

Two <3 meter antenna length designs are discussed below. In £ach the

narrow vertical be am width is shaped. Azimuth ambiguity suppression

requirements for the 8 meter length necessitated an increase in minimum prf

relative to that of the 12 mete.? .antenna of nearly 50 percent. ''Accordingly,

range ambiguity suppression, particularly at larger look angles, favors ,

shaping of vertical beams. ... :, „. . ; -, • ' - . - •

Two ehaped array cases are considered, one involving a 3.3 by 8 meter

array, the second a 5 by 8 meter array; the first uses Modified Taylor weighting

(-18 dB for first sidolobes) and the second uses a truncated sin k'x/fefx

*PRF = kv/i . . " ' *

v: orbital epeed (=7785 m/s) . ,

I: array length .

. k: a numerical factor increasing with t for given parameters of
resolution and effective number of looks; k s 1. 9 atf = 8m,
25 meters resolution at 4 looks with 45 percent overlap.
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weighting function to approximate a rectangular vertical beam. System power

for the former ia 4. 9 KM. The five foot vertical antenna will require one

vertical fcld as well as a horizontal fold for stowage on a single 3x4 meter

pallet.

3 .3x8 Meter Arrays. Figure 3-11 compares the coverage of the baseline

design with that of a two beam 3 . 3 x 8 meter alternate design in which the

narrow vertical beam is shaped. The broader beam B (beamwidth = 15 degrees)

of the alternate design ia formed from a mid-section of the shaped beam and is

essentially uniformily illuminated. The broader beamwidth results in a swath

width of about 70 KM (n = - 18 dB, S/N at swath center = 14 dB) at a look angle

of 30 degrees (offset ground range of 110 KM). The narrow beam (beamwidth

= 5.5 degrees) is shaped with a Modified Taylor weighting function selected

H
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11

too
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I
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M. 200 KM
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BEAM B = 15° \

ASRAV Si3 x CM. fsrs • S KW

BEAM A, MOOtOED TAVLOB, -IB d9 fIRST S. I.. WIDTH =
SELECTED OESI' M. Pjyj • 3J5 KW

BEAM B. UHSMA10 MID-SECTION BEAM A:

I

100 ISO TOT ISO

:<W. SHATM WIVTH. KM

_| ' I I

300 SSC 400

1C 263 30.6 *U 6O8
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89

Figure 3-11. Baseline deuign vs. 3.3 x 8m.
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for first aidelobes of about - 18 dB. The shaped beams provide effective
swath coverage from about 45 degrees look angle to nearly 60 degrees
(>50 KM swath width on - 22 dB). The range selectivity characteristics of
this shaped beam compared to the uniform illumination case is illustrated
in Figurs 3-12.

The ad vantage 3 of a multi-beam antenna design are evident in the
relatively effective coverage which the baseline design provides in the mid-
look angle region aa compared to that provided by the 2-beam shaped option.
An antenna with uniform weighting that is 8 meters long, with three beams of
5, 7.5 degrees, and 15 degrees be am widths (aperture ratios of 3:2:1, as for
the selected design) in an array of 3 meters height (at an L-band wavelength of
21.5 cms) would afford effective performance and coverage. Moreover it
would have the added advantage of simplicity in the corporate feed structure
of the antenna, as discussed above. This uniform antenna could be effec-
tively employed at a system power level of about 3. 9 KW (600 watts at 9 GHz
in X-band and 240 watts at 1.4 GHz in L-band).

GROUND OFFSET RANGE. KM - ^

MOTES. ALTI'IKM • IO> KM. MODIFIED TArUW FIRST SIDE LOOES^ISda (ONE WAV).
UNIFORM ILLUMINATION BtAKfflDl Hrf J». TRUNCATED m fc'.-Vk 'I/UNIFORM

r Figure 3-12. Shaped beams /range ambiguity suppression.
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.

5 by 8 Meter Arrays. The truncated sin k'x/k'x weighting functions of

t\:e 5 by 8 meter array provide nearly rectangular vertical illumination beams. I) .

The range selectivity advantages for the space shuttle of this nearly ideal
i

antenna have already been discussed (see Figure 3-12) in conjunction with dit- jj -;
- - tcussion of vertical shaping for the longer 12 meter antenna of the baseline j

design. . .. t) <
The shaped 5x8 meter antenna considered is a two be am width alterna- U ;

tive to multi-beam antennas with be am widths nearly matched for variable look _, !

angles over the range 20-60 degreeo contemplated for the Space Shuttle. The [I •

8 meter length is almost the minimum practical because of prf constraints

for azimuth ambiguity suppression. A combination of shortened wavelength ( j •
• ' :'

and increased antenna height relative to the selected design provides the space ..

for shaped beams at both L-band (1.53 GHz) and X-band (10 GHz). The shaping j \ :

function is applied to separate X-band arrays for vertical and horizontal .'

polarizations and to a single L-band array with crossed dipoles for dual TT

polarization on receive. The large antenna required for the truncated sin JL

k'x/k'x weighting function requires a fold in the vertical plane as well as in

the horizontal plane for stowage to a single 3x4 meter pallet. The duplicate j .

patterns for the two wavelengthn and polarizations are necessary to facilitate
T 'comparison of the space sensor data by overlay. M
• * *

The aperture weighting functions for dual beamwidth vertical beams j

are shown in Figure 3-13; the broader beam is formed from a switched mid- f j j

section of the respective arrays. The approximately rectangular pattern of . '"' \

the narrow beam (k'=l. 528n) has beamwidths of about 6 degrees at - 1. dB and sr\

10 degrees at -18 dB. This improves the shading of diffuse terrain signals (/ ,

which results from the weighting to about 4 dB as compared to 6 dB shading -1

for comparable swath coverage with a uniformity illuminated array. The g i

comparable range discrimination (or, equivalent'./, the maximum prf con- '

*traint) is improved about 20 percent (0.6 to 1 as co'mpared to 0.5 to 1) for | '

the rectangular beam array approx-m?tion. Average power requirements :

are 200 watts in L-band (1.53 GHz) and 500 watts in X-band (10.0 GHz), I j
w

with a practical aperture efficiency of 35 percent. , ' . •
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Figure 3-itJ. Aperture weighting functions.

Swath coverages of the dual shaped beam alternate design and the

baseline design are displayed in Figure 3-14. The figure shows effective

coverage for diffuse terrain, such as vegetation. This coverage is obtained

for incidence angles of 25 degreen (S/N = 13.7 dB for TJ -18 dB) with beam B,

the broader of the two be am a. With the narrower beam the coverage extend*

to 60 degrees (S/N = 10 dB}.. Beyond 55 degrees (look angle about 53 degrees),

the coverage decreases because of range ambiguities resulting from the

minimum erf constraint (about 1900 Hz), which in turn is caused by the

finite antenna length of 8 meter 3. With this design there is no coverage

beyond 61 degreeu because of pr/ constraints imposed by range and azimuth

ambiguity suppression requirements.
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Figure 3-14. Baseline design vs. 5 x 8 m array.

The selection of multi-beam uniformity illuminated arrays is favored

because they fold in a single-dimension for single pallet stowage. Similarly
the simplicity of the corporate fold structure favors its selection. While

shaped vertical arrays offer advantages in range ambiguity suppression, the

selection of longer arrays and lower operating prf's and the choice of beam-

widths more nearly matched to the various look angles compensates for thia
loss. - -

" . • - " • ' *

3.2.2.3 16 Meter Length Array* ' • • ; ' ' ' ,

The advantages of longer arrays are primarily in the reduced transmitter

power and improved swath coverage. A practical upper limit to array length

for multi-look (4 looks) synthetic array radar applications is approximately

the resolution (about twice the single-look resolution). Thua, for a resolu-

tion o.C 1?.. 5 meters at four looks, a length of 12 meters is practical; also for

a single look, 6.25 meters is practical. However, for a resolution of
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25 meters, an antenna of 16 me.ers offers substantial reductions in the power
required as well as improvements in swath coverage, particulary at look
angles beyond 50 degrees. ' .

The pros and cons of greater antenna length were investigated in a
study of 15 to 16 meter planar arrays, which are essentially three-fold ver-
sions of the dual-fold deployable physical arrays of the baseline design. The
height of the antenna studies is 3 meters; by selecting apertures, 3 different
beams are formed— 6.3 degrees. 9.75 degrees, and 18.9 degrees in width —
just as in the 11-12 meter baseline version. The increase in antenna weight
foz this design increase is about 1/3 (680 dg to 910 kg, approximately). It is
estimated that at X-band corporate feed losses wi)l increase by about 0.4 dB
the .change is anticipated; feed loss at L-band, with low loss waveguide, will
be negligible. Power allocations are accordingly 360 watts at X-band and
120 watts at L-band, slightly greater than that obtained through direct
scaling (338 W at X and 112 W at L-band^ystem power demand is 2.8 KW,
a decrease of 25 percent compared to the 3.5 KV7 demand for the selected
design.

The swath coverage of the longer antenna version is compared with that
of the baseline design in Figure 3-15. Swath widths differ insignificantly at
the shorter offset ranges for which the swath is determined solely by the
illumination pattern of the vertical beams: however, the data rate is lower
and the range ambiguity is less at the lower prf's of the long antenna design.
At larger offsets, a swath width advantage is evident for the lonp^r antenna
because of Improved range ambiguity suppression at the lower prfs of the •
alternate design. Both designs provide a swath center S/N > 14 dB for r\ =
-18 dB and for an incidence angle of 64 degveen (look angle = 60.6 degrees). '
At 25 meters resolution, the minimum prf constraint (4 looks at 45 degree*/
overlap) to meet azimuth ambiguity suppression requirements is about 1100 Hz
for the alternate and about 1300 Hz for the baseline design.

The conventional applications of synthetic aperture techniques require
uniform arrays about twice the single look resolution length or lees. Thus,
the 15-16 meter uniform arrays ti the alternate design are satisfactory for
a resolution of 8 meters at a single look. However, for diffuse targets |,|
scintillation smoothing with multi-looks in fine (azimuth) in desirable. Four
looks at a 25m resolution, d, and 45 percent overlap is equivalent to a single i \
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look resolution of 2S/'.. 65 = 9.4m*, d; this provides scintillation smoothing

equivalent to about 3. 5 independent looks. Thus, the longer array alternate

and the selected designs are satisfactory for multi-look SAR applications at

25 m resolution. However, four looks for a d of 12. 5 m and 65 percent over-

lap are equivalent to a single resolution (d1) of 12. 5/2. 05 = 6.1m. Thus the

alternate design with an antenna length (I) of 15 m is restricted to multi-

look SAR applications for which resolution is equal to or more than 15-16 m

and single look where the resolution d Is t/2 - 7. 5 m. A major factor in the

choice of 11-12 m for the antenna length is its compatibility with Space Sensor

SAR capabilities of 12, 5 m resolutions at 4 looks (with 65 percent overlap).

The baseline design foldp, to stow on a single 3 x 4 m pallet, allowing

room for other Space Shuttle experiments. The need to make three-folds in

*JJ = \.R/2d', L1 = L(n-(n-l)k); n is the number of Jooks and k the
fractional overlap; L. = XR/2d' is the orbit path distance vT (effective
length of the eyniheMc aperture). - a
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the horizontal plane of the 15-16 m of the alternate design to provide this room

Is a major factor in rejecting it in favor of the 11-1Z meter length antennas.

3.2.3 UHF and X-Band Design

A UHF/X-band design is practicable. UHF is 450 MHz, the X-band

frequency is 9. 0 GHz. The array dimensions are 3 meter.? by 10.7 meters;

it is stowed upon and derloyed from a single pallet, as is the baseline array.

The UHF aperture is dual polarized with crossed-dipoles. like the baseline* 3

L-band array. One of three beams may be selected using vertical switching

as in the baseline array. Broad beams of 24 degrees and 37 degrees are

suitable for near nadir illumination (e.g. 6 degrees to 30 degrees). A

14.6 degrees narrow beam, at a look angle of 39 degrees for ground reflec-

tivity (cro) of -27 dB (receiver noise figure = 2.5 dB?, with 100 watts

average transmitter power pives a swath center S/N of more than 14 dB. The

',HF of 450 MHz was selected for two reasons. First it is below the television

band (470 to 890 MHz). Secondly it is approximately an octave below the

L-band (1045 MHz) frequency of the baseline d'esign, which may be desirable

for some earth resource sensor applications, such as forestry.

Parameters of the UHF/X-band alternate design are listed in Table 3-12.

TABLE 3-12. UHF/X-3AND ALTERNATE DESIGN PARAMETERS

Carrier Frequencies

Transmitter Power, Avg

Resolution

Vertical Beams

Array Dimensions

Swatn Widths

Terrain Reflectivity

Received Noise Figure

Signal-to-Noioe Ratio

Aperture Efficiency

Losses

Look Angles (200 KM
altitude)

UHF 1

450 MHz

100 watts

25 x 25 M
5:14.6. 24.0, 37.3

2.43x 10.7 M

50-85 KM

cr0>-27 dB

2.5 dB

>8 dB

57. 5 percent

4.2 dB

6 to 45 degrees

3-35

X-Band
I

9. 0 GHz

500 watts
25 x ?5 M

3:6.3, 9.45, 18.9

O.S7x 10.7 M

50-85 KM

obS-18 dB

4.0dB

58 dB

57.5 percent
6. 1 oB
10 to 60 degrees



3. 2.4 S- and X-Band Designs

An S-/X-band design at 2. 45 and 9. 0 GHz, respectively, was also

considered. The S-band array height is 1.04 meters compared to 2. 43 meters

for the L-band array height. The S-band aperture uses crossed dipoles for

the dual polarization feature, as does its JL-band counterpart. The weight of

this array, which is 1. 6 meters high, is estimated to be about half that of

the baseline array, while the increase in transmitter power is only 50 watts.

S-band at 250 watts average power provides performance roughly equivalent

to L-band, with an increase in <ro'e of 2. 7 d3; losses and noise figure are

approximately the same.

The S/X-band design provides coverage equivalent to the L/X-band

baseline design using three switched beams of 6. 3, 9. 45, 18. 9 degrees v/ith

uniform illumination. Remote sensor performance is also equivalent, except

for any subtle difference in sensor characteristics because of the approxi-

mately one octave increase in frequency from JL-band to S-band.

The S-band transmitter may be implemented with TWT's or klystrons.

S-band klystrons provide a convenient means of obtaining transmitter effi-

ciencies of 30 to 40 percent, with adequate bandwidth, (at least 50 MHz), as in

the X-band transmitter, T\VT and Klystron tube designs suitable for the

application, with perhaps some parameters scaling, ar- available.

TABLE 3-13. S-/X-BAND ALTERNATE DESIGN PARAMETERS

Carrier Frequencies

Transmitter Power, Avg

Vertical Beams

Array Dimensions

Swath Widths

Terrain Reflectivity

Receiver Noise Figure

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Aperture Efficiency

Losses

Look Angles

S-Band

2.45 GHz

250 watts

3:6.3, 9.45, 18.9°

1.04x 10.7 M

50-85 KM

or > -25 dB
C

2.5 uB

>8dB

57.5%

4.5 dB

10 to 60°

X-Band

9. 0 GHz

500 watts

3:6.3. 9.45, 18.9°

0.57x 10-. 7 M

50-85 KM

o-0 >20 dB

4 .0dB

>8dB

57. 5%

6.1 dB

10 to 60°

1

[i
l .

ii

I
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3.2.5 Dual K -Band and L-Band Designs

Two approaches for K -band alternate designs at 13.3 and 16.0 GHz

were considered. The first approach uses three beams; performance is

essentially equivalent to that of the X-band baseline design; the second

employs a single'shaped beam and provides effective coverage to a look angle

of at least 40 degrees and requires less prime power than the multi-beam

approach. The second K -band design provides a minimum swath w.dth of

40 KM for look angles of. 20 degrees to 40 degree*, and a beam limited swath

width of 35 KM with coverage to 10 degrees look angle. The multi-beam options

provide swath widths of 60-80 KM and coverage from 10 degrees to 60 degrees

look angle.

Considerations of agricultural applications motivate shorter wavelength

sensor designs. In particular, X-band is not as sensitive as K band to

differences in plant morphology and biomass. An increase in sensitivity with

carrier frequency has been reported for vital crops, including corn*.

K -band designs have several relative disadvantages. They require

more transmitter power than X-band equivalents, are more susceptible to the

adverse effects of moist clouds, fog, and rain. K -band impose more

stringent requirements on mechanical tolerances for antennas than dcss X-band

designs. These disadvantages are significant for choice of antenna ?jad

transmitter designs, but do not preclude the use of K-band, at least .for

wavelengths greater than 1.8 cms. Available data for vegetation, discussed

later, indicate that backscatter coefficients for a Ku -band and X-band are - .

equivalent. - ' . . ' . - . •

i<

*l)Ulaby, F. T., T.F. Bush, P.O. Batlivala* J. Cihlar, "The Effects of
of Soil Moisture and Plant Morphology on the Radar Backscatter for
Vegetation".- Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas
Space Technology Center, R. S. L. Technical Report 177-51, July 1974.

Experimental data for corn, milo, soybeans, and alfalfa at 9. 0, 13.0,
and "16. 0 GHz for incidence angles of 0 degrees (vertical) to 70 degrees :
are reported. The effects of heavy rain on backscatter from fields of
maturing corn (July 16 to August 8, 1973) are especially convincing .
with respect to I\ -band "sensitivity to plant morphology and/or biomass. ',
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KU -band designs having performance equivalent to the X-band baseline
design at 500 watts average transmitter power (array ^10. 7 meters long)

require transmitters with average powers of 1300 to 1700 watts at 13.3 GHz

and 1900 to 3000 watts at 16. C GHz, depending upon atmospheric conditions.

Table 3-14 summarizes the critical loss factors for these baseline equivalent

designs. The sensitivities to propagation losses and the effects of rain are

discussed below. Figure 3-16 shows the frequency dependence of transmitter

power requirements and system power demand for the moderately severe

propagation loss case of moist low stratus clouds without precipitatioa for

which X-band loss at an incidence angle of 60 degrees is about 1. 4 dB
(Figure 3-17).

Antenna aperture weight savings of 40 to 60 kg for the shorter wave-
length versions of the multi-beam baseline antenna do not compensate for the

weight increases resulting from transmitter weight and power requirements.

The L- and KU -band antenna aperture area is decreased, by approximately

2. 0 to 2. 7 square meters (6. 1 to 8. 3 percent). This decrease in area results

in a weight saving of up to 60 kg (aperture weight about 22 kg per M2), which

i i

CONDITIONS

• SWATH WIDTHS: 60 - 85 KM

O RESOLUTION: 25Mx2SM

• MAXIMUM VERTICAL LOOK ANGLE
ft. 60°

• BACKSCATTERCOEFij--18dB
«r0-»)COS/3l

• ATMOSPHERE: MOIST LOW
STRATUS CLOUD. NO PRECIPITATION

• ALTITUDE: 200 KM ,

• THREE VERTICAL BEAMS
(UNIFORM ILLUMINATION) 18.9°.9.4°,6.3°

• ANTENNA LENGTH: - 10.7M

10 12 M

I.CMi —

16 16 20

*.1

n« *

i]

(i

R

i!
ii
]
I
0
fl
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i

Figure 3-16. Multi-beam system frequency
comparison (9. 0, 13.3, 16.0 GHz).
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NOTES:

MODELS:

SEA 1 LIGHT TROPICAL RAIN <- 5M
SEA 7 MOIST LOW STRATUS CLOUDS <~1S\I
SEA 0 CLEAR (SOUTHEAST ASIA B-'UKI
CE 1 LIGHT RAIN (CENTRAL EUROPE, - 5%)
CE 6 THIN MOIST STRATUS CLOUDS (15-20%)
CE 6 THIN STRATUS CLOU JS AND LIGHT FOG (- 17%)
CE 1 CLEAR. OHV WITH HAZE AND SMOKE 124-38%)

TWO-WAY PATH ATTENUATION:
A UBI - A,, SEC ,l. j: VERTICAL
LOOK ANGLE
AT .1 - 40° (H-200 KM):
A -

Figure 3-17. Atmospheric attenuation
models.

is offset by an increase of the same magnitude in the weight of the K -band
* u

transmitter, necessitated by the need for rrore power (> 1 KW ).

3.2.5.2 Single Beam Antenna Alternates to X-Band Baseline Design

The single beam alternate, with a shaped vertical be am width of

abou* 12.5 degrees, provides effective coverage of 40KM swath width for

look angles of 40 degrees (200 KM altitude) with 400 to 600 watts K^band

transmitter.power.. Table 3-15 summarizer the power requirements for

13. 3 and 16. 0 HGz K -band frequencies and the moderately severe propagation

loss case (moist low stratus clouds, model SEA 7 in Table 3-16 and Fig-

ure 3-8)- Figure 3-18 illustrates the frequency — power relationship for this

design. For an equivalent single beam X-band system the average trans-

mitter power is 130 watts. , ' .-

Figure 3-19 shows the performance of tlie single beam design for the

case of moist low stratus clouds (Model SEA 7 in Figure.3L-17). The hori-

zontal bars on the curve indicate the limits of coverage for each swath posi-

tion, for example a swath width of 35 KM is obtained with the antenna at a

15 degrees look angle and covers the area between look angles of 10 degrees

and 20 degrees for an altitude of 200 KM. The dashed tine extension for

larger look angles represents performance improvement as transmitter

*Transmitter weight is approximately proportional to the square i-oot
of power.
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TABLE 3-16. SELECTED WEATHER MODELS

Model

SEA 1

SEA 7

SEA 8

CE 1

CE5

CE6

CE7

Description

Light Monsoon
Rain, 1 to 2.5 mm/hr.

Low-Stratus Clouds
Warm, Moist

Clear, Warm, Humid

Light Rain
0.6 to 1.2 mm/hr. .

Low-Stratus Clouds
Cool, Broken

Fog and Low
Stratus Clouds

Clear with Haze anc1

Smoke, Dry

Temp
°C

26

26

26

9

9

9

9

Water
Vapor
g/nr*

17

12.7

14.1

6.3

6.3

. 6.8

4.1

Moisture
g/m3

1-1.5

0.5-1

—

0. 1-0.3

0.1-0.3
.

0.1-0.3

—

Percent
Annual

Occurrence

Day

2.8

12

14

5

19

17

24

Night

5.5

17

8

5

15

18

38.

t
8 2
of t

I °6

Ul

S
tc

0.2

I I I I 71 I i T

SVSTEM^J*

TRANSMITTER •'

/

CONDITIONS

9 SWATH WIDTH: 40-50 KM

& RESOLUTION: 25M x 25M

<8> MAXIMUM VERTICAL
LOOKAN(3LE/3 = 40°

© BACKSCATTERCOEFT =-18dB

'10 12

FREOUENCV. P

IS 20

© MINIMUM S/N = 8 dB

© ATMOSPHERE: MOIST
LOW STRATUS CLOUD,
NO PRECIPITATION

O ALTITUDE: 200 KM

® VERTICAL BEAMWIDTH ={2.5°,
SHAPED: TRUNCATED SIN X/X

© ANTENNA LENGTH: 10.7M

Figure 3-18. Single antenna beam
system, frequency comparison
(9.0, 13.3. 16. 0 GHz)
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t
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I

I I I I

10 20 40 50

automata
• AL1ITUDE: JO) KM

• VERTICAL BCAM-1J.60

(EFF£CTIVE'&.-0 J°»
; TRUNCATED SIN X/X

iaija. XANDK..BAND;

»„»•) COS.J
e AVERAGE POWER REOUIflEMtNK:

I. OH.
1.71 60
9.0 IN
uj tea
10.0 MO

» tttOPAOATIOM: MOUT
LOW STRATUS CLOUOt

• t/N > t«8

0.LOOK ANCLE.0

I I I I I I I I I I I

0 17 15 54 73 84 119 141 170 201 244

RQ. OFFSET RANGE. KM . ~ -

Figure 3-19. Single beam options
swath coverage.

power or clutter reflectivity increase or as propagation loss decreases.

Range ambiguity considerations restrict coverage to look angles that are

less than 55 degrees. ' '

. . The aperture dimensions and gains for the single beam designs are

summarized in Table 3-17, The L-band frequency is 1.71 GHz, an

increase of about 70 percent from the baseline design (1. 045 GHz). The

combination L-band and K^-baod single beamwidth alternate designs' have

apertures of 3.3 meters x 10. 7 meters, consistent with deployment and

single pallet stowage as with the baseline design. • . ' •

3.2.5.3 Relationship of K,t-Band Planar Array and X-Band Planar Array
Costs of the ERSIR

Costs of the design analysis, fabrication, and test for a Ku-band

antenna at 13.3 GHz' are expected to be about 25 percent more than for the

equivalent X-band design at 9. 0 GHz. This increase in cost with carrier

frequency reflects the anticipated increase in effort needed to maintain

required tolerances, which becomes greater as the antenna length increases

from about 300K at 9 GHz to 475X. at 13.3 GHz, for a 10. 7 meter array.
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i

The pattern requirements are tied to the SAR performance criteria and

are th? same for Ku-band as for X-band. The approximate relationship

between cost and frequency ie given by the curve shown in Figure 3-20.

The costs for the baseline equivalent Ku-band transmitters will be

relatively high because of the design, development, and relevant testing costs

associated with the high voltages and powers for this application. The

K -band transmitter can be readily developed by scaling an existing K -band

gridded Klystron design (Varian Associates), which has design center values

of 14 GHz and 1000 watts to 13-16 GHz and 500 to 1500 watts. This new

K -band transmitter will require a more powerful grid modulator than the

contemplated X-band design, because of a relatively lower mu grid in the

K -band tubo. , - -

However, the K -band single beam options at 360 watts (13.3 GHa) to

540 watts (16 GHz) are comparable to the baseline X-band transmitter in

power and cost. The cost frequency relationship is expected to approximate

that shown in the curves of Figure 3-21.

COST RElAIIVf TO X-BAND19 CHil

MAN-MWTHSOftl

1.0- r«-e«ko»t IJIOH*
X-BANOMfOOtb ~

Figure 3-20. Ku-band planar
•-. - array s.-

« 111 it
• I.CO —•_

ESTIMATED COST (MAN-MONTHS OR «
RELATIVE TO BASELINE X-BAUO AT 600 WATTS:

O BASELINE OPTIONS: O HNflLE BEAM OPTIONS
(130HAT8.0GHi>.

Figure 3-21. KU - band single
beam options, transmitter cost
relative to baseline '
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Preliminary characteristics of this K -band transmitter at 13.3 GHz

are summarized in Table 3-18.

3.2.5.4 Operating Conditions that Effect Design

Vegetation BacVacatter Coefficient. Extensive experimental data on

backacafier coefficienr.it for vegetation are summarized in the literature .

The «yavelepgth dependence for mature and maturing crops appears to be

more A function of crop condition than of crop type. Condition refers to
#4

moisture content, morphology, biomass, and disease . In general, for

frequencies from 9. 0 to 16. 0 GHz, and for either HH or VV direct polariza-

tion, the backscatter coefficient variation because of crop type is 4 to 5 dB

(incidence angles $ = 20 to 60 degrees); the cross-polarization backscatter

coefficient is generally smaller than the coefficient for direct polariu&tion

by 5 to 15 dB, and typically is 8 to 12 dB. Following Nathanson (1969), and

in general agreement with Moore (1970) an q value of -18 dB (o = r\coa $)

was adopted for X- and Ku-bands (to 16 GHz), HH and VV polarization, where

*2) Moore. R.K. , "Ground Echo", chapter 25 in Radar Handbook.
M.I. Skolnik, editor, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970; esp. pp 18-35,
42-47 •

3) Nathanscn, F. E., "Radar Design Principles, Signal Processing
and the Environment", McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1969, pp 262-273

4) Co9griff, R. L. , W.H. Peake, R.C. Taylor, "Terrain Scattering
. Properties for Sensor System Design", Terrain Handbook II. The

Engineering Experiment Station, University of Ohio, May I960

5) Bond, R.H., "A Summary of Measurements and Theoriea of
Radar Ground Return", Technical Memorandum 656, Hughes Air-
craft Co., September I960

6) Ulaby, F.T. , "Radar Response to Vegetation", IEEE Transactions
on Antennas and Propagation, vol.'AP-23 January 1975, pp 36-45

7) King, C., "Agricultural Terrain Scatterometer Observations with
Emphasis on Soil Moisture Variations", Remote Sensing Laboratory,
The University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc., CRES Technical

. Report 177-44, August 1973

**Ulaby, etal(1974), op, cit., pp 11-14
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TABLE 3-18. Ku-BAND TRANSMITTER.

Based on Current State-of-the-Tube Art:

Center Frequency

Tube Type

Tube Development

Peak Power

Average Power

Bandwidth

Duty

RF Drive

Modulation

Pulsewidth

PRF

Transmitter Frequency

Ku-Band

13.3 GHz

Klystron with PM Focus

Scaling Existing Design

25 - 30 KW

250 - 1000 W

75 MHz

3 Percent

1 W Maximum

Low Mu Grid (3 - 5 KV Pu).se)

15 - 25 us

1200 - 1800 Hz

25 - 30 percent

F

:r

4> is from 10 degrees to 70 degrees. At L-band for which an r) value of

-26 dB was rather arbitrarily chosen, a tendency for smaller backscatter

coefficients is noted for wavelengths larger than about 10 cma.t

Propagation Losses

The microwave sensor is valuable for its ability to penetrate cloud

cover, ground fog and rain; supplementing optical wavelength sensors which

are ineffective under these conditions. However, it is necessary in Ku~band

to allow for increased propagation losses as compared to X-band. For this

purpose, adverse we« ther models are ust-d to estimate atnospneric effects.

(1969) op. cit., p. 273; Moore (1970) op. cit., pp. 26, 29

tNathanson (1969). pp. 262-265

#Beam, B.R., E. J. Dntton, B.D. Warner, "Weather Effects on Radar",
Chapter 24 in Radar Handbook. M. i. Skolnik editor, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1970, pp. 16-23

**O'Reilly. Captain Patrick .I., "Adverse Weather Models". USAF
Environmental Technical Application Center, ETAC Report 6467,
October 1970
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From O'Reilly'a work, the following relatively frequent low stratus cloud

models have been chosen: '•

1. SEA 7, a model of warm (Z6°C), moist (-0. 3 g/m ), low stratus
clouds occurring 17-22 percent of the time, September to April
in Southeast Asia;

2. CE5, a cool (9°C), moist (~0. 3 g/m ) broken low stratus cloud
. model occurring 15-19 percent of the time in Central Europe

(predominantly October — March).
i

Also extracted for relevance are models for light rain: 1

3. SEA 1, a warm (26°C), light tropical rain of 2-2. 5 mm/hr '
' typical of many regions and occurring about 5-10 percent of the

time from May to September. . •

4. CE1 a cool (9°C), very, light but extensive rain of 0.9 to 1,2 mm/hr
occurring about 5 percent of the time and for all seasons in
Central Europe. i

;

These models extend to an altitude of 30 KM; the path length for the

orbiting shuttle (neglecting refraction effects) is accordingly

8. = 30 sec <)>, KM (1) ;
• r

whore 4> is the angle of incidence at the ground. Thus propagation loss is

simply the two-way propagation loss A at vertical incidence multipled by j

sec $: . • • _ i
"' " / 1

jfp = A o sec4> = A o s e c ( p + Rg/Re). ., , (2) j

The two-way vertical incidence propagation losses as functions of - i

frequency (X- and K -bands) are shown in Figure 3-17. The losses for ;

rain are those caused by absorption and scattering; the effects of rain back- j

scatter are considered below. •

The referenced models are briefly described in Table 3-16 together !

with estimates of their annual frequency of occurrence in Southeast Asia or ' 1
j

Middle Europe. The models are, of course, typical of similar atmospheric \

phenomena in other regions, hence provide a general indication of weather j

effects as well as being specific for significant portions of the earth's sur-

faces. A cool, dry air model (CE7, 4. 1 g/m water vapor) exhibits low -i

loss (0. 15 dB at 16.0 GHz, equivalent to 0.3 dB at 60° incidence angle).
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The Effects of Rain

Rainfall effects for the synthetic array radar arc complex; turbulence,

wind shear and the distribution of precipitation centers in the cloud forma-

tions are difficult to account for except in the moat general cases. It will be

assumed in the analysis which follows, tltat practical results can be obtained

with a very simple precipitation model. Wind effects will be ignored. It will

be assumed that the rainfall will be assumed light and extensive in area, and

that it will change gradually with height above the earth. Figure 3-22 is a

sketch of this simplified model for rain backscatter calculations. The propa-

gation losses due to scattering and absorption appropriate to terrain back-

scatter have been accounted for in Figure 3-8 for specific light rain

situations.

The simplifies model for rain backscatter calculations is based on a

uniform strata of precipitation parallel to the earth's surface; for simplicity,

refraction effects are neglected. It is assumed that the inciotnt rays from

the illuminating sensor have fixed angles of incidence $ at each layer of

precipitation, that each layer i is 1 KM thick with a uniform precipitation

rate r. mm/hr and th?.t i is an index running from 1 at the top of the rainfall

model to n at the earth's surface, with the precipitation extending to a height

of n KM.

NOTES:
FOR '.AVER i:

Of ATTENUATION. OB/KM
r, RAINFALL RATE. MM/MB

•r,b.»-WO.b-1.5
SLANT RANGE
SLANT RANGE
RESOLUTION
•INCIDENCE AKCLE

M, • xKM.
PntClPlTAIION
MEIQMT

TERRAIN

Figure 3-22. Model for rain backacatter.
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The volume element for backscatter calculations consists of a slab d

meters thick at a slant range R tilted at an angle 4> from the vertical ands
extending distances that are large compared to SAR resolution d . The pre-

ct

cipitation echoes are assumed to be random in phase relative to terrain

reflections and so constitute additive white noise; further, the vertical velo-

city component is assumed to be sufficiently small that the apparent doppler

displacement of the rain clutter spectrum is not a significant factor . The

reflections from the i layer volume element are subject to two-way path

attenuation from the layers above it; for simplificy.it will be assumed that

the attenuation within the reflecting layer is negligible. Vertical extent is

assumed small compared to the vertical illumination pattern of the sensor

betm; thus terrain and rain backscatter are assumed to be illuminated at

the same relative gain.

The rain reflectivity <r , (units of square meters per m ) is calculated

for the volume element in the i layer from the following relations:

5 I.,12h.u5 |K |
1 I >

v • -^-^

with z. = (Z,0; >i = ari : (2a) j
; j

D. is the diameter of the rain droplets (mm) in the j ' volume element of 1 m , ]

r. is rainfall rate in mm/hr, a and b are empirical constants, K is a factor

related to the complex dielectric constant of the droplets and h. is the effec- t

tive distance (height) of the rain cell in the i layer (h. = csc$., KM). - •

*The rain clutter signals appear shifted in angle (azimuth) relative to I
the stationary ground due to the spectrum displacement of the falling I
rain. For p.ently falling rain (for example, velocities less than 5 m/s),
this shift will be minor; for heavy or wind driven rain, the shift will I
be a significant fraction of the real array azimuthal beanwidth. • I

**1) Kerr , D. E. editor, "Propagation cf Short Radio Waves", vol. 13
Radiation Laboratory Series McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1951, • I
Chapter 7 . ]

2) Skolnik, M.I. , Editor, "Radar Handbook, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
lv?0 Chapter 24. especially pp. 21-22, 23-29. j

•The Rayleigh scattering model is applied to the X- and K -bar>d
cases considered hire.
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Typically

{ = 200 r.

< J K | 2 = 0 . 9 2 . (2b)

!
t for r-.in droplets in X and K -bands and near a temperature of 8°C; z has

6 3 u

the units (mm) /m .

( • The rain backscatter in the i. layer is attenuated by a factor A. .

due to the path in the i- 1 layers above the rain cell. The terrain return

|T signal is attenuated by a factor A due to propagation in n precipitation layers.

_. noise) ratio is expressed as follows:

Thus the terrain backscatter signal P and rain clutter power p. (signal-to-

p d d A <r

^.-^_

where d , d are SAR resolutions, <r is terrain reflectivity and d =d, sin <t>.
5 a o 3 2

Substituting relations (2) above with h.d = d • 10 m yields:i r g

( where X is in cms, r. is mm/hr and a is an equivalent rain backscatter
1 r .

coefficient:

I ' • :' '. ,-• ' ' - '
5.63 • 10"- V A. , r . I > 6

* £-i l-* i
E i_i

(S>
An

i with |K| 2 = 0.9Z in (2).

r . ' • ' . ' .« •

i; •



The equivalent backacatter coefficient IT as a function of frequency

in X- and Ku-bands is shown in Figure 3-23 for the light rain model, SEA 1

cited above for propagation losses. The effective cross-section is observed

to increase as f^, p > 4 due to the frequency dependence of the attenuation

factors A^_ ̂  and An<

The signal-to-rain clutter ratio for the baseline design (r\ = -18 dB,

a = -19. 2 dB at p = 40°) is near unity at 16 GHz but still appreciable (about

12 dB) at 9 GHz. Further, the path attenuation for p = 40° is only 2 dB in

X-band (9 GHz) but 6. 3 dB at the upper end of K -band (16 GHz).

Moderate to heavy rains will, of course, seriously degrade X-band

performance as well as inhibit K -band. However, severe storms are usually

infrequent and restricted to relatively small areas. The light rain can be

extensive in area and long in duration. Clearly, adverse weather favors
- ,»

longer wavelengths in the range 9 to 13.3 GHz.

]

H;

.10

t.,.

~ -»

I
o

-33 1 1 / 1 I II IJJ^
g 7 (0 14 20

I.CHi —*

NOTES:
L.-5HT RAIN MODEL, SEA 1:

PRECIPITATION HEIGHT. 6 KM

RATE: 1-2.5mm/hr

SURFACE: TEMP = 26°C

WATER VAPOR 17 g/m3

CLOUD COVER: LOW STRATUS

H :̂ 1-1.5 g/m3

INCIDENCE ANGLE 4>= 41.5°

ATTENUATIONS (TWO-WAY):
2 dB AT 9.0 GHz
4.3 AT 13.3
6.3 AT 16.0

Figure 3-Z3. Light rain backscatter
versus frequency.
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3.3 ANTENNA DESIGN

A preliminary antenna design has been carried out subject to the

trade-offs and results of system studies. Several iterations of the concep-

tual design have led to the result described in the following paragraphs. ;

Where it is considered significant, the rational for particular design choices

is indicated. The dimensions of the antenna aperture are determined by a >

complex of system considerations and tradeoffs including resolution, swath \

width, gain and transmitter power, frequency, image quality, mechanical \

constraints, and relative economy and complexity of implementation. Based i

on the system performance and tradeoff studies described elsewhere (Sec- i

tion 3.2) r and a consideration of the mechanical constraints associated with |

installation and deployment, a nominal aperture of 12 meters by 3 meters I
j

is recommended. . ;

The radiating portion of the antenna consists of planar arrays at •

X- and L-band. The arrays are divided longitudinally into 12 sections or \

modules, as illustrated in Figure 3-24. The sections of the radiating struc- '

ture are attached to a thermally isolated support structure by.means of flex- i

ural supports. The support structure provides the mechanical strength :

required during boout, launch, and landing and to provide a flat stable sur- • j

face that will not distort unduly with the varying thermal loads encountered - >

in orbit. The back-up structure will also serve as a thermal shield at the ]

back of the radiating part of the antenna to avoid the effects of a non-uniform, °
i

varying, and as yet undetermined thermal environment, encountered during j

exposure to portions of the Shuttle to the payload. and to space. The flex- • •]

ural supports serve as thermal isolators between the radiating panels and j

the back-up structure. They also make it possible for the radiating part of i

the antenna to expand or contract uniformly with temperature relative to the ;

thermally stable back-up structure without inducing bending. . '

The choice of a planar radiating configuration as opposed to another J

configuration, such as a curved reflector with line source feeds is piedi- • \

cated in part on the fact that the radiating surface is exposed to space or . {

solar radiation at varying angles, and the use of a planar surface avoids ' , ' . \

shadowing. Uneven heating or cooling end associated thermal distortions

are avoided. "
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Figure 3-24. Antenna dimensions and locations of fold lines.

Induced distortions are more significant with reflector artennas,

since a given displacement from the desired surface changes ihe distance

traveled by a wave from the aperture to the reflecto/ surface and from the

surface to the feed, essentially doubling the effect. For the same reason

tolerances on reflector surfaces are tighter than those on the flatness of
planar arrays.

In the vertical direction the larger portion of the aperture is used

for the L-band array, while the lesser portion is used for X-band. In order

to provide imagery of the same areac at X-band and L-band the same beam-

widths are needed in the vertlca.l plane afboth frequencies and for both hori-

zontal and vertical polarisations. The vertical aperture height required for

a given beamwidth ie proportional :o the wavelength or inversely propor-

tional to frequency. For nominal frequencies of 1 and 9 GHz the aperture

height for L-band is 9 times that for X- band. Since the X-band aperture Is
relatively narrow, it is possible to utilize separate apertures for vertical

and horizontal polarization. This separation assures good isolation of the

polarized beam and avoids losses and complexity without sacrificing much

L-band aperture. The resulting division of the aperture is illuotrated in
Figure 3-Z5.
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The antenna is divided into longitudinal sections or modules, each

supported by flextures from the support structures. The division is both

mechanical and electrical. Corporate feeds provide bandwidth and each

longitudinal section of the antenna has separate feed inputs from a corporate

feed for each polarization at each frequency. In addition to the longitudinal

division, the L-band and the two X-h*nd apertures are each divided verti-

cally into two sections of unequal height, which provides for the generation

of three different beamwidtha for ea.cn type of polarization. Feeding the

narrow section of each aperture produces the widest beam; feeding the wide

section produces a beam of intermediate width; and feeding both sections at

once provides the narrowest beam.

The calculated 3 dB beamwidths in elevation and in azimuth are given

in Table 3-19. The switching that effects the changes in beamwidth is per-

formed at the inputs to the corporate feeds. The two fold antenna has six

corporate feed systems, v/hich are illustrated in Figure 3-26. A Layout of

the feed for the X-band porMon of the antenna for horizontal polarization is

shown ir. Figure 3-27. For convenience, the width of the feed waveguide as

shown in the figure <'.a not drawn to ucale.

The illumination of the antenna is uniform in both the azimuth and

elevation directions. The uniformity in the elevation direction makes it

possible to change the beamwidth with relatively uncomplicated switching

located at the antenna terminals. A detailed examination of system per-

formance shows shaping of the pattern iu the elevation direction has little

advantage, while it results in a considerable increase in aperture height.

It also involves extreme complexity in changing beamwidth. Tapering in

the azimuth direction to reduce sidclobes can be done to a good approximation

with simple changes in the power distribution of tHe corporate feed, but this

does not appear warranted since some on-axis gain would be sacrificed.
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TABLE 3-19. CALCULATED 3 DB BEAMWIDTHS -
12 M ANTENNA

Elevation Plane:

X-Band
. . and

L-Band

Azimuth Place:

X-Band

. L-Band

Both Arrays

Upper Array

Lower Array

0.153 degree

1.287 degrees

6.29 degrees

9.44 degrees

8. 87 degrees

;r

i

FOLD LINES

1:1 1.1 1.1

'MODULE
FEED POINT

MOSITION
SWITCH !

-^ TOMIC.7OWAVE
"** CIRCUITRY

TO OTHER AflflAV

Figure 3-26. Feed schematic.

.Mi
J O
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TWO 80° E-F1ANE BENDS
TO JOIN LEVELS *«2

FOLD LINK

V-̂  I ̂ •̂FOLO LINE
HALF HEIGHT TO FULL HEIGHT '

WAVEGUIDE TRANSITION
SECTION

FEEOCUIOE
1

FLANOE

!-,,
t RADIATING GUIDES f

Figure 3-27. X-band feed system horizontal polarization.

Antenna.gain figures for the various beamwidth frequencies and

polarizations are given in Table 3-20. The table gives the area gain. From

this the tabulated total losses are deducted to give I he gain values as they

would be measured at the antenna output to the receiver or antenna input

from the transmitter. The losses include losses attributable to aperture

efficiency, feed losses and effects of VSWR. Microwave devices are neces-

sarily inserted between the transmitter and receiver terminals to,provide

TABLb: 3-20. ANTENNA GAIN- 12 M ANTENNA

X-Band (9 gHz)

L-Band (1.045 gHz)..

Both Arrays

Upper Array

Lower Array

Both Arrays

Upper Array

Lower Array

Are?. Gain
ciB

45.79
44.03

41.26

36.44

34.68

31.66

Losses
dB

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

Gain
dB

43.39
41.63

38.86

34.04

32.28

29.26
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duplexing between transmitter and receiver, receiver protection, monitoring

of the transmitter power, monitoring the power reflected from the antenna

terminals, in addition to switching the beamwidth and polarization. Losses

for such devices at L-band and X-band are given in Table 3-21 for the repre-

sentative circuit configurations shown in Figures 3-28 and 3-29. The table

includes loss values that would be specified for the procurement of the

devices listed and values that could be expected to be obtained typically when

so specified. The waveguide losses under item 5 of the table are for suffi-

cient length to run all the way to the antenna from the pallet should that be

r necessary.

» • The two senses of polarization at L-band are provided b'/ crossed

dipole stripline radiators. Such a radiating element with nearly an octave

H bandwidth and greater than 30 dB of isolation of polarization is illustrated in

the photograph of Figure 3-30. The arrangement of the elements in the

g L-band aperture is shown in Figure 3-31. The dipoles can be fabricated

reproducibly and economically by photographing and etching from metalized

ft* board. They can then be sheared from the sheet rapidly and simply, tin

array of dipoles of one polarization for space application, where the dipoles

t were fabricated in this way, is shov/n in Figure 3-32 in a test configuration.

At X-band tie RF power requirements are higher than at L-band and

RF losses in radiating circuitry and in the long feed lines are generally

H higher. Losses bee one more significant and to minimize them a waveguide

feed with slot radiators is to be recommended, and stripline and radiating

$ and feed elements such as used at L-band are to be avoided. Both senses
I - • 9-

of polarization can b? provided with broadv/ail, shunt, elot radiators.

f' The antenna installation is influenced by several factors. Ao Installed

within tine shuttle it must withstand the structural loads imposed at launch anc1

!
boost. It is important that it be.accommodated on a single pallet. In orbit

••he antenna must be deployed and properly oriented. For return to <-»rth it

must be replaced within the shuttle, and safely withstand the etreaaes. of

, landing. In an emergency it should be possible to jettison the deployed

antenna.
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TRANSUIT1ER
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ANTENNA
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r

Figure 3-28. Microwave block diagram.
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Figure 3-29. Receiving only.
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Figure 3-30. Crossed dlpole.-
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Figure 3-31. L-band element arrangement..
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Figure 3-32. Dipols arra/.

For a nominal antenna size of 3m x )2m. it is necessary to fold the

antenna about an axis that is perpendicular to the long dimensiou. Cne i'old

?.t the mid point couid result in a package of about 6 meters by 3 meters and

two folds would give a stowed configuration approximately 3 meters by

4 meters, which couid fit on a single pallet.

Several ways of mounting and deploying the antenna have been con-

sidered. A configuration with a single fold that would require two pallets

fot stotage is illustrated in Figures 3-33 and 3-34. A:, shown in the figure

for deployment, the antenna would be rotated about an axis parallel to one

edge and parallel to the longitudinal axis of the shuttle. It would then be

unfolded about a hinge line perpendicular to the long dimension.

A second arrangement deployed from a single pallet is illustrated in

Figure 3-35. For storing an auteniia with a long dimension, of nominally
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Figure 3-33. Single-fold fully deployed antenna.
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Figure 3-34. Fully deployed antenna single fold.
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Figure 3-35. Fully deployed antenna dual fold.

4 meters on a single pallet two folds are necessary. The antenna and its

support structure would be rotated out of the pay load bay on a deployment

arm and then unfolded. Following unfolding the antenna would be situated

with the long axis transverse to the shuttle's longitudinal axis. Use in this

position requires that the shuttle fly sidewise. At the cost of additional

mechanism the antenna can be rotated through 90 so that the long axis is

parallel to the longitudinal axis of the shuttle as also shown in the figure.

A third configuration is shown in Figures 3-36 and 3-37. This

arrangement is simplest in that following unfolding the antenna is simply

rotated about the leading edge to give the detired elevation angles. The

configuration !•• restricted to use with side wise shuttle flight. As c^n be

seen from th figure the aperture is unobstructed at an angle of 60 degrees

off the nadir if one pallet length intervenes between that on which the antenna

i!
i

9
I
I
0

j«

ii

i
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Figure 3-36. Deployed dual-fold antenna.
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Figure 3-3?. Partially deployed antenna dual-fold.
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is mounted and the after end of the space laboratory and if nothing on the

intervening pallet projects in front of the antenna.

In the configurations as illustrated by the figures, the receiver and

tne transmitter, high voltage power supply and associated low voltage cir-

cuitry, ure shown as mount'.-d on the back of the antenna on a cold plate. The

objective of so mounting this equipment- is to eliminate the losses of rf trans-

mission from the pallet to the antenna and the losses and complexity of

rotary joints. Power, control signals, receiver outputs, and coolant would

be carried in lines within or along l"ie deployment arm. Service loops are

contemplated to avoid slip rings or rotary joints.

An accurate weight £?r the antenna cannot be obtained until a substan-

tial portion of the detailed structural design is completed. The weight has

been estimated, however, by comparison with a previously constructed large

X-Band antenna, approximately 8 meters' long. The weight per unit aperture

area of this.device was 20.3 kg/m . A major portion of .that weight was in

the structure used to support the antenna, which was cantilevered from one

end when folded once. Using 20. 3 kg/m value gives a weight of 731 kg for

a 3m x 12m antenna, without allowing for weight of the deployment mecha-

~ nism. The addition of 158 kg (350 Ibs) as an estimate for the transmitter and

receiver package would give an on-pallet weight of 889 kg. Considerable

reduction below this figure should be practicable, but it is not entirely clear

without more detailed structural and balance considerations with more firm

inputs relative to dynamics and allowable loads on the shuttle whether in fact

mounting the transmitter and receiver package on the back of the antenna

gives the optimum configuration.

Several aspects of the design have not yet been assessed Ui the detail

necessary for final design. This assessment is dependent on parameter

data not yet available, including the following: The effects of the exhaust

plumes from the reaction control system, the dynamic effects of the RCS

which need to be accounted for in the structural design, the thermal envi-

ronment, the possible effect of the antenna on the shuttle"heat rejection sys-

tem, and of course the struciural detail depending upon the dynamic inputs

at the pallet.
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3.4 TRANSMITTER DESIGN

3.4.1 Introduction and Problem Statement

The Spacelab radar requires X and L band transmitters of relatively-

high peak and average power. These power levels would present little risk

in terrestrial equipment, but the Spacelab application requires the solution

of several problems unique to a space environment. Among these are high

power microwave breakdown in antenna, feed, and other microwave compon-

- ents; breakdown in high voltage portions of the power conditioner; and cooling

of high voltage components in the absence of convection.

Although equipment operating at these power levels has not to our

knowledge been successful!/ flown in space, several design studies have

examined the problems of high power transmitters in long-term orbital'

missions. Many of the findings are applicable to the Spacelab mission,

although the short-term nature of the Spacelab mission requires some modi-

fication of the solutions to the design problem.

This section deals with transmitter design and the attendant design

problems. The requirements of the Spacelab transmitters are summarized.

A baseline design that meets these requirements id then described. It is a

design that represents a good compromise among solutions that must satisfy

competing criteria. Finally, alternate design approaches that utilize other

compromises in meeting these functional requirements are discussed. In

addition, the impact of meeting-different requirements (e.g., different power

levels) is also discussed. .

3.4.1.1 Transmitter Functional Requirements
* _ . - - - - - - _ _ j - . - -

Electrical Requirements. The transmitter electrical requirements

are summarized in Table 3-Z2.

Environmental Requirements. Environmental requirements are

summarized in Table 3-23.

Reliability. While not specified, reliability is assumed to be 98 per-

cent probability of success for 30 day mission after 100 hovers of ground
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TABLE 3-22. TRANSMITTER ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

Peak power (kW)

CeiAer frequency (GHz)

Bandwidth (MHz)

RF drive (max) (W)

Pulse width (us)

PRF (Hz)

Duty factor (max)

Average power at max duty (W)

Prime power voltage vdc

Prime power consumption (max) (kW)

L-Band

6.8

1.04

75

6.8

15-25

1200-1800

2. 9%

200

30 ±2.5

4 kW total

X-Band

17

9.0

75

0.2

15-25

1200-1600

2.9%

500

30 ±2.5

4 kW total

TABLE 3-23. TRANSMITTER ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

Pressure: On-Orbit

Launch

Vibration

Shock

Humidity

Salt Spray

Radiation

Cooling Provisions:

Cold Plate Temperature

Maximum Heat Load

1.4 x 10-5 to 1 x 10-10 Torr

Sea level to 8 x 10-6, Torr

Per JSC 07700 V.XIV Rev. C
and Spacelab Payload Accom-
modation Handbook

24-40°C

2. 5 kW*

*Up to 4. 85 kW is available for all Pallet Experiments. 2. 5 kW is
p^e^minaryiailc^eatj.on to transmitter.
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testing operation. The duty cycle in orbit is assumed to be ten percent

( (100 on-off-cycles).

j 3.4.1.2 Interface With Spacelab

The Spacelab transmitter uses a significant percentage of the available

[ Spacelab prime power and thermal dissipation capabilities. Therefore the

interface between the transmitter and Spacelab must be carefully considered

in the transmitter design process. The interface design is based on infor-

mation obtained from References 1 and 2. Some of the more important

characteristics of the interface are discussed in the paragraphs below.

-Electrical Interface. All prime power utilized by the Spacelab is

supplied by a dedicated fuel cell with a capacity of 7 kW of average power or

12 kW of peak power at 26-32 volts DC. Peak power is available at a duty

cycle of 15 minutes three liires a day. With the Spacelab in the pallet/

module configuration, the power available for all Sparelab experiments,

after allowances are made for Spacelab subsystem consumption, is 4 kW

average and 9 kW peak. The information on the portion allocated to the radar

experiment is not now available. However it is assumed that 5 kW is avail-

able to the radar and 4 kW to the transmitter. This is a conservative esti-

mate considering the low duty cycle of radar operation. As will be shown

subsequently the transmitter will use considerably less and still meet its

operating requirements.

This power is available at either, 26-32 volts DC or at 115 volts—

400 cycle regulated f.hree phase AC. The total power available on the AC

bus appears to be insufficient for transmitter use, and there is no particular

advantage in using it from a total power consumption standpoint.

The characteristics of the prime power supply, such as impedance,

ripple and allowr.ble current waveform have not been specified in detail but

must be considered in completing the detailed design. In particular, the

load current waveform is important in this application because the radar

transmitter is inherently a pulsed load. The prime power bus current drawn

by the transmitter can be expected to have strong AC components at the

system PRF.

1

' I
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Thermal Interface. The only cooling provision available to the

transmitter is the pallet cold plates. As pointed out below, it would be

desirable to have a supply of liquid coolant available for the transmitter,

for two reasons. First, this would allow mounting the transmitter on the back

of the antenna which is desirable because it minimizes RF losses, helps

counterbalance the antenna during deployment, and removes the requirement

for a high power RF rotary joint. In addition, the transmitter tubes utilize

liquid cooling. Thus, it would be desirable if liquid coolant were available

from the Spacelab thermal control system. However, such availability is not

assumed and the design is' based on providing a liquid cooling loop to transfer

heat from the transmitter to the pallet cold plate. With the Spacelab in the

pallet/module configuration the thermal control system can accommodate a

sustained heat load of 4. 85 kW from the pallet experiments. To provide for

a condition in which the combined heat load of all the pallet experiments

exceeds 4.85 kW. heat capacitors are provided to store excess waste heat

for subsequent rejection to the orbiter ATCS.

.Alternate Interface if Igloo is Used. The preceeding discussion of

the thermal interface assumed that the transmitter modules were mounted

either on a cold plate attached to the antenna or .on the pallet cold plate. One

possible alternate configuration is to package the transmitter in the igloo

provided by Spacelab. In this case, 1.5 kW of heat rejection is provided by

an integral dry nitrogen cooling loop. A liquid cooling loop, however, would

still be required by the transmitter power tubes. The dry nitrogen at one

atmosphere of pressure would also serve as the high voltage insulation

medium for the transmitter.-

3.4.1.3 Key Design Issues

Radar transmitters at h*gh peak and average power levels that are

intended for terrestrial operation present few design problems compared to

spaceborne transmitter. The technical problems encountered in designing a

spaceborne transmitter are compounded by the lack of convective heat trans-

fer in the gravity free space environment and by the problem of electrical

breakdown at reduced pressure levelc. The^e problems are discussed in

the following paragraphs.
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. High Power Microwaves in Space. At the power levels utilized for

microwave operations in space, breakdown can be expected in microwave

transmission lines and components unless special precautions are taken.

Two breakdown phenomenon are of interest, namely: ionization breakdown

and multipacting. The power level at which ionization breakdown occurs is

pressure dependent and is at a minimum in the pressure range of 1-10 torr

for air. The breakdown power in this range is very low, on the order of

3 kW for WR-90 waveguide. The breakdown threshold rises for higher pres-

sure or better vacuum. For pressures less than the maximum of 1.4 x 10-5

torr specified in orbit, the ionization breakdown threshold is theoretically

adequate for these power levels. It is very difficult however, to guarantee

sufficiently low pressure levels because of outgassing in confined spaces.

One possible method of avoiding critical pressures is to vent waveguide' and

microwave components so that the pressure could be low enough to avoid

ionization breakdown. This pressure would be on the order of 10 torr. If

this approach were taken, the possibility of multipacting discharge would

have to be considered.
An alternative approach is to pressurize the microwave circuitry. In

a Long-term space mission, this presents a considerable problem because of

the difficulty in keeping leak rates very lowi In this application, however,

the mission time is short, which makes presiurization practical and straight-

forward. In addition, it solves the major drawback of vented vacuum systems;

the possibility of local pressure buildup due to outgassing.

High Voltage in Space. The transmitter power supplies, produce volt-

ages up to 18 KV. The power supplies must be packaged in a way that pre-

vents ionization breakdown. This can be accomplished either by thoroughly

venting the equipment ("vacuum dielectrics") or by introducing a suitable .

dielectric medium. Each of these approaches has its advantages arid dis-

advantages; these are summarized in a subsequent section.

The production of significant average power at high voltage imposes

additional problems. The major heat removal mechanism of fluid dielectrics-

convection-is absent in a gravity-free environment. Therefore either arti-

fical convection must be provided by circulating a fluid, or else conduction

must be used as the primary heat transfer mechanism.
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Design Premises. Design of high power, high voltage equipment for

space applications involves tradeoffs among several competing technologies.

Resolution of these tradeoffs requires judgments concerning the relative

emphasis to be given different aspects of transmitter performance, and this

in turn is influenced by objectives. The major objective for this effort has

been a simple, reliable design that involves minimum development risk. The

design employs a liquid dielectric for the high voltage circuitry. While gas

or solid/vacuum systems might offer aome advantage in terms of weight,

the technology of the oil dielectric system is much more mature and entails

significantly less risk.

The baseline design approach utilizes pressurized transmission lines

between the transmitter and antenna manifold. It is not expected that pres-

surization will be required in the antenna since the power levels are reduced

to safe levels after power division in the RF manifold. The primary trans-

mission line must handle full transmitter power and should be pressurized

to'eliminate any possibility of ionization breakdown. Critical components

susceptible to breakdown are the dupiexer devices which contain ferrite

material. In the absence of pressurization it is very likely that this material

will outgass sufficiently to initiate ionization breakdown at the peak power

levels involved.

In a long-term space mission, pressurization would require the solu-

tion of difficult problems in sealing the microwave assembly, but these pro-

blems are not significant for the Space)ab mission. The alternative approach

of venting the microwave assembly carries the risk of breakdown caused by'

outgasaing (particularly seriou* in a short mission) and would require con-

siderable component development and evaluation.

With the required RF power levels and the prime power believed

available, efficiency, while an important transmitter parameter, is not a

crucial one. Accordingly, we have designed for high efficiency, but not at

the expense of reliability. This is reflected in the relative simplicity of the

power conditioner circuitry.

It was decided to make the L-band and X-band transmitters as inde-

pendent as possible.. The power conditioners of the two transmitters offer
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relatively little opportunity for commonality, and separating the two

transmitters provides significant advantages for ground checkout and trouble-

shooting. It also isolates the effects of failure modes, making it possible

for operation to continue with one transmitter in the tv*»r\t the other fails.

3.4.2 Baseline Transmitter Designs

L-band and X-band transmitters have been configured to satisfy the

functional requirements. Their major features are summarized below:

« Grid-Modulated Klystron Power Amplifier at X-Band

o TWT Power Amplifier at L-Band

e , Oil-Dielectric High Voltage Circuitry

* Pressurized Waveguide and Microwave; Circuitry

o Transmitter Mounting on the Rear of the Antenna

The details of the designs are discussed below. ..

3.4.2. I ' L-band Transmitter

The major parameters of the L-band transmitter are summarized in

Table 3-Z4. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 3-38. It uses a periodic

permanent magnet focussed TWT power amplifier, whose major parameters

are summarized in Table 3-25. This tube was selected because;

o It provides good efficiency (30 percent undepressed, or 35 to
40 percent with single collector depression)

o Its grid modulation capability is compatible with the PRF and
pulse width flexibility required for this application.

e It is lighter and has a more favorable form factor than com-
parable L-band klystrons and cavity amplifiers.

e Its high gain eliminates the need for any other tube in the
transmitter; it can be driven by a solid state amplifier.

e Involves only modest scaling of a production TWT (L-5476)

The tube output is protected against poor output VSWR by a three-port

coaxial circulator. A second circulator followed by a diode switch-limiter

receiver protector, performs the duplexing function. Incident and reverse

power monitoring couplers are provided for protection and monitoring
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TABLE 3-Z4. L-BAND TRANSMITTER PARAMETERS (TWT)

RF center frequency

RF bandwidth

Peak RF uower

Max duty

Max average power

Pulse width

PRF

Transmitter efficiency

Max prime power consumption

Waste heat

Transmitter weight

104C MHz

> 75 MHz

6.8kW

2.9%

200 watts

15-25 |is

1200-1800 Hz

28 %

714 watts

514 watts

52 KG

ANTENNA

nr DRIVI TO
HECtlVtH

TTT
wvoc MOOE CLOCK PRF STATUS

COMMANDS TRIGGER DATA

Figure 3-38. Transmitter block diagram.
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TABLE 3-25. L-BAND HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY PARAMETERS

L

Cathode voltage

Peak cathode current

Average power output

Efficiency

Prime power consumption

Waste heat generated .

Weight

VK regulation

VK droop

Switching frequency

9. 5 kW

2.05 A

570 W

80%

712 W

142 W

20kg

±0.5%

0.5%

5 kHz

purposes. All these microwave devices are well within the state of the art

and would require relatively little development for this application.

Htgk Voltage Supply. The. high voltage power supply block diagram is

shown in Figure 3-39. Its major parameters are summarized in Table~3--26.

Unregulated DC from the space shuttle is converted to an intermediate bus

voltage of 150 VDC by a pulse-width modulated converter. This voltage is

then used to drive a DC-DC converter which geneiates the cathode and

collector voltages. Use of a straight (non-PWM) converter for this function

avoids the need for LC-filtering of the high Voltage rectifier outputs. The

converter transformer drives a voltage doubler and a full wave rectifier

whose outputs are placed in series to produce the 9. 5 KV cathode voltage.

This configuration provides good regulation while maintaining an acceptably

low primary: secondary turns ratio.

The collector operates at about 35 percent depression. It is decoupled

from the cathode reservoir capacitor, CB, by diode D. Cg need only supply

the TWT body current, and thus very low droop can be achieved with a rea-

sonable size capacitor. The collector current is furnished by the voltage

doubler output capacitors. .Since collector voltage is much less critical,
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«JOVDC

CATHODE VOLTAGE
FEEDBACK

CONVERTER
DC-DC

CONVERTER
DRIVER

.BOOST
REGULATOR » DC-DC

CONVERTER

Figure 3-39. L-band. TWT high voltage power supply
block diagram.

TABLE 3-26. X-BAND TRANSMITTER PARAMETERS

RF center frequency

RF bandwidth

Peak power

Max duty

Max average power

Pulse width

PRF

Total efficiency

Prime power consumption

Waste heat

Total weight

9 GHz

75 MHz

17 kW

2.9%

500 watts

15-25 JIB

1200- 1800 Hz

1390 watts

890 watts

91 KG
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the collector voltage can be allowed to droop much more than the cathode

voltage, and thus the capacitance needed to supply collector current in this

configuration is much less than would be needed if collector and cathode were

supplied from a common reservoir and the collector droop were determined

by cathode droop limitations.

The cathode voltage is regulated by feeding back a sample of the

cathode voltage to the PWM converter. This converter also incorporates

a feedback current limiter to minimize prime power bus current transients.

A separate regulator and converter supplies low voltage power forms

to the transmitter power conditioning circuitry. One of these is 150 volts '

regulated for the grid modulator and heater supplies.

Heater Supply. The heater supply is shown in Figure 3-40. The

heater voltage is supplied by a DC-DC converter, whose output floats at

rat hod e potential. The output voltage from the converter is sensed by a feed-

back winding on the converter transformer and used to control the converter

input voltage. This-configuration provides regulation on the order of 2 per-

cent without direct sensing of the heater voltage, thuc oUminating the need

for sense circuits floating at'high voltage.

The heater supply output voltage can be adjusted by changing the '

reference voltage for the feedback loop. Tube-to-tube variation in heater

voltage requirements can thus be satisfied without adjusting any components

in the high voltage portion of the supply. • .

•ttavoe-

KtATtftVOlTttt

V

tPUM

L
- OC-OC

coxvtunn
oaiviq H

' 1
— A—

C
CATMOM

HlkTIR

Figure 3-40.' Heater supply block
diagram.
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• Grid Modulator. A block diagram of the grid modulator is shown in

Figure 3-41. Its outstanding feature is the absence of any active devices

floating at high voltage. A DC-DC converter incorporating the transformer

Tl establishes a B+ voltage equal to the desired grid "on" voltage with respect

to cathode. It also establishes a voltage that is about 150 V negative with

respect to cathode (the grid bias voltage).

In the interpulse period, the secondary voltage of transformer T2 is

zero, diode D does not conduct, and the grid is held at the bias voltage. When

•the TWT is pulsed on, a pulse applied to T2 swings the grid positive until D

conducts. The grid is then clamped to the B!- voltage for the duration of the

pulse, removing the effects o.f ringing, overshoot, and droop attributable to

Tl. At the end of the pulse, the voltage across the secondary decays and

reverses, D stops conducting, and the grid voltage returns to the bias level

(it overshoots the bias level slightly until the core of T2 resets). The clip-

ping action results in a very clean grid pulse.

The grid pulse voltage must be controlled to close tolerances. It is

determined by the B+ voltage generated by the DC-DC converter. This volt-

age is reguhtted in a manner similar to that in the heater supply, in which

the voltage,from a feedback winding on the converter transformer is used to

adjust the converter input voltage. Adjustment of the reference for this feed-

back loop allows the grid voltage to be adjusted for tube-to-tube variations.

Vp

OKIOVOLTAOt

I

. RE

J

/
Cfllt

LINEAR
GULATOH

DC-DC
CONVERTER

DRIVER

' , f

"1
IDJUST
IVCITA3E

1 LmrAs
1 REGULATOR •*

3
M

^

L

[

FULL
WAVE

BRIDGE

WAVE
BRIDGE

Tl

PULSE
TRAMSrORUCR

DRIVER

J.

3

m

:

17

viRIO

CATHODE

Figure 3-41. Grid modulator block diagram.
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Because the output of this converter is at a higher voltage than that of the

heater supply, (resulting in a turns ratio nearer unit/ and smaller diode

drop effects) the voltage accuracy of this converter is better than that used

in the heater supply; typically it is one percent.

The pulse transformer is driven by a saturated transistor switch.

The pulse voltage is adjusted by varying the driver supply voltage. While

not strictly necessary, allowing adjustment of the PT voltage reduces the

range of load currents which must be accommodated by the converter and

thus reduces power dissipation in its bleeder resistor, P.g. Since this

component floats at high voltage, minimization of its dissipation is desirable.

The PT driver is driven by a pulse generated by the synchronizer

portion of the transmitter's control and monitor circuitry. A duty cycle

limiter is incorporated in the low-level portion of the modulator to protect

the tube from anomalous operating conditions.

Control and Monitor. The block diagram of the control and monitor-

ing unit is shown in Figure 3-42. It performs the following functions:

1. Mode Sequencing: Orderly application and removal of TWT
voltage forms with appropriate delays, either in response to

CLOCK PULSE

FRF TRIGGER

CONVERTER SYNC PULSES

t> RECEIVER PROTECTOR BLANKING PULSE

«» RF DRIVER AMPLIFIER PULSE

— T— *• GRID PULSE

GRID PULSE
__l ENABLE

LOQIC

FAULT

SIGNALS
FROM
UNITS

ANALOti

STATUS

SIGNALS

FILAMENT ON COMMAND

O HIGH VOLTAGE ON COMMAND

> BIAS ON COMMAND

MULT INDICATION
TO DISPLAY

SERIAL STATUS
DATA

Figure 3-42. Control and monitor unit.
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il
system turnon/turnoff commands or in response to fault
conditions. j"j

2. Fault sensing: Sensing of conditions which could damage the
TWT or power supplies; also generation of appropriate mode
change commands in response to the fault signals. i\

3. Status monitorirg: Monitoring of transmitter parameters for
purposes of fault isolation, checkout, and to gather long-term

-,. trend data. ;j

4. Synchronization: Generation of the transmitter gate pulse,
..;;• receiver protection device blanking pulse, and converter sync

pulses, given a clock and PRF trigger generated by the radar . |j
processor. • -[

Mode sequencing involves the modes defined below: f\
i .1

Dormant (D) — Transmitter completely off

Standby (S) — Heater and bias supplies energized ' j

Ready (R) — Hesitsr, bias, and high voltage supplies energized

Transmit (T) — Same.as ready, but with TWT pulsed at the system
PRF.

In the normal, turn on sequence, the transmitter changes from one mode

to the next with the following delays:

11

D — S : 10 sec. —

S -• R: 10 minutes (allows heater warmup) ' jj

R — T: 10 sec (allows stabilization of high voltages)

Sequencing in the reverse order at turnoff involves no delays. ' I

Reaction to fault conditions involves a sequence to a lower order "

mode with no delay. After this sequence is. performed, the transmitter ' {J

"locks up" and requires a reset command to clear the fault before it can be ;
'"»resequenced to an operational mode. M

The fault signals to be monitored must be selected with care since <

monitoring an excessive number of signals can reduce reliability because of f j

failure modes in the fault circuitry. The fault signals selected.for this

transmitter are as follows: . •. j
I

Signal Fault Condition Action in Response to Fault ,

TWT body current Overcurrent Return to Standby I

Reflected power Overpower Return to Ready

u
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Signal Fault Condition Action in Response to Fault

Cathode voltage Overvoltage • Return to Standby

Prime power bus current Overcurrent Return to Dormant

The monitoring function samples a number of analog signals, converts

them to digital form, and transmits them to the module bay electronics where

they are multiplexed into the radar data stream and recorded on tape. They

are also available for display from the operator's console. The signals to

be monitored include: RF Output Power; RF Reflected Power, Cathode

Voltage; TWT body current; Prime power bus voltage and current; PWM

converter output voltage; and selected temperatures.

Other signals would be added in che detail design phase of the program.

The synchronization function accepts a clock, PRF trigger, and

pulsewidth command, and generates internal timing signals for other C/M

functions as well as the transmitter gate pulse for the modulator and a blank-

ing pulse for the receiver protection device, which overlaps the transmitter

gate pulse. . . . .

The design of the control/monitor unit is straightforv/ard, using TTL

MSI logic. LSI may well offer significant advantage in the time period in

which this transmitter is to be constructed; its-use should be considered at

that time.

Physical Design. The high, voltage portions of the power supply,

modrlator, and heater supply are packaged in a sealed container filled with .

dielectric oil (Wemco C). A spring-loaded bellows permit* thermal expan-

sion of the oil and maintains a positive oil pressure to prevent outgassing.

A typical package of this type, designed for space application, is shown in

Figure 3-43.

Thermal analyses of a similar power conditioner indicate that the

insulating oil. provides sufficient heat conduction to maintain the component

temperatures within reasonable limits, allowing the high voltage module to

be cooled by conduction through its mounting surface.

The low voltage portions of the high voltage supply, heater supply,

.modulator, and the control/monitor a. 2 mounted In a second module, whic'.i

is cooled by conduction through its mounting surface.
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Figure 3-43. HVPS component (packaged in sealed
container). •

The TWT, the two power conditioner modules, and the ngjcrowave

components are all mounted on a cold plate, which is in tur<* mounted on the

back of the antenna. The cold plate temperature is controlled by a*tooling

loop, which circulates coolant through the transmitter cold plate, the TWT,

and a heat exchanger which is cooled by the spacelab cold plate.

Mounting the transmitter on the back of the antenna reduces RF losses

and avoids the need to use a rotary joint for handling the full RF power.

3.4.2.2 X-Band Transmitter

The X-band transmitter's major parameters are summarized in

Table 3-27. Since its design is very similar to that of the L-band transmitter;

only the differences are discussed below.

l[
1}

B

li
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TABLE 3-27. X-BAND TRANSMITTER i-ARAMETER SUMMARY

Center frequency

Peak RF power

Average RF power

RF bandwidth

RF drive (max.)

Pulse width

PRF

Duty factor

Transmitter efficiency

9 GHz

17 kW

500 W

75 MHz

0.6 W

15-25 jis

1200-1800 Hz

. 2.9% .

36%

The klystron high voltage power supply differs from the L-band unit

in the absence of collector depression. The function of diode D (Figure 3-39) is

the same as the L-band unit — to decouple the collector from the cathode

reservoir capacitor Cfc. Thus, Cj, need only supply the body current and

very low cathode voltage droop can be achieved with a reasonable size

capacitor. ' .

The transmitter block diagram is the same as the L-band transmitter

shown in Figure 3-37. It uses a klystron as its power amplifier; its major

characteristics are summarized in Table 3-28. The klystron output feeds a

four-port, differential phase shift circulator which serves both to isolate

the klystron and perform the duplexing function.

Several devices have been considered as receiver protection devices.

A multipactor/diode limiter has been tentatively selected since it provides

the best combination of power handling capacity and reliability. A ferrite/

diode limiter is also attractive for the purpose. It has the advantage of not

requiring auxiliary power forms, but such devices are not now capable of

operation with a 500 watt average power transmitter.
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The klystron operates at 17.8 kv and 500 W average power, compared

to 9. 5 kv and ZOO W for the L-band TWT. The high voltage portion of the

power conditioner will be correspondingly larger to standoff higher voltages.

The high voltage power supply DC-DC converter will use three voltage doublers

! to obtain the higher cathode voltage. Otherwise, the basic designs of high,

! voltage supply, heater supply, modulator and control monitor, are the same

• as for .the L-band unit.

I The X-band and L-band transmitter components are mounted on the

j same cold plate. The X-band klystron is cooled by liquid convection while

the L-band TWT is cooled by conduction cooled. Thus, the liquid cooling

loop which cools the cold plate is also routed through the klystron before

returning to the heat exchanger.

j 3.4.3 Transmitter Tradeoffs and Alternate Designs

I . During the process of arriving at the baseline point design a wide

J . ' . range of peak and average power levels were considered. The peak power

• • level is traded off for pulse compression ratio and average power for antenna
,i

• size,' image quality, etc. Rather than configure a transmitter for each point

design considered, one transmitter design was configured and the major

impact on transmitter design of different peak and average power levels

was evaluated.

. '. Different peak and average power levels are reflected primarily in

: the choice of RF amplifier and certain aspects of the physical design. Many

of the circuit concepts developed for the high voltage power supply, grid

modulator and control and monitor &pply to all power levels considered in the

- , tradeoff matrix. These basic concepts have evolved through years of experi-

ence in the design of high reliability high performance transmitters for a

wide range of space and airborne applications. The basic tradeoffs required
1 to arrive at these design concepts were per for tied in numerous design efforts

•r of the past and were not repeated for this study.

The discuauion of-alternate transmitter designs will start with a dis-

cussion of some of the major breakpoints associated with different peak and

average power levels.
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3.4.3.1 Different RF Power Le/els

' The RF power levels for the baseline point design are a reasonable

compromise between conflicting parameters such as antenna size, power

{ availability, thermal dissipation capabilities, reasonable pulse compression,

etc. At this time, it cannot be stated that the baseline point design is the

I optimum choice for the spacelab transmitter since there is some uncertainty

associated with the relative importance of the various system parameters

F that were traded off in arriving at the point design. For example, there i«

some uncertainty about power availability if power must be allocated among

J several spacelab experiments simultaneously. The impact of different peak

and average power levels on the transmitter design is discussed in the follow-

_ ing paragraphs.

H The baseline transmitter design approach is suitable, without signifi-

cant modification, for a wide range of peak and average power levels. There
a
I are breakpoints however, where some modification to the baseline design

occurs. These breakpoints will be identified rather than configuring trans-

r miners for all point design considered.

l)i general, transmitter weight increases as the square root of the

{ average prime power if no breakpoints are passed. If active cooling is avail-

able and no weight constraints are imposed, then the only limitation on aver-

.. age power is in its availability. It is desirable however, to minimize the

I degree to which active cooling is employed. In particular, for transmitters

r.bove a certain power le.vel.it becomes necessary to circulate the mineral

) oil in the high voltage containers because of the limited thermal conductivity

of the min-jral oil and the absence of convective heat transfer in the gravity

. { free environment. The X-band transmitter is felt to be an upper limit for

which static conduction through the oil can be used to remove waste heat

I from the high voltage components. Since the thermal performance maybe,

marginal, it is felt that solid heat conduction paths (e.g., berillia stand-

offs) should be provided to expedite heat removal from the high voltage
a
J_ circuitry. For power levels much higher than this, the thermal problem

becomes critical and artificial circulation of the medium may become

1 necessary. In any event, it is £«>lt that this would be an acceptable and
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appropriate solution to the problem if higher power levels are required,

in view of the short term nature of .the spacelab mission.

The average power capability of transmitter tubes is essentially

unlimited if solenoid focuss.ng is acceptable. However this is considered

unacceptable for the spacelab radar sine the focussing electromagnets

require 1-Z kW of power. Thus the average power is constrained by the

inherent capabilities of PM or PPM focussed tubes. The - band klystron
• v'considered for the baseline design can be designed for average power

levels up to 2 kW, and thus a comfortable margin e.'dsts. If an X-band TWT .

is utilized, the average power limit is about 500 watts with present state of

the art. The average power limitation of the L-band TWT is 350 watts. If

un L-band klystron is utilized, average power levels up to 2 kW can be

accommodated.with PPM focussing.

Conduction cooling ol the RF transmitter tubes is desirable, however,

this is not within the state of the art for 500 watts at X-band. About 100 watts

of average power is a reasonable upper limit for which cooling the klystron

by-conduction is practical.

Since L-band waveguide is quite large, a significam sa'ving in weight

and volume can be realized through the use of coaxial transmission lines and

circulators. The problem that accompanies the use of coaxial transmission

lines is the removal of heat from the center conductor. This can be dono by

using thermally conductive dielectric material for the center conductor'sup-

port structure. The breakpoint for the L-band coaxif.i system is provided

by the coaxial circulator. Present state of the art for these devices is

about 350 watts average.

Raising the transmitter peak power requires increased pressuriza--

tion in the RF iransmiesio'.j lines to prevent ionization breakdown. There

are no breakpoints within the range of peak power levels considered for the

spacelab transmitter. Highei RF power levels require the application of

correspondingly higher voltages to the klystrons. Again there are no clear

breakpoints except that the physical design problem becomes increasingly

critical as voltage levels are increased. It is expected that pressurization

or solid/potted high voltage interconnections will be required in the space

environment between the oil filled bellows containers and klystrons.
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I
. To simplify the physical design of the transmitter it is recommended

{ that peak power levels be traded against increased duty factors and pulse

j compression ratio to the maximum extent that is consistent with the required
i I
I i operational characteristics.

t 3.4.3.2 Alternate Power Amplifier Considerations

i Traveling Wave Tubes at X-Bar.d. The Traveling Wave Tube is one

of the most commonly used transmitter tubes in coherent radar systems

requiring large bandwidth. Several typeu of TWT's can be considered. Tubes

using helix-derived slow wave structures have nu'nmum cost and very

broad band widths. However, difficulties in cooling the slow wave structure

limit these tubes to average powers on the order of 100 to 200 watts. Beyond

this power level cavity coupled TWT's should be considered. Both PPM

and solenoid focusing are used. Solenoid focusing is unattractive for this

application because of the large power (1-2 kW) required for the solenoid.

PPM focused coupled-cavity tubes, on the other hand, are limited to about

500 watts of power at X-band and thus a PPM focused TWT used in this appli-

cation would have very little margin between the required average power and

its inherent capability.

State of the art efficiency is about 30 percent for X-band TWT's.

This can be increased to 35 or 40 percent by using dual depressed collectors

and in at least two experimental TWT's it has been increased up to 50 per-

cent with 10 stages of depressed collection. Since efficiency is not considered

critical at 500 watts of average power, the complexity of a 10 stage depressed

collector TWT /transmitter does not appear warranted for this application.

Klystrons at X-band. If bandwidth requirements do not dictate the

use of a TWT, the klystron is an attractive alternative because of its inher-

ent simplicity in design and ruggedness com oared to the TWT. its gain and

cathode voltage are comparable to those of the TWT and grid-control can

easily be incorporated. For these reasons the klystron has been chosen

for the baseline design at X band.

!
I
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A point design which can be scaled within the range of peak and

average power levels considered for the spacelab transmitter was offered

by Varian Associates of Palo Alto. California.

The klystron is essentially an interpolation between the VKX-7V65C

and the V24E klystrons. The tube employs permanent magnet focussing

which is not amendable to depressed collector operation. High efficiency

operation is achieved through a massive permanent magnet which docs not

have the complexity factor associated with depressed collector design.

Using .samarium-cobalt magnets, an efficiency of 45 percent is obtained in

a tube whose mass is 17 kg. The primary motivation for trading weight for

efficiency here is to ease the thermal problems in the high voltage power

supply.

The Varian klystron can be provided with average power capabilities

up to 2 kW, which exceeds TWT capabilities by a factor of four. Thus a

very comfortable design margin exists. Parameters for the baseline klystron

are listed below.in Table 3-28.

TABLE 3-28. X-BAND KLYSTRON CHARACTERISTICS

Focussing

# cavities

Moduation

RF center freqaency

Bandwidth
Power output

Efficiency

Gain
Cathode voltage
Cathode current

Collector depr.

Heater voltage

Heater current

Weight

Dimensions

PM

5

HI-MU shadow grid

9 GHz

75 UHz - 1 dB

17 kW

45% (undepressed)

50 dB

17.8kW

2.13 A

NA

7 V

7 A

l?kg
30 x 23 x 12 cm
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L-Band Klystron. For the peak and average power levels given in

the baseline design, the Litton TWT is the optimum choice on account of its

low mass and relatively small size. If future tradeoffs lead to higher peak

or average power levels, the Litton TWT becomes less appropriate, because

of its limited power capabilities. An L-band klystron is an attractive alter-

native since its bandwidth capabilities improve at higher peak power levels.

Average power levels up to 2 kW can be accommodated in the L-band

klystron with PPM focussing and liquid cooling. Varian offered a point

design at 12. 5 kW peak output power. Parameters for this tube are listed

in Table 3-29.

TABLE 3-29. L-BAND KLYSTRON CHARACTERISTICS

Focussing

# cavities

Modulation

RF center frequency

Bandwidth

Power output

Efficiency

Gain

Cathode voltage

Cathode current

Collector depression

Grid pulse voltage

Heater voltage

Heater current

Weight

Dimensions

PPM

5

HI MU shadow grid

1040 MHz

25 MHz

12. 5 kW peak/200 W average

35% undepressed; 40% depressed

40 dB

13 kv

2. 9A typical, 3. 2A maximum

20-30%

+300 with respect to Cathode

6.3V

6.3A

18kg

60 cm x 13 cm diameter
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L-Band Cavity Amplifier;

Microwave Cavity Labs of LaGrange, Illinois offered a point design

for a 3 stage cavity amplifier whose characteristics are listed in Table 3-30.

The primary disadvantage for this design in the requirement for 3 separate

regulated high voltage forms. Since the cavity amplifier offers no advan-

tages over the Litton ring loop TWT in terms of efficiency, mass, volume

or bandwidth, it will not be considered further for ths L-band transmitter.

L-Band TWT " -

Two TWT1 s were considered for the L-band transmitter. The first

is a high performance experimental TWT made by Watkins-Johnson. This

tube features 50 percent efficiency with dual depressed collectors, peak

power up to 31 kw and average power up to 500 watts with conduction cooling.

The tube was 1.4 meters long and weighed 36 kg. Since L-band efficiency

is not considered critical, the tube was rejected on the basis of excess size

and mass.

TABLE 3-30. L-BAND CAVITY AMPLIFIER PARAMETERS

RF center frequency

Bandwidth

Gain

Efficiency

Peak power

Average power

Power forms required

7 kv @ 6A

5 kv @ 1A

2 kv@ 0.25A

# stages

Dimensions

Weight

JD40 MHz

50 MHz

25 dB

35%

- 12 kW

200 W

46 cm x 35 cm x 20 cm

16 kg
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The second TWT considered is made by Litton. It's performance
characteristics are more modest compared to the WJ TWT,' however, it is
less than 0. 5 meters long with a mass of less than 3 kg. Basic tube efficiency
is 30 percent increased to 35 to 40 percent with collector depression. The
transmitter specific requirements can be met with very modest scaling from
off the shell production tubes. Maximum power level for this tube is 20 kw
peak and 350 w average. This tube is selected for the basline design. Param-
eters for the Baseline Litton TWT are summarized in Table 3-31. t

TABLE 3-31. LITTON L-BAND TWT CHARACTERISTICS '

Model
Focussing
Slow wave structure
Modulation
Qualifications
Status
Frequency
Power output
Cooling
Undepressed efficiency
Depressed efficiency
Depression
Beam perveance
Cathode voltage for 6.8 kW. 35%
Cathode current for 6.8 kW, 35%

Cain
Length
Mass
Bandwidth

L-5476
PPM '
Ring loop
High MU grid
M1L-E-5400
Production
L-Band
Up to 20 kW peak/350 W avg
Conduction
30% . ,
35-40% . .
35% - - . ,
2.2 x 10'6 perva . , ,

9. 5 kv
2. 05 A
30 dB ; •' • •
60 cm
2.7kg
Up to 20%
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There is no equivalent competition for the X-band klystron which is *

considered the optimum choice for all peak and average power levels con- J

aider <.:d in the tradeoff mat rut.

3.4.3.3 Provision for Highei Efficiency *

The .transmitters were designed to have good basic efficiency, miul- 1

mum complexity, maximum ruggedness and reliability, and minimum devel-

opment cost. Theoe guidelines were adopted because of the relative abun- i

dance of prime power aboard the spacelab compared to conventional satellite *

power eources. The transmitters do, however, consume a significant per- -

centage of the available spacelab resources. In the event that the remaining J

resources are insufficient to meet the demands of other spacelab users, then

an imprcvement in transmitter efficiency would be warranted. 1

The klystron power supply efficiency is very nearly optimum and

little improvement is to be gained. There is some room for improving jj

efficiency in the RF power amplifier tubes, however. It is felt that with

state of the art technology, efficiency as high as 50 percent can be obtained

at both X and L bands by using TWT'e with multiply depressed collectors.

At L-band, this has been achieved in an experimental two collector TWT , _

operating at 30 kw peak and 500 watts average. The tube was '.4 meters J

long and weighed 36 kilograms! Two experimental TWT13 at X-band have

achieved 50 percent efficiency by using 10 stage depr^ised collectors. These ]
»4

tubes are not recommended for the spacelab transmitter except as a last • •.

resort in the event that the transmitter prime power consumption proves to T

be excessive. ' ,

3.4.3.4 Use of the Igloo . I

The Spacelab provides, as off-the-shelf equipment, a pressurized '

container for r.se in packaging components that are not being designed sped- jjj

fically to operate in space. The igloo includes approximately 0. 7 cubic meters

of volume for mounting equipment and an integral thermal control system, H

which circulates dry nitrogen to provide 1. 5 kw of cooling capability.

The igloo may be, used in any of several different ways. One is to f|

mount all transmitter and receiver hardware inside the igloo, using one

1
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X-band wave guide feed through and one L-band coaxial feed through. Since

the tubes require liquid cooling, additional feed throughs to provide the cool-

ing fluid would have to be installed. The dry nitrogen cooling loop would

remove all tr«.L.-»mitter waa'.e heat not generated in the tubes. An alternate

configuration would be to mount the RF tubes outside the igloo. A disadvan-

tage is the need for high voltage inter connect ions In the space environment,

but this approach does not require waveguide and coaxial feed throughs for

the RF energy.

Use of the igloo would probably result in a minimum development cost

for the transmitter. However, it is anticipated that wave guide runs and

rotary joint in the transmission line between the igloo and antenna would add

an additional one db loss to the system budget. It is not felt feasible to

attach the igloo to the antenna.

Alternate dielectric systems have been considered for th<> Space lab

transmitter. These are gas, solid and vacuum. A gas system under one

atmosphere of pressure was considered in the approach involving use of the

igloo at, a container for the high voltage power supplies. The nitrogen would

be circulated to provide cooling as well as high voltage insulation. The

transmitter volume could be reduced by using gases at pressures much

greater than one atmosphere, but at the expense of increased weight of

a stronger pressure vessel. Since thermal conductivity in gases is

negligible, cooling of high voltage components would have to be cooled by
conduction through solids, or else it would be necessary to circulate the high

pressure gas. Such a system would provide a small weight advantage over

the proposed oil system but there would be a significant increase in develop-

ment cost and risk.
Solid dielectric systems have certain obvious advantages over com-

peting systems and fo- this reason have been used in low voltage and low

power space borne po«ver supplies. However, the present state of the art

does not allow use of solid dielectrics in high voltage high power systems

because differences in thermal expansion between the encapsulated components

and the insulation medium, result in voids which ultimately lead to break-

down paths caused by corona degradation.
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However, the stateof the art of encapsulation is advancing and

techniques that overcome these problems are now being developed. Hughes

has developed a proprietary process for encapsulating transformers, capa-

citors and circuit assemblies which is able to produce essentially corona-free

encapsulation over wide temperature extremes. A reevaluation of the state

of the art before completing the detailed design of the transmitter is recom-

mended to determine the JuUabillty of solid encapsulation techniques for this

application. .

Vacuum dielectric systems again have certain obvious advantages .

and were considered briefly for this application. Their principal advantage

is the potential for large weight reductions. Their principal disadvantage is

the need for an extremely hard vacuunr: in the vicinity of the high voltage •

circuitry. The presence of any outgassing products could result in break-

down and failure of the supply. The vacuum technique is particularly appli-

cable to long term space missions where sufficient time can be allowed for

outgassing to be completed. The short mission time of the space shuttle

makes it unlikely that the outgassing could be completed quickly enough to

satisfy space shuttle operational requirements.

Since heat can be removed only by radiation or by conduction through

solids and since radiative heat transfer is not adequate, the use of vacuum

dielectric would require the development of components with built-in heat

removal mechanisms. At these power levels design of such •components has

many of the same problems that solid encapsulated components present.

Therefore this approach is beyond the state of the art for these voltage and

power levels at the present time. Lecause of this difficulty and because of

the outgassing problem, this approach has been rejected.
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3. 5 DATA RECORDING

Maximum data rate recording requirements are 260 MB/s for the

baseline design and 190 MB/s for a back-up design. Two RCA HDMR-240

tape recorders, each capable of 240 MB/s, have been chosen for the base-

line design. RCA is now developing the HDMR-240 recorders, which should

be available for the shuttle experiments early in 1980.

If these recorders, or their equivalents, cannot be delivered for

early ERSIR experiments, the back-up design will be implemented. Ihis

will utilize two modified Ampex FR 1700 tape recorders, or equivalents,

each capable of recording at 100 MB/s data rates to satisfy the data rate

requirement. Characteristics of the HDMR-240 and i--»oJified Ampex FR-170C

recorders are given in Tables 3-32 and 3-33. ERSIR data recording param-

eters for the baseline and back-up configurations are shown in Table 3-34.

3.6 SYSTEM PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The ERSIR has been designed to interface with the space lab, which

includes a pressurized module and a pallet bay. Factors that affect this

TABLE 3-32, BASELINE RECORDER

Type;

Baseline:

Number:

Bit Rate:

Availability:

Power/Recorder:

Weight/Recorder:

Reproduce Slowdown Speed:

Record Time/Reel:

Bit Error Rate:

Digital

RCA HDMR 240

2

240 MB/S Per Recorder

First Quaiter 1979*

200 Watts at 28 VDC Nominal*

90 Kg*

<10:1 (E.G.: To
25 MB/S or Leas

12 Minat 240 MB/£

1 in 106 (Max)

* Vendor Estimate (August 1975)
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TABLE 3-33. RECORDER BACKUP

Type;

Backup:

Number:

Bit Rate:

Availability:

Power/Recorder:

Weight/Recorder:

Recovd Time/Reel:

Bit Error Rate:

Digital

AR 1700 at high density
(11.8 KB/cm), 28 tracks

100 MB/S per recorder

90-120 days ARO*

~450 watts at 28 VDC nominal*

~40 KG*

-15 minat 100 MB/S

1 in 105 max

* Vendor estimate (August 1975)

TABLE 3-34. ERSIR DATA RECORDING PARAMETERS

Items

Recorders (2 each)

Receivers (L, x-band.

Resolution

Bits per receiver

Swath widths, max

PRF's

Data rates

2 polar izationo)

Baseline

HDMR-240

4

25 M

51, 5Q

85 KM

1200 to 1800 Hz

180 to 260 MB/s

Back-up

Modified FR 1700

4

25 M

51, 5Q

60 KM

1200 to 1800 Hz

130 to 19G MB/s
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. interface, and that in consequence must be considered in making provision

( for the Interface are volume, wnight and power requirements. Equipment

location, power sources, and signal interfaces must also be considered in

I designing the interface between ERSIR and the shuttle. Finally, heat transfer

and discharge require attention. Design characteristics and features that

I deal with these considerations are described below.

VOLUME, WEIGHT AND POWER CONSIDERATIONS

' Estimates for weight, volume and power are presented in Table 3-35.

... Values are given for each major component. These components fall into

i. two separate groups characterized by their location, namely the group in

the pallet bay and the group in the pressurized module bay. As is shown in

I the table, overall weight is 1271 kg, which includes the weight of 22 reels

of recording tape (176 kg). Volume is 11.92 cubic meters. The power

I" required for radar operation is 3. 5 KW. The power requirement for the

equipment in the pressurized module is approximately 1 KW, obtained from

the dc service bus in the space laboratory. During operation provision must

be made for the transfer and ultimate disposition of 11,350 BTU of heat per

hour.

Equipment locations and interfaces are shown in Figure 3-44. As

shown, a service loop carries power from the dc service bus to the elec-

tronics eqvipmcjnt in the pallet bay. During radar operations the nominal

power requirement is about 2.5 KW. Maximum power requirements for the

equipment in each group, pallet bay and pressurized module, are listed in

Figure 3-44. Service cablcn which serve as interfaces between electronics

( equipments in the pressurized module and in the pallet bay are also illus-

trated. These loops, which include flexible cables, contain IF conductors,

i - - , timing and control conductors, and signal conductors. The IF cables serve

• ( i as a signal interface between the buffer formatter in the pressurized module

and the receivers at the antenna.

• I The heat exchange and dissipation subsystem is made up of cold

plates and flexible hoses that carry liquid coolant. While the ERSIR experi-

,- | ments are in progress, the nominal rate of heat exchange is 7200 BTU per

hour at the pallet bay. More detailed information on thermal rates and loads
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TABLE 3-35. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS BASELINE DESIGN

.ESTIMATED WEIGHT, POWER. VOLUMES:

Antenna

Transmitters,
HVPS, Modulators,
Receivers, Exciters

Signal Conditioner,
Control Module,
Buffer-Formatter,
Space Processor

Display-Control Module

Recorders (2)

Sub- Total

22 Reels Tape*

Weight(s),
KG

682

159

45

-

27

182

1095 KG

176

1271 KG

Input
Power,
Watts

2450

250

400

400

3.5 KW

Volume,
Cubic
Meter

11.25

0.27

0.025

0.075

0.1

11,72 M3

0.2

11.92 M3

Location

Pallet Bay

Pallet Bay

Module Bay

Module Bay

Module Bay

*Storage capacity — four hours at full radar operation.
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DEPLOYED

SIGNAL CONDITIONER

CONTROL MODULE

BUFFER FORMATTER

SPACE PROCESSOR

0SCLAV CONTROL
CONSOLE

RECORDERS

TIMING. CONTROL

SIGNAL CABLES'-?"

TRANSMITTERS
RECEIVERS
EXCITERS

CALIZRATORS

CABLES
HOSES

COLD PLATE (PALLET!

PRESSURISED MODULE PALLET

Figure 3-44. Simple schematic of ERSIR equipment interfaces.

is given in Table 3-36. A cold plate attached to the antenna support structure

not only acts as a heat sink but also serves as the mount for the L and

X-band transmitters, receivers, exciters, calibrators and associated elec-

tronics. An additional cold plate in the pallet takes heat from the antenna

cold plate via circulating coolant in flexible hoses.

3. 7 ALTERNATE DESIGN SUMMARY

The baseline design utilizes a uniformily illuminated array of

3 meters x 10.V7 meters with three vertical beams. It folds twice and is

stored on a single pallet. The factors listed below form the basis for estab-

lishing this design.

1. size and weight

2. transmitter power and reliability

3. simplicity of antenna feed structure
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TABLE 3-36. BASELINE DESIGN POWER/ENERGY/THERMAL LOADS

Operating Power

Current at 26 VDC:

Electrical Energy, 4 Hours:

Thermal Rates, BTU/Hour:

Total Thermal Load, 4 Hours:

Pallet Bay

2450 WDC

95 A.

9. 8 KWH

7224

28, 894 BTU

Module Bay

1050 WDC
40 A.

4. 2 KWH

2584

14,335 BTU

Total

3. 5 KW DC
135 A.

14 KWH

11.348

45,390 BTU

4. simplicity of antenna deployment mechanism

5. single pallet storage for one antenua

6. swath width and image quality

Table 3-37 is a brief summary of the baseline and alternate designs,

on antenna size and weighting function. Table 3-38 is a brief summary of

major design alternates and trade-off considerations.

The study of K 'band alternate designs resulted in practical designs

for 13.3 GHz with rsJuced swath coverage (40-50 KM) to look angles of 40°.

The K /X-band trade-off considerations include agronomic applications in

which the issue is the relative importance of sensor response to vegetation

bio-mass and plant morphology. This facet of the K /X-band trade-off

considerations ha* not been resolved in thi* preliminary design study.
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Unit

Antenna

Antenna
Deployment

Recorder

TASLE 3-38. ALTERNATE DESIGNS

Inflight Display

Short
Wavelength

Design

Baseline: JM x 10. 7M
Uniform Illumination

Shaped vertical beam

5M x 8M, truncated
sin X/X

3M x 16M. uniform
illumination

3M x 12M. truncated
«in X/X

Baseline, athwartship

Emended, single pallet

Extended, dual pallet

Baseline: HDMR 240

Back Up: AR1700

Baseline: Unfocused

Partially focused

None

Baseline:. X-Band

KU-Band at 13.3 GHz

Remarks

Low power; large dwath at
4- looks; 13-60°'coverage
with 3 b^ams

3. 3M height, swath coveiage
10-60° with 2 beams, com-
plicated feed

Low power: fold in 2
dimensions tor stowage

Lower po-.ver, multiple fo?.ds

Excellent image quality;
low power; "educed swath

Min deployment; shuttle
attitude inverted, sidewise

Complicated mechanism;
compatible with other
experiments

Single fold, maximum length,
maximum stowage area

240 MB/S at 200 watts each;
under development

100 MB/S at 450 watts each;
available

150 M resolution 90 KM
swath; 600 range cell-3

Improved resolution (to 50 M);
more storage/complication

Less pe-vsr; minimum monitor

•Moderate power and sen-
sivity to weather

Greater power and sensivity
to.weather; more responsive
to vegetation bio-mass
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4.0 CRITICAL DESIGN FACTORS

4.1 IMAGE QUALITY -

- .
4. 1.1 Introduction

The radar output is an imperfect image of the object field viewed by

the radar. As examples, a point scatterer in the object field images as a

diffuse principal spot surrounded by subsidiary spots; images of low reflcc-

tivity regions are contaminated by the radar's response to adjacent regions; ,

and radar noise may obscure the images of weak scatterers.

Over the years, the radar design community has used special mea-

sures to evaluate radar image quality. Some of these measures are resolu-

txon, maximum sidelobe level, integrated nidelobe level, signal-to-noise

ratio, minimum target radar cross-section, number of independent resolution

cells for smoothing, small signal suppression ratio, maximum target radar

cross-section, ambiguity levels and dynamic range. The need for measures

of radar image quality arises for two reasons: 1) the varioas character ietica
-
associated with the radar imaging process, such as non-zero resolution

sidelobea and ambiguities,, and 2) the finite variation in received power which

can be accommodated by the radar, particularly cv the radar signal processor,

display and observer. _ ' • „ ' " >

The following sections discuss the tarrain (object: field) to be imaged,

the radar impulse re»porse, the«^ffects of-the radar-impulw response cn«

the image, techniques for smoothing the images of diffuse ierrain, A/D

converter effects and an estimate of the image quality expected from the

selected radar design.
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4. 1.2. Terrain Reflectivity

Some example terrain models are 1) diffuse terrain (many scatterers

per resolution cell with no one scatterer giving a large portion of the power

returned), 2) a hole (no scatterers within a resolution cell) and 3) an isotropic

point scatterer. These three models are illustrated in Figure 4-1.

Diffuse terrain gives a radar return whose amplitude and phase (for

each resolution cell) depend both on the within-cell positions and amplitudes

of the scatterers and on the encounter geometry between the radar and the

resolution cell. Thus, the image of terrain with a given average backscatter-

ing coefficient exhibits a wide variation in image power from resolution cell

to resolution cell. Furthermore, the image power for any given resolution

cell changes with radar frequency and encounter geometry. This character-

istic variation in image pow^r from cell to cell or with changes in encounter

geometry is usually called scintillation. Holes and isotropic point scatterers

do not exhibit scintillation, but any combination of two or more scatterers

within a resolution cell can exhibit scintillation.

Figure 4-2a shows a radai impulse response (or imaging aperture)

idealized to exclude sidelobes. Figure 4-2b shows the image of diffuse ter-

rain, holes and an isotropic point scatterer made with such an ideal impulse

n

MANV SCATTESERS WITHIN
RESOLUTION CELL

NO SCATTERERS WITHIN
RE&OLUYION CELL

ONE SCATTERER WITHIN
RESOLUTION CELL

Figure 4-1. Terrain models.
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•> IDEAL IUPULU RESPONSE

DIFFUSE
TERRAIN

HOLE HOLE

SOTflOFIC
POINT SCATTERER

b) IFMGC

Figure 4-2. Image with ideal impulse response.

DISTANCE

I response. The diffuse terrain images vary from cell to cell about the back-

scattering coefficient, which is characteristic of all resolution cells; the

I image of the isotropic point scatterer has non-zero width because the ideal

impulse response chosen was of non-zero width.

[ • . - . . . - • . ' ' • ' •
4.1.3 Non-Ideal Radar Impulse Response • V ' " . . . • •

... . Figure 4-3 shows a synthetic array r ad IT moving with a given velocity

I} and illuminating an isotropic point scatterer in an otherwise zero-reflectivity

background. The image of this isotropic point scatterer is the radar impr.lse

I ' response and is illustrated in Figure 4-4. Some features of interest are the

range and azimuth sidelobee, the mainlobe, the impulse response width (or

I | resolution), thp maximum sidelobe levels in range and azimuth and the ratio

*-'*' ' . of tpttil sidelobe energy to mainlobe energy.

( Figure 4-5 shows the impulse response discussed above together with
; range and azimuth ambiguities. (Strictly speaking.- Figure 4-.S represents

... the complete impulse response while Figure 4-4 shows the local desired
I :

| i impulse response.)

li
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ALTITUDE

POINT TAROCT

Figure 4-3. Impulse response
geometry.

1

1
71
ii
y

OtfB MAINLOBE 5.

I

Figure 4-4. Non-ideal radar impulse
responoe.
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AZIMUTH

RANGE

Figure 4-5. Ambiguities.

4.1.4 Effects of Non-Ideal Impulse Response on Images

Figure 4-6a shows the same terrain models used in Figure 4-2 —

diffuse terrain with holes and an isotropic point scatterer. Figure 4-6b

shows a possible azimuth impulse response for the' synthetic array radar and

Figure 4-6c shows the image brightness which results from scanning the

model terrain with the impulse response. The image brightness of Figure 4-6c
exhibit B the following characterislico: . " , . , . "

1. The image of the isotropic point scatterer is essentially the
. asimuth impulse response. ' • . . . . . , _ , •

2. The images of the diffuse terrain regions have lower (spatial)
frequency variations about the average value. Also, the image
average value is higher than the true average value, the results of
additions of receiver noise, ambiguities and sidelobe energy.

, • 3. - The image power in*he holes is cot zaro, again due to receiver
noi&e, ambiguities and sidelobe energy. ...

-j

li
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AVEIAGE

e) MODEL TOM IN IERECTIVITV

HOLEDIFFUSE
TEUAIN

HOLE

intone
fOiNi scArraa

AZIMUTH

b) AZIMUTH IMFU.SE IEVONSE

AZIMUTH

c) IMAGE HIGHTN.SS

Figure 4-6. Effectt of non-ideal impulse response
en images.

4.1.5 Unsmoothed versus Smoothed Images

Usually smoothed images are generated in an effort to minimize the

diffuse terrain image power variations about the average value. The solid

and dashed curves of Figure 4-?a represent two independent images of the

model terrain discussed above. These two images could have been generated,

for example, by transmitting two widely separated frequency bands and proc-

essing them separately. If these two images are added, then the variations'

of the resultant are less extreme as illustrated in Figure 4-7b. It is to be

noted that the resultant image averages and true averages are still not

identical and thax the images of the holes are not zero.

Smoothing techniques can be separated into two categories: a) within*

cell averaging and b) area averaging.

, The within cell averaging technique makes high resolution images of
" ' * •• « veach cell with essentially independent portions of the pulse or floppier

spectrum. Figure 4-8a shows a pulse spectrum broken up into four sub-bands,

each of which yields a pulse (range) resolution, T . The four independent
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a) UNSMOOTKID IMAGES

IMA-OE AVG
ntUcAVG

IMAOiZCtO

DISTANCE

b) SMOOTHtO IMAGF.

WACtAVC
TBWAVO

DISTANCE

4-7. Unsmoothed and smoothed images.
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a) Pulse Spectrum Diversity (Range Diversity)

FREQUENCY

. ' ' *>) Doppler Spectrum Diversity (Azimuth Diversity)

Figure 4-8. Within-cell averaging.

synthetic array images made from these sub-bands are then added

(non-coherently) to produce a smoothed resultant image. This technique is

sometimes called range diversity. Figure 4-8b shows a doppler spectrum

broken up into four (overlapping) Pub-bands, each of which yields an azimuth

resolution, d&. The four almost independent synthetic array images made

from these sub-bands are then added (non-coherently) to produce a smoothed

resultant image. This technique is sometimes called azimuth diversity« « «• • « . - • » . - . , . . . . - , . . . ' .
The urea averaging technique makes one high resolution image of the

large area of interest and then (non-coher-jntly) adds the values of several

adjacent cells for every cell position producing a 'lower resolution smoothed
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resultant imags. Figure 4-9 illustrates how thAs technique might be used to
add a large number of independent cells to produce a better estimat- of area

backur.attering coefficient. Referring to Fip.ure 4-9. note that a particular
field has been assigned the value n3 for the backscattering coefficient. Here,

the radar design parameters and the size of the field allow 28 independent

resolution cells to be combined into one estimate of q^. (It is implicit that

the experimenter recognizes the boundaries of this field and only adds image

powers from cells within the boundaries.)
For a fixed bandwidth (doppler, pulse or both), the tradeoff can be made

between resolution and image smoothing. Figure 4-10a show» measured

backscattoring coefficient versus true backscattering coefficient for an
unsmoothed (single-look) image. Here, the image power variation from cell

to cell (for the same terrain type) makes the measured value of q in each

cell uncertain. The curve shown in Figure 4-10a assumes a measurement

confidence interval equal to the step size shown, thus only five values of

measured n are statistically significant in this example. Figure 4-1 Ob

shows measured backscattering coefficient versus true backscattering

i

CELLS

-4«ILS-

Figure 4-9. Area averaging.
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MEASURED

l) ONE LOOK

TRUE 1

MEASURED
n

b) FOUR LOOKS

r

TRUE 1

Figure 4-10. Improved measurement
of n through smoothing.

coefficient for a smoothed (four-look) image. Here the confidence interval
is narrower than before due to the smoothing so that more steps are shown.
In this example, nine values of measured n are statistically significant after
four-look smoothing. Figure 4-11 shows how the final image resolution varies
with azimuth resolution for an assumed set of conditions. Here the larger
number of significant measured r\ values of Figure 4-1 Ob (obtained from four-
look smoothing) are seen to be gotten by degrading the one-look resolution
from 6.2 meters to 12. 6 meters. (Overlap of the doppler bands used to get
the four looks is assumed for this example.)

. • . . . „ . . . - • • . « •
4.1.6 A/D Converter Effects

The basic radar block diagram is shown in Figure 4-12. Coherent

radar pulses are generated in the Transmitter and Local Oscillator,
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Figure 4-12. Basic radai block diagram.

^ - <
radiated ana received by the antenna, and converted to i. f. by th.3 First

Mixer. The output of the first mixer IB supplied to In-phas« and Quadrature

Detectors through the I. F. amplifier (with its associated AGO. Each of

the detectors drives an A/D Converter; the outputs of theA/D Converters
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are supplied to an On-txard Processor, a Recorder and a Buffer (which
drives a Data Link for final Ground Processing). In the absence of round-
off and truncation effects, in the on-board or ground processors, the A/D
converters are the devices which limit the final image dynamic range. Even
for cases where round-off and truncation in the processoro affect the final
image dynamic range, the maximum dynamic range that can be obtained is
determined by the characteristics of the A 'D converters and the manner in
which the AGC controls the input levels of the A/D converters.

The A/D converter samples the input signal and encodes the sampled
value into a digital number. As a result, sampling effects (such as aliasing),
saturation effects and quantization errors are present in its output. It is
customary to assume that the aliasing errors are negligible because of
analog filtering before the A/D converters and, in some cases, because of
oversampling. The quantization and saturation effects are illustrated in
Figure 4-13 where the input-output characteristic of a 4-bit A/D converter
has been modeled as a simple voltage -in /voltage -out relationship and the
input signal statistics have been assumed to be* gaussian. Referring to Fig-
ure 4-13a, it is seen that a continuous input voltage has been converted into
a finite number of output voltage levels through the staircase-like amplitude .
characteristic. Note that above a certain input voltage, VgA_, the output
voltage is a constant, saturated value. Referring to Figure 4-13b, it is
seen that if the input rms voltage is too high (e. g. k = 1. 25), then a large
portion of input voltage values exceed V~.... and produce a large amount of
saturation noine. If, on the other hand, the Input rms voltage is too low
(e. &. k - 5), then the majority of the input voltage values fall within only a
few of the available number of output voltage values, producing a lar&e amount
of quantization noise. It turns out that there is a drive level which produces
the minimum amount of total (saturation plus quantization) noise; for the
4-bit A/D converter, the optimum rms input voltage levels is 0.4 VSAT

(k = 2.5). . . . . - -• <
Figure 4-14 shows quantization noise, saturation noise and total noise

versus k for the 4-bit A/D converter model, above.
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Figure 4-14. 4-bit A/D converter quantization
and saturation noise.

4.1.7 Image Quality Estimates .

In order to estimate the radar output image dynamic range, the

evaluation terrain model of Figure 4-15 will be used. The terrain area of

immediate interest has a range extent equal to the uncompressed pulse

length and an azimuth extent equal to that subtended by the veal antenna

be am width. This area contains a hole, a bright ocatterer and average

terrain. The hole is two synthetic array resolution cells in diameter and

the bright scartarer occupies one synthetic array resolution cell.- All other

cells contain terrain with average backscattering coefficient.

Three definitions are associated with this evaluation terrain model:

1. Minimum Cell Power. The power mapped on the radar image
at the position of the hole.
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Figure 4-15. Evaluation terrain model.

2. Maximum Cell Power. The power mapped on the radar image
(at the position of the bright scatterer/ v/hich produces an accept-
able value of minimum cell power.

3. Dynamic Range. The ratio of maximum cell power to minimum
cell power at a given gain setting.

The image dynamic range is estimated by the following procedure:

a. Specify the most minimum cell power allowable relative to
average terrain.

b. Under-drive the A/D converter (large values of k) with the returns
from average terrain until the allowable minimum ce)l power is
achieved.

c. Drive the A/D converter with the evaluation terrain model, and
increase the bright scatterer power until the allowable minimum
cell power has been reached again. (As the bright scatterer
power increases, the A/D noise will first drop as the quantiza-
tion noise decreases and then increase ae the obturation noise
dominates. )

d. The dynamic range is then calculated with definition 3), above,
including the range and azimuth compression ratios.
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This procedure was used for the ERSIR selected design at mid-range,
at 25 meters resolution and with a pulse compression ratio of 100. The
dynamic ranges at X- and L-band for several A/D converters are given in
Table 4-1, below.

As can be seen in Table 4-1, at X-band, a 4-bit A/D converter falls
short of the 50 dB dynamic range originally requested. Although it could be
argued that scatterers 50 dB above minimum cell power (corresponding to
radar cross-sections of about 500, 000 square meters) are very rare, the -,
choice of 5-bit A/D converters (in the I and Q channels) was made on the
basis that they arc feasible and desirable in a radar experiment.

The image quality performance of. the selected design is given in
Table 4-2, below. The performance given is worst-case since the values
tabulated are estimated at the swath edges.

TABLE 4-1. DYNAMIC RANGE FOR A/D CONVERTERS

No. Bits in
A/D Converter

' ' 4
5

6
7

Dynamic Range, dB
X-Band

49.6
57.3 ,

63.8
70.00

L-Band

58.9
66.7.
73.2

79.4 .
-

TABLE. 4-2. WORST - CASE IMAGE QUALITY PERFORMANCE

Parameter

Resolution
Single-look S/N, n= -18 dB
Number of looks
Ambiguity Ratio
Integrated Sidelobe Ratio

Dynamic Range

Performance

X-Band

25 m
8 dB
4

-H.SciB

-16dB

57.3dB

L-Band

25 m
8 dB
4

-14,5 dB
-16 dB
66.7 dB
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4. 2 CONTOURED AGC

4.2.1 Introduction ' :

A major consideration in ERSIR, more eo than in most radar systems,

is the design of the Automatic Cain Control system. ACC is required because ]

of variations in received signal power seen by the radar senoor and because :

dynamic range is limited at critical points in the receiver-recording data \

path. A technique known as contoured AGC, in which the reciver gain is •

varied digitally over the sampled range swath, after A/D conversion, pre-

serves the calibration integrity essential for accurate <rQ estimates without J

sacrificing image quality. ' ' " <

This section begins with a discussion of the sources of received signal

power variation and a discussion of the sensor dynamic range limitation. i

Image quality measures related to AGC are then reviewed. This review is ;

followed by a discussion of AGC approaches, with emphasis on contoured ;

AGC. The last discussion includes AGC inversion in the ground processor,

a function necessary for producing High image quality. Performance of i

alternative AGC approaches is also discussed, in terms of distortion noise, a ;

relevant measure of performance for contoured AGC. .
- l

4.2.Z Sources of Received Signal Power Variation '• - . . „. j_.^———__—.— ———————___^ ^

Received signal power varies because of the following: range variation , i

across the swath (R ); antenna gain variation (elevation pattern): terrain 'I

reflectivity variation (OQ): and transmitter power and receiver gain variation. "

These items contribute to both short term variations (variations over the :

'range sampling interval) and long term variations in received signal power. j

The first two items contribute to long term variations, the last item (trans- ;
i

tnitter power and receiver gain) contributes to short term variations, and the !

remaining item (terrain reflectivity) contributes to both short and long term

variations. The AGC system comprises two portions, the calibrated elow :
i

AGC portion, which is utilized for the long term variations and the contoured "-,

AGC, which is utilized for the short term variations. The short term varia- j

tions and contoured AGC are emphasized in thin discussion.
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The magnitude of the short term variations can be estimated from the
1 1contributions of the first three sources listed. The combination of the ... (

i

and elevation pattern variations produces about an 8 dB variation across the

swath. This variation is characterized by an approximately parabolic shape

as shown in Figure 4-16. Variations in <TQ, the other contributor, can be

considerable on a cell-by-cell basis, but radar reflectivity data at X-band \

and L-band, for various terrain types, averaged over areas comparable to '

a square kilometer or greater, exhibit a variation confined to about 8 dB. |

(Special cases, such as land-water boundaries, will, of course, exceed this i

range.) The two 8 dB variations sources combine to produce the simplified

short term variation model of Figure 4-16. The critical characteristic of j

this model is that the maximum slope is about 6 dB variation IE. received power

over an 8 Km segment of the swath.

4.2.3 Dynamic Range Limitations .

The critical system elements which limit dynamic range are the '

digital tape recorder and data link. The limitation is caused by the fact i

that the -ate at which data are recorded and transmitted over the data link !

is proportional to the number of bits per sample. This data rate is the (

key parameter in determining the cost and complexity of the recorder and |

data link. In addition, high data rates mean shorter recording times. They

also mean an increase in the weight and volume of stored tape. Clearly,

the minimization of data rate is an ir.portant design goal.

Other radar design parameters are of secondary importance in limit- I

ing dynamic range. The RF portion of the receiver is not a limitation. The

IF portion has more than adequate dynamic range, and with slow ACC, can

-fdS/(KM
It

Z
4
O

-*• R

Figure 4-16. Signal power variation —
range dimension.
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keep the level of signal entering the A/D converters in th? proper range.
The state of the art permits the design of reliable 8 to 10 bit A/D converters
for use at the 6 to 18 MHz sample rate required for 25 meter resolution.
The number of bits per sample is reduced from the 8 to 10 bit quantity before
transmission and recording by the use of contoured AGC. Before this
approach is discussed, however, the effects of some AGC alternatives on
image quality are examined.

4.2.4 AGC/Image Quality Interactions

AGC minimizes A/D converter distortion noise by controlling recoiver

system gain. However, in doing so, it introduces step changes in gain within

processed data sets, with the potential of degrading resolution and integrated

sidolobe ratio (ISLR). This negative effect is illustrated by Figure 4-17,

which shows the affect of a 6 dB gain change in the center of a cos x weight-

ing function. The solid line shows the unperturbed compressed pulse (in

either range or azimuth) while the dotted line shows the mainlobe broadening

and increased sidelobe level resulting from the gain change.

• to

X -K

5
?

. SO l_

UNPERTURBED WEIGHTING
FUNCTION IS COS2X

>. 838 GAIN CHANGE
AT CENTER

Figure 4-17. AGC'd weighting function.
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The effect of distortion noise is illustrated in Figure 4-18. This

figure plots the combination of saturation and distortion noise resulting from

A/D conversion, for different ratios of A/D saturation voltage to RMS signal

level, as diccussed in Section 4. 1.6. The total of quantization and saturation •

noise is referred to as distortion noise. The figure shows that a signal whose

average power varies over an 18 dB range can result in a maximum ISLR of

-27 dB, for an optimum gain setting using an 8 bit A/D converter. In contrast,

a 16 dB variation of average power results in a much poorer -15 dB ISLR for

a 5 bit A/D converter. Figure 4-18 is useful for determining distortion noise

performance and will be referred to again in the section which follows.

4.2.5 AGC Approach

In the ERSIR AGC approach, slow AGC accommodates long term gain

variations, and digital contoured AGC accommodates chert term variations.

Slow AGC causes neither image degradation, because of its long time constant,

nor calibration inaccuracy, because calibration is accomplished once each

PRI, as discussed in Soction 4.4. It ie the function of slow AGC to reduce

the operating range required of the contoured AGC to the approximately 16 dB

discussed in Section 4.2.2.

Conventional fast AGC, designed to respond to short term variations,

is illustrated in Figure 4-19. Here, the range swath is divided into 8 sections,

each with its own long term AGC loop. Gain is controlled by fast control of

IF amplifier gain. .

-»

5

SATURATION

0.1

Figure 4-18. Distortion noise.
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Figure 4-19. Conventional fas; AGC (simplified).

This approach suffers from calibration inaccuracy as well as from

the defects of image quality mentioned in Section 4. 2. 4. One of these defects,

resolution and ISLR degradation, can be remedied by usintf th«i AGC inversion

technique. This technique, illustrated in Figure 4-20, permits the gain settings

for the different range segments to be recorded and transmitted along with the

image data. In the ground processor, the guin variation ie reversed by

multiplying the received signal by a function proportional to the inverse of

the IF gain. The extra bits per word which result from AGC inversion in

the ground processor do not increase data rate as would have been the case

AIRBORNE
GROUND

I 1i

GAIN
CONTROL

lOtt

SfeiTS

IMAGE
DATA

BANDWIDTH^

CAIN DATA

BUFfCR
STORE
AND

FORMATTER

-»• TAPE STORAGE

> DATA LINK

| COUPRESSCDOATA
»

S TO I BITS

Figure 4-20. AGC inversion.
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had they been recorded and transmitted. After processing, the data can then
be rounded off as desired.

The increase in bandwidth needed to transmit the gain data is negligible.
For example, consider the 80 Km swath divided into 20 segments, each'of
which has 160 range of 25 meters resolution elements. Following the argu-
ments of Section 4.1. 7 this calculation will use 5 bits per I and Q word.(based
on the dynamic range requirement) This will result in 1600 sample bits per
range swath segment. If 6 bits are used to transmit the gain data for this
segment, then the bandwidth or data rate increase is less than 1/2 percent.

Contoured ACC, which utilizes the digital inversion technique just
described, eliminates the calibration inaccuracy associated with conventional
fast AGC. It also eliminates resolution and ISLR degradation, while providing
tight control over distortion noiae. The output of an 8 bit A/O converter, as
illustrated in Figure 4-21, is sent to a digital multiplier. The multiplying
coefficient is determined from a range cell average, and is updated for each
range swath segment. This multiplying coefficient is used for digital AGC
inversion in the-same way as was the gain data of Figure 4-20, which shows
digital AGC inversion for conventional fast AGC. After multiplication, the
data is rounded-off to 5 bits, which meets the dynamic range requirement.

SIGNAi
3MTS

»

IMAGt
DATA

siow
ACC

LOW KANOWIDTM
-»
OAIN DATA

Figure 4-21. Contoured AGC.
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Because the multiplication and round-off is optimum, the resulting
distortion noise is the same as if a 5 bit A/D converter bad been used at an
optimal input gain setting, but without calibration inaccuracy. It is assumed
here that the number of range swath segments is great enough to limit the
systematic variation derived from the gain model of Figure 4-16 to 1 or 2 dB.
Ten or twelve segments should suffice.

Two approaches to digital multiplication can be used, either simple
point shift or a standard (6-bit, eg.) digital multiplication. Simple point
shift involves choosing which 5 of the 8 available bits will be recorded. Tide
choice, which requires less than 2 bits cf gain data per swath segment, is
equivalent to varying the voltage gain in steps of two. The resulting 6 dB
variation in input signal power causes the -24 dB distortion noise achievable
with an optimally controlled AID converter to degrade to -21.5 dB, as
illustrated in Figure 4-18. The use of a standard digital multiplier will
result in -24 dB performance. These results are shown in Table 4-3, which

TABLE 4-3. COMPARISON OF ACC APPROACHES

Type

Slow AGO

Conventional
Fast AGC

Convention a?
Fast AGC
with Digital
Inversion

Contoured
AGC

Contoured
AGC

A/D
Converter

5 bits

5 bits
-

5 bits

8 bits

8 bits

Digital
Multiplier and

Round -Off

N/A

N/A

N/A

Point shift
5 -bit round -off

6 -bit multiplier
5 -bit round -off

Distortion
Noise

-15 dB

-24 dB

"

-24 dB

-21.5 dB

-24 dB

Remarks

Simple. Low
performance.
Calibration difficult.
Requires fast IF '
gain control. Reso-
lution and ISLR
degradation.
Calibration difficult.
Requires fast IF
gain control. No
ISLR or resolution
degradation.
Good calibration
performance. No
resolution or ISLR
degradation. Simple
multiplier.
Good calibration
performance. No
ISLR or resolution
degradation.
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summarizes the AGC approaches discussed herein, and tabulates their
performance characteristics.

4. 3 SAR ANTENNA BEAM POINTING

Antenna beam pointing, with the Spacelab iuertial pointing system
(IPS), is a critical factor in designing the ERSIR. With or without IPS, the
antenna beam pointing direction, Li the baseline design, is determined by a
combination of the Spacelab attitude and the vertical tilt angle of the single
axis gimba). of the antenna. The Shuttle. Orbiter's reaction control system
could establish the spacelab's attitude without the fine vernier control of

, the IPS. However, this would be at the cost of adding complexity to ground
processing and at the risk of error resulting from imperfect compensation
for range closure and doppler. With the IPS, increased beam position •
accuracy and rate control permit considerable simplification of the ground
processing equipment and algorithms.

There are two basic problems associated with beam pointing. First,
' beam motion reduces the effective number of looks and as a result image
: . measurement accuracy. Secondly, beam position error induces range closure
' • .and doppler compensation complexities in ground processing..

•i i' ' . '
' . . 4. 3. 1 SAR Antenna Beam Pointing Error Rate •

.Antenna beam motion in the azimuth plane degrades measurement
system accuracy. The SAR system depends upon smoothing with multi-lock
processing for measurement accuracy and the number of looks available
decreases with azimuth beam slewing. The effects of azimuth slewing of the
SAR Beam are illustrated in Figure 4-22. la (a), the real beam is at azimuth

o
A and has an angular rate A; the point p accordingly moves through the beam
at a higher velocity than the orbital velocity v, about half the time.

; Accordingly, the point p will often be imaged for a time 1, which is

I less than the time T required to image the point for N looks. The percent-
*' age loss p in the number of available looks is

P =
100 (Tn - T) 100

n (V/ARg)
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Figure 4-22. Pa/load pointing error rates.
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where R is the mean slant range to the point p. For example, p = 20 percent

for V = 7.8 KM/e. A = 0.275°/sec, and Rfl = 420 KM, a worst case for an

altitude of 200 KM (look angle P = 60°).

Table 4-4 is e. summary of the angle rate effect for this "worst case",

maximum R at a look angle near 60° (H = 200 KM). The SAR filter mwot be
u

slewed to retain its alignment with the antenna bore sight axis and to prevent

excessive azimuth ambiguity noise (the SAR processing filters should be dis-

tributed symmetrically about the beam center). To maintain track, the clutter

tracker will slew ai the rate of doppler frequency change induced by motion

of the beam axis, />. . '

4.3.2. Antenna Beam Poeition Error

Compensation for range closure at L-ba/id and for doppler shift at

X-band, when the data aro acquired with the space sensor at non-optimum

azimuth angles, complicates the ground processing.

The geometrical factors involved in range closure compensations are

illustrated in Figures 4-23a and 4-24b; the point p is displaced from the
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TABLE 4-4. PAYLOAD POINTING ERROR RATES

o
A Azimuth

Attitude Rate

(-) 0. 008°/sec

{-) 0. 02°/aec

(-) 0.275°/eec*

(-) l.l°/sec

Worst Case**

Percent
of

Looks
Lost

0.7

1.8

20

50

Cell Doppler Spreading
* SAR Filter Width

SAR Filter ~Slew "Rate" "
(Hz /Sec) X (Array

Time)2

0.20

0.50

6.8

27.0

Acceptable ?

\es

Yes
Yes
No

Is SAR
Filter

Slewing
Needed

No

Yes

NA

""Baseline system

**V = 7. 78 KMsi Altitude = 200 KM, Rg = 420 KM.

CLUTTER
TRACKER

<») GROUND CELL RAIME CLOSURE

fRF

HAH ULTgmi
OOm.EH CCMTCRiMO

FREOUENCV-

EMEUERIS
AMO

HA V OAT A

^^~ i -'̂

Figure 4-23. Aligning S.AR beams with real beam,
and focusing.
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ARRAY MO. 1 IS NOT ADEQUATE FOR ARRAY NO. 4

VARIATION WITH RANGE
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> ENVELOPE CLOSURE COMPENSATION AT fl.
IS NOT ADEQUATE FOR R,

Figure 4-24. Envelope closure variations.

optimum position, broadside to the velocity vector. At the optimum pos

A,, = 0 in Figure 4-24(a), the range closure compensation is zero, for
D

circular orbits. The range closure compensations required at L-band a:
large and vary from the near range edge of the antenna footprint to the la

for near nadir look angles and non-zero A„'(Figure 4-24a). The magma

of the range closure compensations are shown in Figure 4-25 for an ante

beam with look angle coverage from 10° to 30°, (offset range 35 to 116 K

at H = 200 KM). The ideal squint angle is ASQ, the azimuth angle relativ

to the Orbiter's velocity vector. The angle A corresponds to the miniiso
change in range closure across the swath, A is also the squint angle fo

zero range closure compensation (single look) for circular orbits.

For elliptic orbits, the angle A corresponds to a non-zero rang
so t

closure; the effects of ellipticity rotate and displace the constant R (dopp

contours to preclude a zero iso-doppler (R) contour (Figure 4-26). The

range closure curves are normalized by the slant range resolution d , wl

corresponds to the transmitted waveform bandwidth. The ordinate value*
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Figure 4-25. Normalized range closure AR vs look angle P, L-band
(1.04 GHz) H •-* 200 km, i = 80°, <|> = 40° N latitude.
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• LATERAL Vf.lOCITV COMPONENT DUE
TO EARTH-!. ROTA1 ION

• VERTICAL VELOCITY COMPONENTS DUC
TO ORBIT ECCENTRICITY AND EARTH'S
ROTATION

O VARYING SATELLITE VELOCITY
MAGNITUDE DUE TO ECCENTRIC ORBIT

Figure 4-26. Eccentric orbit velocity effects on SAR.

Y - X R R
daBin<4)o , 2 v d . sin $a o

where T is the array time; T = \R./2vd ; d is ground cell resolution;
51 2t cl S ,

(d = d sin 4 ; * is the incidence angle (d> - p , the look angle); X is v.-ave-
r a o o o ^o

length: R is slant range; and v is velocity.
8

Range closure compensations for L-bauid multi-look ground processor

imaging may differ for individual looks. This i«; shown in Figure 4-24c. With

the IPS available for beam positioning, it should be possible to maintain Afl

within ±0.3° of Aso
At 1.04 GHz for L-band and d = 25 meters, the angle

SL
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9 is at most 0.5° (45 percent overlap, 4 looks). Tho maximum positiono
error for this fourth look is 0. 8 . For this condition, with signal range
closure compensation equivalent to A ax swath center, the uncompsnsated
error will be about 0.6 cell resolution (at P = 30°), which is acceptable.

The range closure compensation is proportional to wavelength and
inversely proportional to ground cell resolution squared, d x d = d * d

2t & £L IT
esc 4> • Therefore an approximate doubling of the L-band frequency from
1 *o 2 GHz will reduce the expected range closure compensation error to
0.3 ceil resolution at the swath edge, a clearly acceptable value. Conversely,
a grosser cell resolution of about 35 meters in contrast to the 25 meterti reso-
lution of the baseline design has the same, desirable effect and retains the long
wavelength L-band feature (-28 cms).

In X-band, the compensation of doppler shifts associated with non-

optimum beam position complicates ground processing. Normalized doppler

shifts versus look angles are shown in Figure 4-27 for the circular and

elliptic orbits with coverage from 10° to 35° look angle. In this figure, the

doppler shift values are normalized by the factor 2v/£ ( :=1455 Hz) whe^e

v = ?. 78 KM/s and £ = 10. 7 meters, the SAR real array length. The

optimum squint angles A correspond to the minimum change in R acrossso
the swath. For the elliptic orbit squint angle A , the doppler shift is nearly

constant (~3 KHz) across the swath, which greatly simplifies the compensa-

tion algorithm and clutter tracking functions of the ground processor.

The critical factor of IPS beam positioning for the potential implemen-

tation of ERSIR with K -band should be a major consideration. Clutter

doppler compensation for K -band (13.3 GHz) is more sensitive to beam

position errors than X-band (9.0 GHz) by a factor of nearly 1.5; the variation

of doppler compensation across the swath (p = 10° to 20°) in Figure 4-27 will

be about 2070 Hz at 13.3 GHz as compared to 1400 Hz at 9. 0 GHz for A A = 0. 3
Antenna equint angle positioning to A is needed to simplify that part

of the ground processor design concerned with range closure compensation
A

at L-band and doppler compensation at X-band. The 0.3 accuracy for A

previously mentioned may be obtained by using a pallet bay sensor and the

inertial pointing sub-system (IPS) for spacelab attitude control. With the
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Figure 4-27. Doppler shift £Q va look angle P , X-band (9. 0 GHz),
H = 200 km: 1 = 80°. 4» = 40° N latitude.

orbit er reaction control system (RCS) alon<v ac^araciss better than ±2. 0°
are not assured, because of the length and flexibility of the coupling bet*.veen

the pallet bay location and the Orbiter. Tablo 4-5 ehowe that the relevant '
accuracy of 0. 3° may be obtained with the IPS.

TABLE 4-5. NAVIGATION ACCURACIES*

Reference
Direction

Local Vertical
NADIR Earth Target
30° Off Vertical

STDN
Accuracy
(degrees)

0.16.
0,16
0.20

TDRSS
Accuracy
(degrees)

0.16
O.Z8
0.29

^Reference: Space lab payload accommodations
handbook. April 1974, pp 27-28.

Conditions:
Pay'oad sensor

Alignment ±0.07°
Drift ±0.04° per hour
Deadband ±0. 1»

185 KM orbit altitude
Payload Inertial
Pointing uystctn (IPS)

• \
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4.4 CALIBRATION

4.4.1 Model of Calibration Errors

The response S of the measurement system to the backscatter
parameter cro characteristic of terrain is expressed by the range equation
for SAR:

, x v3 G 2G d g(e.4>)<r
q _ p (__£_—1 ° " " 2_ ...

. ~ av \4irRj (2v/pt)F F sin<t>sine |4'

where S has the units of P ; . . ' " ' • " '

P is the average transmitter power;
ftV • *

X is the wavelength of the radiation;

R is the slant range;

G is the peak antenna gain;

C is the receiver/processor gain to the point of measurement S;

>) is the antenna pattern function relative to the angular coordinates
6, <j> of the resolution cell;

<)> is the angle of incidence <*t the ground*; •

8 is the angle of the line-of-sight relative to the velocity
vector (8 = 90°);

v is the magnitude of the velocity; .. . - ' ' > -;.

p. is the bandwidth of the transmitted waveform;
ti

d = c/Zp is the slant range resolution (c/2=150 m/|i s)

Fp > 1 is a loss factor for senior plumbing and all appropriate
'. • processing losses;

F > 1 is a loss factor due to the propagation medium.

$ = P + Rg/Rc where Rg is the ground offset range to the resolution
cell and Re is the radius of the earth and P is look angle.

H
Ground resolution dg is given by dg = dr/sin 4>
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The wavelength X, slant range Rg, bandwidth Pt, and resolution df

are known very accurately in the proposed SAR system. The system wave-

length is established by a stable fixed frequency source; the range R3 is

resolved to the unambiguous interval containing the swath and corresponding

to an accurately established prf. The range to an individual resolution cell

is accurately metered and tagged by precision clocks and counters; the slant

range resolution dr and transmitted waveform bandwidth pt are accurately

established by the linear FM digital approximation for pulse comprebsion.

The proposed calibration approaches replicate each transmitter waveform

(pulse by pulse) and facilitate precise measurement of dr. The relevant '

calibration accuracy involving X, Rs, Pt. and dr should be better than

±0.3 dB RSS (seven percent root-sum-squared).

The angles 4> and 6 are derived from Space Shuttle inerHal referenced

signals and from active sensor sensing of clutter (terrain backscatter) signals.

These angles must necessarily be determined with mean errors very near

zero, that is to a small fraction of the respective vertical and horizontal

beamwidths of the antennas. The effects of angular errors are especially

severe at the near and far edges of the swath corresponding to the steep

slopes of the vertical gain pattern of the antenna. For this reason, the

following discussion of errors will be restricted to the middle third of the

swath; i.e. the calibration error model is applied to the central third off the

vertical beamwidth. Local terrain slopes average to zero over substantial ]

distances and their effects can be partially compenaated using topological

-av
I X \ • g ,>
I * _ I ° r - £ -
\4irR g) (Zv/p t)F F sin<>sin8

1survey maps with ."ground truth" knowledge; the model does not treat this

source of error. - :j

For convenience, the signal response S of (1) is rewritten: j

where K is the "true value" of the proportionality factor . - j

° 2
\3 C <:• g(8,4>)d

° r - £
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The signals S and er * are expressed in logarithmic units (dB's):

S(dB) = 10 logS = 10 logK0 + 10 Iog<r0* (4A)

. <r0*(dB) s ffo(dB) + 101og(l.+ u) (4B)

Thus the error u is conveniently expressed in dB (logarithmic) form: ,

\
u(dB) = 101og(l + u) (5)

In the following discussion, as in the discussion in Section 1.4, the error u

•vill be understood as a logarithmic unit made up of the sum of similar error

components m (in decibel unite):

N '' • -

u(dB) = ^|i£ (6A)

i= 1 !

with Uj = 10 log (1 -f AP/P), ;

.u2 = 20 log (1 -f AG/G), ;

ji3 = 10 log (1 +AG r/G r). ]

H4 = -10 log (1 + ein(<|>4 A* )/sin(4»)), .. (6B) !

115 = -10 log (1 + AF./F.) • . ' ' • . \

H6 = -10 log (1 + AFp/Fp), ]

u? = lOlog (1+

Etc, etc. .

In some instances, the individual u^ are r"»de up of a sum of diverse source

errors peculiar to the generic error type; the losses in F», for example, are

due to component losses in transmitter plumbing, receiver connections, and

various sources of processing losses. Figure 4-28 is a sketch of error

sources.
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Figure 4-28. Sources of uncertainties in
<TO measurement.

The error model treats the u^ and the component parts of n^ as •

mutually independent. Thermal cycling, for example, will produce pre-

dictable effects on some critical parameters; such systematic error sources

are to be compensated with the best available knowledge. The assumption of

independence on the basis of compensation for known and monitored, stresses

(primarily thermal) is reasonable. Further, the ensemble of errors both

individually (u^fdB)) and collectively (ti(dB)), will b.<j treated as normally

distributed with zero mean in logarithmic units (a log-normal distribution of

linear errors). Thus the variance ;n calibration error (in dB) is the sum

of variances of the individual Hi'3 (in dB).

4.4.2 Spectrum of Calibration Errors

The limiting envelope of the power spectrum of calibration errors is

modeled by Figure 4-29; the autocorrelation function corresponding to the

spectrum is sketched in Figure 4-30. These curves reflect the following

modeling:

1. Each Space Shuttle mission with ERS1R involves a steady com-
ponent of calibration error; i.e. an unknown "d-c" component
having zero-mean expectancy (over a large ensemble of systems)
but a standard deviation presently estimated at 0. 9 dB;

2. A uniform power density "low frequency" component with a cut-
off frequency proportional to the orbit rate (forbit - 0- 302/orbit
period); this variation involves orbit-to-orbit changes, arising

... , primarily from imperfectly compensated thermal stresses;
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Figure 4-30. Autocorrelation function p(r) (normalized
autocovariance function) of calibration error }i(tiB).

3. A. uniform power density component, which reflects rates of
change within an orbit period but of a relatively slowly
fluctuating nature; cut-off for this component is proportional
to the rate 100 km strips are imaged;

4. A moderate frequency component related to changes slower
than the update rate (for AGC and clutter sensed corrections
to angle estimates of Band <|>, cut-off fu,..jate = 0.302/update
interval T update = 24 Hz);

5. A high frequency component associated with measurement
changes for path lengths of a few hundred meters to the up-date
interval at about 10 km; these changes result from uncompensated
components of the Space Shuttle attitude and control system plus
geometrical factors associated with the terrain and the local
atmosphe: ic propagation fluctuations (significant only at X-band);

6. Negligible error power density above the cut-off frequency
fco=6 Hz, corresponding to a time interval of 50 ms or a path
length of about 400 meters.

4.4.3 Preliminary Estimate of Calibration Error

Table 4-6 summarizes tentative, preliminary estimates of ERSIR

calibration error components. Time periods correspond to the time lapses
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.__. I
T in Figure 4-30. The intervals range from short intervals of about

50 milliseconds through the 90 minutes of an orbital period, to the time

(7 to 30 days) of an entire mission. The dc component of error (T mission.

Figure 4-?.9) is the expected bias error for a particular mission and ERSIR

sensor. It has a standard deviation of 0.92 dB, corresponding to a con-

fidence level of 68 percent for the lognormal distribution of errors. For

twice the standard deviation (1.84 dB) the confidence level is 95 percent;

50 m» values of 1. 32 dB and 2.64 dB give confidence levels of 68 percent

and 95 percent, respectively, for specific measurements,

A briefer summary of the tentative ERSIR calibration error component!

is presented in Table 4-7. The first four intervals of Table 4-6 are grouped ,
to show net components. . , ]

TABLE 4-7. BRIEF SUMMARY OF SENSOR CALIBRATION

Calibration Performance*

'Calibrated Parameter

Transmitter power

Receiver Gain

. Sensor RF Losses

Antenna Peak Gain (2-way)

Vertical Angle, Sin (A+4>)/Sin<}>:

Gain Pattern (2-way) . '

Clutter Sensing (Az and E£):

Prop Loss and Mine

Net RSS

Estimated Error
(95% Confidence)

Long Term

0.6 dB

0.5

0.4

1.4

" —

0.4

0.7

1.84 dB

Temporal

0.4dB

0.5

0.2
r

0.8 - ;

0.6 (A=3°, 4>=.20°)
0.7

1.0

0.5

1.82dB

TOTAL - 2.6 dB

Note*: *Applicable to middle third of swath;
at pwath edges: +2 dB gives net RSS = 3.3dB

•

]

{
' \

I

!*

lj

i
,j
f

j

1

j

i
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Detailed studies of calibration error sources and the calibration

mechanisms are necessary tc refine the accuracy of the tentative and pre-

liminary estimates given here.

4.4.4 Implementation of Calibration

The ERSIR utilizes specific operations and routines to supply data

used by the ground processor for calibration. The calibration routines and
equipment appropriate to ERSIR are dlscuosed below. These approaches to

implementation are preliminary and tentative. The approaches will be

defined more specifically in detailed design studies..

The ERSIR system will require calibration for antenna gain and
pattern. Calibration routines and special tests for this purpose are not

discussed. However, it is expected that existing calibration facilities will

be used, these include special test ranges with standard targets such as

corner reflectors. The on board calibration routines discussed apply to

the measurement of antenna gain and patterns using available test ranges

and facilities.

ERSIR Sensor

Calibration Operations. Shuttle ERSIR sensor calibration operations

are divided into two broad categories, namely, calibrate routines and built-

in-test. Calibrate routines consist of programmed operations which provide

calibration data for: , .

o Transmitter Power ' !

e Receiver Cain, and

o Sensor Noise. . • . ' ' • ' *

In actual operation, transmitter power and receiver gain are measured '

together; the proposed Implementation employs the transmitter waveform for •
receiver gain calibration data. :

The sensor noise calibration routine provides the calibration data used

for estimating ERSIR system noise, composed largely of receiver thermal

noise and A/D converter noise. This noise is a component of measurement

bias error for signals 'of finite magnitude. To provide very accurate estimates
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of clutter signal reflectivities, the ERSIR measurement system requires an

accurate estimate of the aensor noise component. The ground processor will
use the eenaor noise calibration to correct for bias error.

Built-in-test consists of two parts:

o Special re ilnes to test various parts of the sensor and supply
critical status data (voltages, etc)

9 Continuous monitor routines, which provide status data during
normal aensor operations

Only the continuous monitor function is directly related to calibration. This

function provides "continuous" data on transmitter power, waveform, and

receiver gain. During each transmission, the receiver responds to a sample

of the transmitter waveform in a controlled manner; this receiver gain

"monitor" provides quantitative data on (a) receiver gain and (b) transmitter

waveform. Additionally, the continuouc monitor function provides accurate

data on the average transmitter power, duplicating the power measurement
function of the calibration routines discussed below.

Transmitter/Receiver Calibratior.. The calibrate routine for trans-

mitter power and receiver calibration is executed in a special purpose mode

of ERSIR. In this mode the antenna may be disconnected and the transmitter
power coupled Into an internal dummy load, or the antenna may be directed

skyward, or the antenna might be tilted to look near the horizon (large look

angles); the purpose being to avoid earth reflected signals of sufficient magni-

tude to significantly degrade calibration accuracy.
Figure 4-31 la a functional block diagram of the implementation of

the transmitter/receiver calibration routine. A sample of the L-band and

X-bacd transmitter waveform are coupled from a port very near the respective

antenna. These transmitter waveform samples are then routed to respective •

L- and X-band calibration transponders where they are reproduced, range

delayed and measured for power. The range delayed RF reproductions of the

transmitter waveforms fare then coupled to the respective L-iuid X-bznd

receivers). In the case of th<t direct polarization (V-POL in the figure), the

transponder RF outputs r.-.xple to the receiver port over a path shared by
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M-POL

L.X-BANO
*> TRANSPONDER

POWER OAT A

•RANGE DELAYED hmiC*'
' • - OF TRANSMITTER WAVEFORM

Figur? 4-31. Transmitter/receiver calibration.

the transmitter v/aveform. The cross-polarized receiver (H-POL in

Figure 4-31) is coupled to the RF calibration signal at a port very near its

antenna. For both cases, much of the RF plf.mSing path is traversed by

both calibration and actual sensor signals. In consequence a significant

portion of the RF plumbing signal path is utilized for the calibration.

Signals from the Control Module control the calibration process;

the transmitter waveform is reproduced at other ranges and amplitudes for

completness. , . -

The calibrator (calibration transponder) make:) power measurements

on the transmitter waveforms and sends the transmitter power data to the '

recorder. The L-band and X-band receiver calibration data are recorded in

the same way as the censor signals obtained during ERSIR experiments.

The operational paiamctera for calibration (transmitter ..aveform,

bandwidths, pulse durations, prf's) are established by the normal sensor

control system. The parameters may or may not be sequenced over a range

of valu^", depending upon operator option or planning. However, it is expected

that the calibration routine would be repeated for each experiment.
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Sensor Noiae Calibration. The sensor noise calibration routine le a
special purpose mode of ERSIR. The antenna may or may not be connected.

The connected antenna receives signals front external radiation sources. In

appropriate cases these signals may be used to make the assessments of

measurement errors attributable to these sources. The routine should

Include measurements witliand without the antenna coupled where this is

practicable.
Figure 4-32 illustrates the implementation of the sensor noise calibra-

tion routine. There are, basically, two parts:

1. A ''passive" part in which the receivers have no external input;
this provides the baseline measurement data

2. An "active" part in which a calibrated noise source is coupled
to the receiver inputs; this provides the means of making noise
figure or effective noise temperature estimates for the receivers.

The RF wideband noise sources are time gated. This feature facilitates radio-

metric type measurements which may be appropriate for antenna gain assess-

ments and will, in any case, permit quantitative assessments of external

radiation sources v/hich can be of value for planning ERSIR. experiments.

In all cases, the transmitter are in "standby" or "sniff" modes to

prevent transmitter RF energy from interferring with the calibration.
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Figure 4-32. Sensor noise calibration.
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Built-in-Test Continuous Monitor. Built-in test continuous monitor

functions are performed during normal ER5IR sensor operations. Trans-

mitter power, waveform and receiver gain data are the primary outputs of

the continuous monitor function and they are the status data of most signifi-

cance for ERSIR measurement system accuracy.

Figure 4-33 ia a functional block diagram of the built-in-test con-

tinuous monitor functions of immediate interest. Samples of the L- and

X-band transmitter'waveforms are coupled.from a port near the antenna

and serve aa inputs to a calibration transponder as in the transmitter/

receiver case. However, in this case the RF signals are down-converted

to IF, and inserted into the receiver at an intermediate stage of amplification.

The IF reproductions of the transmitter waveforms, delayed very slightly

because of the finite bandwidths of the calibrator (35-50 MHz), have a •

nearly fixed level relative to transmitter power. Consequently, they supply

continuous monitor data on very significant portions of the receiver gains.

Furthermore, they provide monitor dat? on the waveforms themselves,

their bandwidth duration and phase codes for pulse compression. These

receiver monitor continuous data complement the data from transmitter/

receiver calibration routines, which are separated by significant intervals

of time. •

1
1
1

I
1
1

-ORIVE •M RCHICAOf
'. RAKSMtTTEO
DAVE FORM

Figure 4-33. BIT continuous monitor.
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The cont',!taous monitor routine provides (or L and X-band transmitter

power measurements. Continuous monitor data consequently-serve the dual

purpose of determining transmitter power status and updating the calibration.

The continuous monitor functions illustrated in Figure 4-33 impooe

a design requirement on receivers. The usual receiver blanking function,

which eclipses the transmitter feed-through signal, muut attenuate the IF

transmitter feedthrough signals to levels well below the IF test signals from

the calibration transponder. The requirements for the receiver in Section 6.5

anticipate this need.

4.5 SAR IMAGE NOISE SOURCES AND MEASUREMENT QUALITY

4.5.1 Image Noise Sources

Various elements of the SAR measurement system, including the

ground processor, contribute to image noise (signal to noise ratio). Sources

of Image noise are briefly reviewed in this section. An itemized list of dis-

tortion noise source is presented, together with a preliminary and tentative

budget of their contributions to the Integrated Side Lobe Ratio (ISLR).

The sources of noise that contribute to the image signt.l tre shown in

Figure 4-34* The usual noise sources are receiver noise, range &nd

aeimutb PRF ambiguity, and A/p quantization. Additional sources are the

integrated sidelobes which accompany the pulee compression waveform and

Figure 4-34. Image'noise sources.
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processing and the SAR filter processing. -A general category, "signal

spectral distortion" accounts for such sources ao phase distortion in pro-

pagation and from vehicle motion (acceleration).

In estimating image and measurement quality, the contributions of

receiver noise and PRF ambiguities are treated independently. The remain-

ing items are sources of signal spectral distortion (see Figure 4*35) or

sidelobe energy. They are listed in the ISLR budget, Table 4-8. ... .

The SAR ISLR budget shown in Table 4-8 reflects a preliminary and

tentative judgment of the contributions from the sources of sidelobe energy

itemized. A detailed design study will be required to make the list complete.

This <vill involve adding any significant, sources not listed and possibly

deleting seme items, such as propagation and motion effects, that may not

be significant. Error analysis of the detailed SAR sensor design as it '

evolve3 will be used to revise and up-date the ISLR budget in order to esti-

mate performance realistically. . • . ' • - . ' - ' .

The major contributor to the ISLR budget. Table 4-8, is A/D con-

verter quantization noise. The value, -22 dB, anticipates a contoured AGC

which sets A/O converter signals near their optimum values (±3 dB), see -

Figure 4-36. ,

The transmitter, receiver, A/O, and pulse compression (digital

linear FM approximation) are other large contributors to the ISLR budget.

Time jitter is the principal cause of this contribution. The contribution is -

INTEGRATED
StOKLOBE'S

Figure 4-35. Sources of signal spectral
distortic-n.
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TABLE 4-8. SENSOR SAR ISLR BUDGET

Sldelobe Energy Source Contribution

Propagation and Motion Effects @ - 40 dB ea

Transmitter/Rcceiver/A/D - 27

Pulse Compression Quantization - 26

I, Q Imbalance - 33

A/D Converter Quantization - 22

Record /Reproduce - 36

TDRSS Data Link - 36

Range/Doppler Compensation @ - 40 ea

Processor Round -off .33

Sub-Total - 19 dB

SAR Processing

Range Compression - 22 dB

Angle Compression - 22 dB

Total - 16 dB

•

I I •'•
I -»

I i •»
* 0 -JO

I
0.

*I

tATUBATHX ^^^^

^^Sp*^* *<^^^

• K^V^ ~
^ \

i 10 no

SAT/RM3

Figure 4-3b. Distortion noise.
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related to bandwidth, since the time jitter to be appreciable mu.it be a
significant portion (3 percent rms) of the reciprocal bandwidth of the trans-
mitted waveform (37 na at 27 MHz bandwith).* A substantial contribution of
time jitter at look angles rear nadir is anticipated; beyond look angles pof
30 degrees the time jitter contribution should rapidly diminish (as cosecant 0).

The value for the pulse compression quantization effect (-Z6 >i'A)
listed In the table is largely an estimate. It should be significant for tbe
digital approximation to linear FM ISLR contribution and to correspond,
approximately, to non-ideal pulse compression by any technique. The con-
tribution is separated trom the ISLR budgeted contribution (-22 dB) for range
compression to signify its importance; the net contribution is -20.5 dB.

The quadrature phase channel (!, Q) imbalance contributions arise
from imprecise quadratur* phase relation (90 degrees ideally) and gain-
imbalances in the video down conversion process; for example, PM. of
1. 3 degrees rms or an AM index of 2. 2 percent rms (0. 1 dB) imply con-
tributions of -36 dB.

The following relatively minor contributors make an aggregate con-
tribution of -28.5 riB:

Propagation and motion effects, -37 dB
Data storage and transmission, -33 dB
Range/doppler compensation, -37 dB
Processor round off, -33 dB.

SAR processing, with-suitable weighting, results in a net ISLR con-
tribution of -19 dB for range and angle compression at -22 dB each. The
net result is -16 dB for this preliminary and tentative SAR ISLR budget.

. 4. S. i' Measurement Quality

The implications,of image quality for the ISLR budget at -16 dB are
seen in Table 4-9. .At the edge of the swath, the signal-to-thermal (receiver)

*This bandwidth of 27 MHz corresponds to a range resolution of
5. 7 meters and a.ground resolution of 25 meters a£ a look angle
P = 13 degrees and 12.5 meters at (3= 27 degrees).
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TABLE 4-9. IMAGE QUALITY

Image Noise
Source

Thermal .Noise

SAR 1SLR

Angle PRF Amb.

Range PRF Amb.

Net

Contribution
Swath

-8 dB

-16

-201

-162

-6.6 dB

Edge

-8 dB

-16

-22

-22

-7.1 dB

Center

-14dB

-16

-22

-22

-11.1 dB

Notes: 1. PRF = PRFmin

2. PRF = PRFmax

noise ratio, S/N, is -3 dB minimum. Two cases of PRF ambiguity are

treated. In the first, a worst case, the PRF is simultaneous!/ near its

minimum value for angle ambiguity and its maximum value for range

ambiguities, which is characteristic of the worst case condition. The net

contribution tc relative noise level for this case is, therefore, -6.6 dB. In

the second case (far swath edge) the improvement in angle and range

ambiguities from a net relative noise level of -14.5 dBto -19 dB, results

in a 0. 5 dB improvement in relative noise level.(from -6.6 dB to -7. 1 dB).

At swath center, the S/N improvement of 6 dB, with the favorable PRF

ambiguity making a net contribution of -19*dB. results in a 4 dB improve-

ment in the net image signal-to-total noise ratio, from +7. 1 dB to +11.1 dB.

This image quality feature.- of SAR processing is responsible for tex-

tural distinctions in imagery; the contract between sharply defined terrain

surface features and a general background level of "clutter" is improved

with the improvement in che image signal-to-total noise ratio. * ,

Image quality, a figure-of-merit for imagery, is a.so an index of

measurement quality for a.largj class of ERSIR measurement systems.

Applications of. ERSIRtb agronomy, for example, ^include crop and soil

moisture assessments in which the backacatter parameter <rQ for sizeable
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areas of terrain la estimated. For homogeneous areas smaller than 100
hectares (1 square kilometer, about 250 U.S. acres), the ISLR contributions
extend beyond the borders of the region for which the <rQ estimate is desired
and must be Included In the measurement problem as Interference or noise.

The flgure-of-merit measurement quality for one class of 5AR
measurement system applications la somewhat better than the figure-of-
merlt generally. This class of SAR measurement system applications Is for
homogenous, extensive backscatterlng surfaces for which <TO estimates are
required; for example, the estimation of backscatter reflectivity <ro for
wheat fields on a generally level plain. In this case, the Integrated noise
sidelobes of the SAR Image are produced by the same reflectivity surfaces
as those producing the mainlobe signal image (a hypothesis susceptible to
verification at the image quality figure-of-merit); in this case, the SAR
ISLR component (-16 dB) belongs to the signal. The result ic an improve-
ment of 0. 5 to 1.7 dB in the net measurement signal-to-total noise ratio, •
from +11. 1 dB to 12.8 dB at swath center (S/N = 14 dB), as shown in
Table 4-10.

TABLE 4-10. MEASUREMENT QUALITY, HOMOGENEOUS TERRAIN

For homogeneous terrain include SAR Integrated sidelobes In
<ro estimate:

Measurement Noise
Source -

Thermal Noise

Angle PRF Amb.

Range PRF Amb.

Net
- .

i |

Contribution
Swath

-8dB

-20J

-162

-?. 1 dB
1

Ed£0

-8 dB

-22

-22

-7.7dB

Center

-14 dB

.22

-22

-12.8 dB

Note*;. !. FRF = PRFmin

2. PRF=PRFmax
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An area of roughly ZOO hectares (2 square kilometers, about 500 U.S.
acres) is required to make effective use of the larger of the two figurea-of-
merit. Homogeneous areas not so large must, of course, be estimated as
the reduced measurement quality; 11. 1 dB signal-to-total noise ratio at
swath center (S/N -14 dB) rather than 12.8 dB. This is, cf course, the
general situation. It is impractical to attempt extension of the concept to
PRF ambiguities, either ir range (distance > 100 km) or angle (distances > 5 km
at X-band, 45 km at L-band).

I

§
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5.0 GROUND PROCESSING SYSTEM

I

I

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF GROUND PROCESSING SYSTEM (GPS)

The Ground Processing System (GPS) plays back the magnetic tapes

which were recorded in the spacecraft, processes the reproduced raw data,

and generates a film copy of the synthetic aperture image data. The system

contains a tape unit, which reproduces and formats the original 5-bit I/Q

digital video; a signal processor unit which compresses the digital data in

range and azimuth; and a high resolution laser beam recorder, which records

the image data on 5-inch film.

A basic configuration of the GPS is shown in Figure 5-1. It consists of

a Programmable Signal Processor (PSP), film recorder and tape recorder.

The signal processing element is the PSP, which is a special purpose, high

speed computer designed to execute, under program control, signal process-

Ing algorithms. In this configuration of the GPS, the PSP would be

Figure 5-1. Ground processing system.
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programmed to perform synthetic aperture processing of the raw data. With
these components the GPS can generate high quality etrlp maps on photo-
graphic film.

Use of the PSP as the processing element allows the GPS to grow Into
a mo?" elfIclent configuration. A disadvantage of the basic GPS is the need
to perform data analysis on the photographic film. The film Is then analyzed
either visually or with an Image scanning system that converts the data Into
a lormat suitable for analysis. Signal processing parameters such as azi-
muth and range processing algorithms, dynamic range, and image integra-
tion can be varied cut require a repetition of the film recording process.
With the basic system therefore, time spent on non-productive tasks such as
data search, film recording, and film processing can be excessive. The
efficiency of the GPS can be Improved considerably by adding a second 'tape
unit, a general purpose computer, and a means of displaying ihe Image data.

A more optimum configuration of the GPS is shown In Figure 5-2. In
this configuration, the operator can view the image in real time. Four CRT
displays are used to display the image data for each transmitted frequency
and polarization. An additional color display integrates the data observed
on the black and white displays to a color composition. The data

,IAM RCCOAOtN

RICOKO

TAn CONTROL

Figure 5-2. Ground processing eastern.
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corresponding to each frequency and polarization can be encoded in color and
presented on the color display. A typical composition format Is shown in
Figure 5-3.

The Image data from the PSP Is sent to the Digital Scan Converter

(DSC). The DSC converts the synthetic aperture Image data into a flicker-
free TV raster, which Is then displayed on the CRT's. The DSC contains
sufficient memory to store four images at reduced resolution(1000 x 1300 ele-
ments) or a complete Image at full resolution (4000 x 4000 elements). This
storage capability allows the user to freeze the Image on the display and
perform real time analysts of the image data. The DSC in conjunction with
the CRT displays provides rapid monitoring and analysis 01* the data.

The DSC and the PSP in this configuration are controlled by a general
purpose minicomputer. PSP programs are stored in the computer. Typical
programs select dynamic range, resolution, image to be processed, and
Image processing functions. These programs are loaded Into the PSP at the
user's command. The computer also controls the DSC and tape reproduce
functions. User input commands are entered via a CRT terminal. The
user selects the section of the recorded tape to be processed, PSP functions,
and the display format. The user also has the capability of sending the image
data to the computer. He then performs statistical analysis of the data or
records the data on computer compatible tape <or analysis at a different

• DATA flOM TWO OI MOtt MiaAYS COMtiMIO ON HfTH OWIAV (COtC* »

4

V

WMBI. (x. r)» UKXUTION cat
0N IS Nrh OttflAV VtXTAGI

KN .TWO IJ A (1 CONSTANT) X (COS !OT « A))

O AN6 A CAN K>TW (t ZBO

*N -"H*"* *** AUITtACV FUXOWMS

Figure 5-3. Data composition.
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location. The disc memory is for storage of PSP programs. The disc
3

storage contains a library of processing algorithms.

A tape recording function has also been added to the system. The .

recorder with the reproduce unit gives the GPS an editing function. This ]

feature allows the user to selectively edit the mission tapes, thus reducing

the large amount of recorded data that must be handled. j

The final function in this configuration of the GPS is the symbol and

cursor generator. A symbol generator provides annotations on the display. ]

These designate the parameters recorded during the mission. The cursor *

generator positions a cursor on the display '. o allow the user to designate 1

areas of the image for closer examination or further processing by the PSP •

or the computer. The computer performs a statistical analysis of the data .

enclosed within the cursor. A copy of image data within the cursor can also 4

be recorded on computer compatible tape. A high resolution fi!m copy of the

Image data can be made on the film recorder. t

The control panels allows the user to control manually operational

modes In the GPS. These functions include: ]
«

1. Freeze Mode — The image data can be stored on the display.

2. Repeat Mode — The tape playback is continuously cycled through
the came data. If desired, the processing can be altered on «
each pass through the data.

«
3. Data Copy - Image data lo recorded on tiie film recorder. ,

Annotations generated by the symbol generator are also
recorded. t

4. Cursor Control — The curnor can be manually positioned on the
display. The cursor coordinates are transferred to the com-
puter and to the PSP.

5.2 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GPS

An artist's conception of the Space Shuttle Ground Processor is

shown in Figure 5-4. The system contains two RCA high dens-ty tape

recorders (HOMR-240), which reproduce the raw data and perform the

editing function of the GPS. The five displays and the four Programmable

Signal Processors provide real time viewing of the processed data. Four

PSPs are used for real time high resolution processing of the raw data. A

high resolution laser beam recorder (RCA LR71) provides a hard copy of the
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Figure 5-4. Space shuttle ground processor.

image data. This unit can record 20; 000 elements per range line ani hae a

capacity of 1500 feet of 5-inch f:int. The entire system is controlled by the

general purpose computer. The computer with a contra! panel simpluiea the

interaction between thi user and the system. The computer peripherals

(dlbC memory, tape recorder, CRT terminal, card reader, and line printer)

provide program and data storage as we'.* as Input and output of programs,

data, and analytical results. All components within the system are ope rat ;d

from the control naneI. - - ' .

5.3 MODES OF OPERATION . . .

The sequence of operations for the Ground Processing System is shown

in tht: operation flow charts in Figures 5-5, 5-6,. and 5-7. After each mis- .

a ton a scan tape is prepared as shown in Figure 5-5. Each of the mission

tapes is played back into the PSP. The PSP is programmed by the computer

tc select vertically polarized X-band data and process the datu in a low

resolution mode (100 meters). The image data is then recorded on magnetic

tape with the recorder operating at a tape speed of 3 incheb/ecc. Thie ocan

tape when.played back into the CRT display provides the user with a quick

look at the image fcr the complete mission. The tape can be played Mck in

real time or at high speed (120 IPS). Also recorded on the scan tape will be a
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OPERATOR EXECUTES
SCAN PROGRAM

A

MISS10H TAPES

QjD

TAPE PLAYBACK
IN REAL TIME

PS? PROGRAMMED TO
PROCESS DATA AT 1/4 RESOLUTION

SCAN
PROGRAM STORED
ON DISC

?$£[<>

OPERATOR MONITORS
IMAGE AS IT li RECORDED

RECORDED AT 1/18 RE AL TIME
(MISSION TAPES REDUCED TO
ONE SCAN TAPE I

!l

II
Figure 5-5. Space shuttle ground processor

operational tlow — scan tape generation.

USER POSITIONS
O)nau« OVER
SELECTED MAP AREAS

PERSONNEL

OPERATOR COMMANDS
COMPUTER TO LOAD EDIT
PROGRAM INTO PSP

MISSION
TAPES

RECORDED AT 1/18 REAL TIME
(MISSION TAPES REDUCED TO

y ONE SCAN TAPEI

SCAN TAPE IS SEARCHED FOR
DESIRED MISSION TAPE AND MAP
AREA TO BE ANALYZED ,

CURSOR COORDINATES AND
MISSION TAPE DATA STORED
IN COMPUTER

PSP RECEIVES CURSOR DATA
AND SELECTS DESIRED DATA
FROM PLAYBACK OF MISSION TAPES

SELECTED PORTIONS OF
MISSION TAPES ARE
RECORDED ON CDIT TAPE

EDIT TAPE IS USED FOR ANAL VMS

Figure 5-6. Space shuttle ground processor operational f low—
edit tape generation.
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location code, which will designate on the display the mission tape and the

time code for the particular ground area that is being displayed.

With the scan tape, the operator can then generate an Edit tape as

shown in Figure 5-6. The user plays back the scan tape and the image data

is sent directly to a CRT display. A passing scene of the m?pped area is

presented on the display in either real time or at a 16/1 speedup. When an

area of interest appears, the user freezes the display and positions a cursor

over the selected area. The location code and the cursor coordinates are

then sent to the computer for storage. The user continues the revjew until

he has selected all ground areas he wishes to analyze. The system operator

then prepares an Edit tape. He plays back each of the mission tapes that

contain the desired data. The location code and cursor coordinates are sent

to the PSP and the raw data corresponding to the location is sent to the tape

recorder where the Edit tape is prepared. The Edit tape will contain the

synthetic array raw data with both frequencies and polarizations of the

selected areas which are to be analyzed.

The Edit tape is used for analysis and copy as shown in Figure 5-7.

The data' is processed by the PSP. The signal processing parameters

(resolution, motion compensation, dynamic range, etc.) are controlled by

the computer. A PSP program, which is stored on disc, is sent to the PSP

by the computer. The PSP operates on the data and sends the process data

to the displays'. Each of the displays has a resolution of 1000 elements. The

four black and white displays can then be used to show a complete range

swath at a single frequency and polarization with maximum resolution.

Alternately the displays can show each of the frequencies and polarizations

at a reduced resolution. The choice is controlled by the user via inputs to

the computer. If the user wishes, he can generate a composite display on

the color monitor. He can assign colors according to a stored algorithm or

he can control the display manually by inputs at the CRT terminal.

The computer also has a more accurate means of analyzing the image

data. On command by the user, the display freezes the image and a cursor

appears along with the map. The user positions the cursor over an area on

the map. The data within the cursor is then sent to the computer. When

the transfer is complete, the computer operates on the data. Analytical
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programs such as correlation functione, scattering coefficient measurement,

and spectral density functions ceu be called from disc memory and the com-

puter will perform these measurements on the data. The results of this

analysis v/ill be presented to the user on the CRT terminal. At this time the

user can also record on computer compatible tape a copy of the selected

image data. The data can then be analyzed off-line v/ith a large scale

computer.

The data copy mode provides a high resolution film copy of the image

data. The fi'-m recorder receives data and synchronizing signals from the

PSP. The image data is then recorded on 5-inch film. Since the recorder

has a capacity for 1500 foot reels, the image data from a mission can be

recorded or. two reels of film.

Analysis is the primary mode of the GPS. In this mode the user can

analyze the synthetic array data on the CRTs with the computer. He can

generate data copy with ths computer for off-line analysis or with the film

recorder for analysis at other locations. The analytical programs available

to the user are stored on disc and constitute a portion of the GPS software

library.

The GPS software library contains utility programs and applications

programs. The utility programs are designed to minimize the data handling

required by the user. They are generated, and executed by the GPS personnel.

Applications programs are executed by the user and define the type of

processing that is to be performed on the data. The programs are described

below: • • " ' : ~ . ' •

Utility Programs ' ,

1. SCAN — This program is used to obtain z. recorded catalog of the
mission tapes. The PSP processes the mission data at 1/4 rcsolu
tion and displays the X-band |VV) image data. The operator
then records each of th; missions on the scan tape. Auxiliary
data specifying the mission, date, and time tode v/ill also be
recorded.

•

2. EDIT SEARCH - This program searches the scan tape to locate
areas that will be processed by the user. The scan tape is
played back into the PSP. The PSP sends ':he data directly to
the display. The operator designates the desired area by
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. positioning tlie cursor onto the area and transferring the cursor

coordinates to the computer. . _

3. EDIT COPY — This program searches the mission tape, selects *
those areas defined during the search operation, and records the
raw data onto an edited tape. The PSP is set to process the data
at 1/4 resolution so that the operator can monitor the image data
on the display.

Applications Programs

There will be three types of applications programs. Processing

programs determine the type of synthetic array processing performed by

the PSP. These programs affect the pre-detection functions. The image

modification programs define the post processing functions of the PSP.

These will operate on the image data. The third set of programs defines

the statistical analysis that will be performed by the computer.

SAR Programs

1. Resolution - The PSP will process the data at either full or
. 1/4 resolution as selected by the user.

2. Select Data - The PSP will process either all of the raw data
or only that data selected by the user or designated by the
cursor.

Image Modification Programs

1. Linear — The PSP processes the image data linearly. 7

2. Log Compression — The data is log converted prior to display. . .

3. Dynamic Range — The user designates which bits will be
displayed.

4. Display Composition — The image data to the color display will
be a composite of the four images, according to the equation: TF

. 1 1
•• 4 ' _ •

D5(X,Y) = ^Kn(T) fn (ori (X.Y)) Cn
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where • . • •
, Dn is the image data to the Nth display- •
X. Y are the coordinates of the-resolution cell •

Kn(T) is an image fade function
fn is an arbitrary function • '

5. Image Enhancement — This program will optimize the assignment
of CRT gray levels to enhance the image contrast.

6. Image FFT — This program will perform a two-dimensioaal FFT
on the image data.

Statistical Analysis
——^—^————
1. Histogram — As amplitude versus frequency histogram of the

image data will be displayed.
Z. Auto-Correlate — The computer will perform a two-dimensional

auto-correlation of the image data.
3. Cross-Correlate — The four sets of image data will be correlated

by a two-dimensional cross-correlation function.
4. Spectral Density — The spectral density function of the data will

be calculated.
5. Scattering Coefficient — The radar scattering coefficient will be

averaged across selected areas of the image.
:

In addition to these programs other programs can be generated by .
the user and added to the permanent library file. The operating system
allows the user to write his programs in a high-level or problem oriented
language. A compiler will be designed to translate the program to machine
language required by the PSP. - . ,

- ,
5.4 GROUND SYSTEM OPTIONS .

The Programmable Signal Processor offers complete flexibility in the

design of the Ground Processing System. Initially, a low cost system can be

developed for processing the synthetic aperture data and generating a film

copy of the ground map. This basic system would contain a tape reproduce

unit, the PSP, and a film recorder. Ground processing parameters could be

varied by changing the PSF software. This basic system would be sufficient

to verify the performance of the Radar Imaging Syr.tem and also define rhe
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grouyd processing parameters. As the amount of collected data increases, _

the GPS will become overloaded and other functions can be added to the (|

system, which will increase the processing efficiency. The addition of a DSC

and CRT will provide a quick look at the image data and thereby reduce the j]

amount of imag1? data that must be recorded on film. A tape record unit will

provide editing capability and reduce the data handling required by the user. fi

Finally, other PSPs and CRTs can be added which will increase the process-

ing rate and provide the user with an efficient system for processing and *

analyzing radar imagery data. H
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6. 0 PRELIMINARY SYSTEMS SPECIFICATIONS

These specifications are In the most part abstracted from the

preliminary design work reported earlier in this report and from References

1 and 2. The purpose is to establish a starting point for a detailed design

phase of the ERSIR Program. To some extent the requirements specified

may be too rigorous in that a detailed design effort may show that the speci-

fied image quality cannot be obtained with the specified subsystem param-

eters. As an example, the specified transmitter power may, because of a

better estimate of antenna efficiency, be insufficient to provide the required

signal-to-total noise ratio specified under "Image Quality Requirements. "

6.1 OPERATING MODES

Operating modes are described in terms of those parameters and

functions that are to be controllable or selectable respectively (see Tables 6-1

and 6-2).

6. 2 OPERATING ORBITS AND OFF-DESIGN POINT PERFORMANCE

ERSIR is required to operate in a 200 km altitude circular orbit. It

Is required to perform at up to 400 Ion and to produce uocable data at this

altitude, although reduced performance is acceptable. Table 6-3 shows the

variation of performance with altitude.

6.3 IMAGE QUALITY REQUIREMENTS .. ..

Noise background on the output image is attributable to several

n sources. Among these are:

receiver front end - (thermal noise)

n A/D converter step size - (quantization noise)

6-1
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TABLE 6-1. CONTROLLABLE RADAR PARAMETERS.

Controllable
Radar Parameter

Swath Offset (km)

Swath Width Recorded

Ground Range Resolution

Maximum .
Value

275 km

45km

12.5m

Maximum
Value

360km

85km

25. Om

Stop
Si'/.e

1 km

1 km

12.5 m

TABLE 6-2. SELECTABLE RADAR FUNCTIONS.

Selectable
Radar Function

Transmitter Frequencies

Receiver Channels Recorded

Data Link Transmission

Spaceboard Unfocused Display

AGC Type

Options

X and L, or X or L

All or any combination of their two
frequencies with their two polariza-
tions or none.

From data tape, real tixr.e, or no
data transmission.

Any 40 krn swath width within
selected swath parameters.

Gain as a function of range, local
average of scatterer magnitude, or
a combination of these.

TABLE 6-3. OFF DESIGN-ALTITUDE PERFORMANCE.

Performance
Parameter

Maximum Available
Swath Width

Minimum Signal-to -
Total Noise Ratio

Resolution (ground)

Required Performance

200km
Altitude

85

7 dB

25m x 25m

300km
Altitude

.70

7.dB

25m x 25m

400km
.Altitude

60

7 dB

25m x 25m
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A/D limit - (saturation noise)

pulse compression - (range integrated and peak side lobe noise)

pulse repetition frequence - (range ambiguities and azimuth
ambiguities)

azimuth compression - (azimuth doppler filter integrated and peak , "
side lobe noise)

In the specifications the signal-to-total noise ratio is determined by dividing

the average signal power by the eum of the noise powers contributed by the '

above sources. The primary image quality specified is this signal-to-total

noise ratio; however, the contributing components are .also individually

specified as they are not entirely equivalent. For example, azimuth ambigu- ' \

ities can cause ghosting whereas quantization noise will not. Also, .azimuth !

ambiguities are more sharply focused than range ambiguities. Still, a large :

number of noise contributions, some of which are further effected by scintil-

lation (such as the ambiguities and side lobe contributions), and by defocus- :

sing tend towards a randomized noise. That is, the noise tends towards

less specific image dependence, and more towards dependence on average,

image a ' s . • . - . . . . . '

To a first approximation, then, the image dependent noise' is sped- '.

fied in terms of a uniform, homogenous, diffuse terrain having a constant {

average radar cross section per unit area (<r~). Thus the desired resolution ]

cell has the same o-n (vn = -17 dB) as does the terrain contributing to the '*•
u u _ . .j

ambiguity noises, and the range and azimuth side lobe noises. - . j

Image quality is specified further by considering a hole located in j

the uniform terrain model, to which is added a few large discrete back- ''\
i

scatterers. By a hole is meant a small region of 3 or 4 resolution cells ' >
i

over which a. is zero; an example is a small, very still pond of water. The ;

amount of image noise from the discrete backscattera .and from the ether ',

noise sources already.listed is termed the "hole noise". Dynamic range is •

now defined as the ratio of the maximum discrete scatterer power-to-hole i

noise that could be available at the digital correlator (ground processor) : 1

output. Figure 6-1 shows the terrain back?mattering characteristics j

assumed for this case. " • •
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Figure 6-1. Evaluation terrain model.

6. 4 SPACE SYSTEM CALIBRATION

Uncertainty in the measured image power is caused principally by

uncertainties in the following parameters:

(1) antenna gain (including overall efficiency); (2) receiver gain;

(3) transmitter peak power; (4) propagation path losses; (5) terrain factors

(terrain slope for difuse backscatterers); in terms of these parameters, the

measured power, S, for a single resolution cell is

KMP0G0 ^0

' Latt Bin *0
00 rec

where: (1) PQ, GQ and G „ are the measured values of transmitter power,

antenna gain in direction of resolution cell, and receiver gain respectively;

(2) !«..tt is the atmospheric propagation loss; (3) 4>n Is the wave incidence

angle at the resolution cell (includes ground slope); (4) | , I- and |

•\
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are the errors In the transmitter power measurement, the antenna gain,

estimate pertaining to the resolution ceil, and the receiver gain measure-

ment respectively, (5) |A is the error in the incidence angle at the resolution

cell; (6) <TQ is the actual average backscattering cross section per unit area

of terrain at the resolution cell; and (9) K.. is a function of the other vadar

parameters which do not contribute significantly to the uncertainty in the

image power estimate (or the ultimate estimate of <rQ),

„
"M" (4*)3R4

k = constant f = PRF

X = wavelength T. = synthetic array length '
id = slant range resolution R = range {

. d = azimuth resolution length • ,-
£L j

Here only the radar sensor uncertainties are considered; i. e. , £ , £

and !_. If Equation 6-1 is normalized, an expression for the uncertainty

in the <TO measurement contributed by the radar sensor is ;

<TO* , 1
. log .(— ) = log u ;

where: * , ' . • . , . !

tt.(i.+
0 rec 0

Here the logarithm of u is assumed to be normally distributed; consequently

u in dB is also normally distributed. • .

Two characteristics of u are considered in these specifications; its

power spectral density function and its magnitude. Knov/ledge of its spectral I

density (or, equivalently autoco variance function) aids in the quantitative !

comparison of data collected within a given time interval, and, of course, • j

magnitude is needed for reference to standards. Actually, the integral of ;

the spectral density is equal to the variance of u plus its mean squared '

("mean" is here the time average ever a single mission; over the ensemble



of mission? it is assumed to be normally distributed about zero; i. e., log u

is normally distributed about zero).

The limiting envelope of the power spectral of u in dB (Figure 6-2)

is defined in terms of a delta functioi at zero frequency and its values av

three frequencies:

f . = 0 Hzmission

orbit

update

= 0. 302 * orbit period in sees

= 0. 302 •* calibration update interval in seconds

4-(II

<r(H4>lu)

109

.0*

10«

t:o6 tio*

'MISSION 'ORBIT 'too KM 'UCDATC

Figure 6-2. Limiting Envelope of u (in dB)
Power Spectral Density

Roughly speaking during a single orbit the t-iean of u (in dB) is grven by the

integral of $(f) to the left of f , . . i and fluctuating component is the integral

of <t>(f) to the right. A similar remark applies to the other break points.

These integrals for the limiting envelope of Figure 6-2 are listed in

Table 6-4.
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Allocation of the allowable contributions of antenna, transmitter,
and receiver to total integral of *(f) are given in Table 6-5. '

TABLE 6-4. CALIBRATION ERROR MODEL

fi
f . ;mission

"orbit
f 100 km

update

*. .

"MEAN "

•*oS\[t£l'* («df

.92dB

1.06

1.10

1.22

1.28

"FLUCTUATING"
n£ = ̂ /f*«(£)«

. 91 dB

.73 • *

.66

.39

-

TABLE 6-5.. CALIBRATION ERROR CONTRIBUTIONS SOURCE

TV Source

'iN,\
mission

f orbit

f 100 km

^update

f»

Antenna*

^'o

0. 7dB

0.73

0.81

0.82

0.82

**£

0.4 dB

0.35

0.05

—

—

Transmitter

*»"o

0. 3dB

0.33

0.35

0.36

0.36

•*"£

0.2 dB

0. 1 3

0.08

— .

—

Receiver

I N
^ 0

0. 25 dB

0.27
s

0.29

0.38

0.40

>"f

0. 30 dB

0. 29

0.28

0.10

Notes:

Peak gain, two way

H'o =^J Q
l * ' (f)df : »lt = ^VtOdf

i



6. 5 SUBSYSTEM PARAMETERS _

1
6. 5.1 Transmitter/Receiver Subsystem

Stable L- and X-band transmitter/receiver subsystems are required. §
•Sm

The subsystems will operate at fixed frequencies determined by stable, low

noise reference sources from corresponding L- and X-band exciters. The 11
* H

transmitter/exciter/receiver subsystems include modulators controlled by

master timing waveforms from electronics in the .pressurized module bay; «

thus waveforms that are identical with respect to pulse compression, trans- -*•

mitter pulsed output timing, and receiver enabling signals are supplied to ™
Hthe L- and X-band subsystems. A means is provided for replicating the J

transmitter waveform and inserting the resulting down-con verted i-f test
"S •

signal into the respective receiver to serve as a continuous monitor test a
ifil

signal. This signal is used for built-in-test and for calibration of the mea-

surement system. Receiver AGC signals have a long time constant. Their 1|

control signals come from module bay electronics.

Major parameter requirements of the L- and X-band transmitter/ 1|

receiver systems are listed in Table 6-6. Frequency requirements are *

largely determined by available spectrum allocations, availability of trans- -o
H

mitter tubes, and user community preferences. The recommended system Jt

parameters with respect to frequencies (1. 045 and 9. 0 GHz) are guides

which provide L-band near the maximum useable wavelength together with a -I

convenient X-band frequency for a large ratio (9:1) of wavelengths. Shorter

L-band wavelengths reduce antenna aperture height and processing require- -f

ments. The X-band wavelength can be shortened to about 2. 6 cms with ' ,

some increase in power requirements or reduction in coverage. The trans- ' "?
i

mitter subsystems assume an array of 10.7 meters length similar to the •*

recommended design. Power requirements are based upon resolutions of -a
n

25 meters with swath width coverages >60 KM for terrain backscatter j|

coefficients of n = -18 dB in X-band (8. 5 to 11. 8 GHz) and n = -27 dB (1 GHz)

to -24 dB (2 GHz) in I -band. . $

6-8
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TABLE 6-6. MAJOR PARAMETER REQUIREMENTS FOR L- AND
X-BAND TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER SUBSYSTEMS

Parameter

Wavelengths \, cms

Average Transmitter Power ,
Nominal Watts

Receiver Noise Figure, Max, dB

Operating PRF's, Min-Max, Hz

Pulse Compression Ratios

Peak Power Ratings , Nominal, Kw

Duty Factors, Nominal Max

Transmitted Waveform, Bandwidth
Max

Transmitter Tu'oe Bandwidths, Min
3

Receiver Bandwidth, Min

L-Band

20.7 (15-30)

200

2.5

1200-1800 .

64-324

6.6

3%

27 MHz

75 MHz .

35 MHz

X-Band

3.33 (2.6-3.5)

500/. 3\

4.0

1200-1803

64-324

17/. 3X.

3%

27 MHz

75 MHz

35 MHz

Notes: . " -

1) Baseline frequencies are 1. 045 and 9.0 GHz, respectively; L- and
X-band operate at fixed frequencies in the indicated ranges.

2) Power requirements are based upon an array of 10. 7-12 meter e
length; in X-band power should be scaled linearity with frequency,
500 watts at 9. 0 GHz (X. in cms).

3) Filters matched to transmitted waveform are provided with the
signal processing

6.5,1.1 Transmitter Requirements - • ' '.

Preliminary requirements for the transmitter are given In

Tables '6-6 and 6-7. The operating temperatures specified are design limits.

The Spacelab thermal control system (TCS) and auxiliary payload supplied

facilities are to be employed for a nominal operating temperature from
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1
TABLE 6-7. TRANSMITTER REQUIREMENTS

•
Parameter

Operating Temperature Range, °C

Average Power, Minimum

Cain, Minimum

Drive, Maximum

Cain Deviation, Maximum

Gain Drift Rate, Maximum

PM and AM Sidebands, Maximum

RF Power Droop in 25 \ts, Maximum

L-Band

-20 to 440

200 W

30 dB

7 W

TBD

TBD

-45 dE

0.3 dB

X-Band

-20 to +40

500 W

50 dB

0. 3 W

TBD

TBD

-45 dB

0. 3 dB

Notes:

1. In any 1 second period. . '.

2. For any frequency MOO Hz, measured in 100 Hz bandwidth.

(TBD)°C to (TBD) C at the pallet bay electronic cold plate, mounted on the

back of the antenna in the baseline design. (References 1 and 2)

6.5.1.2 Exciter Requirements

Preliminary requirements for the exciters are given in Table 6-8.

Stability requirements for the exciter apply to the local oscillator outputs as

well as to the transmitter drive signals. The transmitter drive outputs are

gated and the leakage levels at CW are specified for the pxirpose of avoiding

excessive zero-doppler feed-through in the receiver channels.

The maximum deviation per state fo:r the digital phase modulator 13

to !»« determined; maximum deviations of ±tr/24 are desired. Since ERSIR

Is not to be mass produced,, a (TBD) screening process for (TBD) maximum

phase state deviation is allowed.

6-10 I



TABLE 6-8. EXCITER REQUIREMENTS

Parameter

Operating temperature, C
Carrier frequency, GHz *

2
Carrier drift rate, max '
FM, PM, and AM noise,
max'*

RMS frequency deviation,
max:

In 20 Hz band centered
at 100 Hz
In 1 KHz band centered
at 600 Hz

Drive power output, gated,
rnin peak
Drive power leakage, max

Power output stability,
max dev
Power output drift rate,

Local os dilator power,
frequency

-

Digital Phase Modulator .
(4 bit); phase rtates
Quantization size
Max deviation per state '

State transition time, max
Peak amplitude modula-
tion, max

L-Band

-20 to 40
FT ±100 PPM

-9Fj o 10 per c>ec
-75 dB/C at F>
1000 Hz
-97 <I3/C at F>
10 KKi

•
0. 8 Hz

2. 7 Hz

7 watts

-lOOdB/MW
±0. 5 dB

0. 1 dB/minute

20 MW at FT +
70 MHz
20 MW at F. +
.75 MHz

16

IT/8

TBD (desired
±ir/24)
TBD

0.2 IB

X-Band

-20 to 40
Fv ±100 PPM

9FX e 10' 7 per sec
-75 dB/C at>
1000 Hz
-97 dB/C at F>
10 KHz

. -

0.8 Hz

2.7 Hz

0.6 watt
• .

-lOOdB/MW
±0. 5 dB

0. 1 dB/minute

20 MW at Fx + .
60 MHz
20 MW at FY +
65 MHz A

16

IT/8 ,; .

TBD (desired
±TT/24)

TBD

0. 2 dB

Notes:
1. ) For baseline: FL - 1. 045, Fx = 9. 0; FL FX to be assigned in

band 1 to 2 GHz and 8. 5 to 11. 5 GHz, respectively.
2. ) In any 10 ms period.
3. ) In 100 Hz bandwidth at freq\iency F; dB relative to carrier.
4. ) In any 1 oec period.
5. ) Phase states are: <j> (quiescent) and 4>. = 4> -t"j (i ± 1/3),

i = 1,2 15. ° • w w



i
6. 5. 1. 3 Receiver Requirements

Preliminary requirements for the receivers are given hi Table 6-9. j

The receivers are to be blanked by means of a receiver blanking sig-

nal synchronous with the transmitter timing gate. Allowable transmitter |
i

feed through is specified at levels consistent with the use of a continuous

monitor IF test signal. This built-in test signal is applied in the receiver ' !

before AGC. Its purpose is to supply up-dated receiver gain data.

Cross-talk between any pair of receivers is specified at levels con- j

sistent with requirements for minimum mutual coupling between cross- ;

polarized antennas; the antenna specification at L-band is -30 dB and is the ]
i

limiting applicable specification. Staggered IF1 a are specified to facilitate j

mutual channel isolation. . |
"' '• ' !

3

6. 5. 2 Antenna Subsystem ;

Preliminary antenna subsystem requirements are summarized in '

Table 6-10. These requirements .reflect the baseline choice of a planar array ]

with dual polarized JL-b&nd antennas in a common aperture and separate. '

apertures for horizontally arid vertically polarized X-band antennas. I

The antenna subsystem provides three vertical beams to effectively ;

illuminate terrain at vertical pointing angles of 20° to 57° and thus provide 1

fir terrain imaging at 10 $o 60 look angle. Three beamwidth choices in '-•

the range 5.7 to 20.8 are a satisfactory compromise with the ideal of - !
~ , i

continuous adjustment to match desired swath width coverage versus look i

angle. A broad beamwidth vertical antenna pattern (15. 4° to 20. 8°) is • ! .

formed with a narrow section of the vertical dimension of the L- and X-band |

apertures; an intermediate oeam width pattern (8 to 10 ) is obtained from a • " ;

broader section of about twice the narrow section height. The two sections • i
'•

are combined with suitable switching of corporate feeds to form a narrow '<

vertical beamwidth (5. 7° to 6. 3°) antenna pattern.

A relatively long array of 10. 7 meters minimum is specified for two " !

reasons: - . .

1. A long array permits sensor operations at the low prf's needed
for swath illumination at large offsets and look angles with
acceptable range ambiguity suppression;
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TABLE 6-9. RECEIVER REQUIREMENTS

i
S
s
i
§
3

Parameter/ Function

Operating temp, ° C

Noise figure, max
Image rejection, min
ACC rrmge, min
Gain, min*
Gain deviation, max**

Gain drift rate, :.nax*#*
Transmitter feed through, peak

Cross talk, max

Output saturation level, min

Input saturation level, min

Bandwidth, min

Requirement

L-Band

-20 to 440

2. 5dB

20 dB

30 dB

60 dB
±0. 7 dB

0. 1 dB/min

-85 dB/mw

-40 dB

4-16 dB/mw

-35 dB/mw

35 MKz

X-Band

-20 to 440

4. OdB

20 dB

30 dB

60 dB

±0. 7 dB

0. 1 dB/min

-85 dE/mw

-40 dB

4-16 dB/mw

-35 dB/mw

35 MHz

Notes:
*RF input to i-f output at quiesce.it. (0) AGC level

**At any fixed AGC level

***In any 10 sec period at fixed AGC level

1. At the input of AGC'd i-f circuits with application of suitable
blanking signal

2. Between any pair of receivers

3. At 1 dB small signal suppression
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TABLE 6- 10. ANTENNA REQUIREMENTS

Parameter

Carrier wavelengths, cms

Bandwidth, mln

Length, mln

Height, max

Weight, max

Stowage:

Deployment:

Jettlsonablc:

Type:

Polarization:

Mutual coupling, max:

Multiple vertical beams:

Beam axis misalignment, max:
(any pair of b?am&)

Narrow vertical bcamwiclth:

Vertical bcamwldth ratios:

Vertical plane tilt

Peak side lobes, max deviation
relative to uniform Illumination
pattern:

Cain measurement

Accuracy estimate, 2o Z.

Mair lobe pattern measurement

Accuracy estimate, 2a '

Requirement

L-band: 28.7 (15-30)
X-band: 3. "J3 (Z. 6-3. S)

75 MHz, L- and X-band

10.7m

3.3m

TBD

Dual fold to tingle pallet, 3. ?. x 4 m
max horizontal area

Unfolded, tilted from hinged edge
athwartshlp orientation

Yes, by mechanical meant

Pl«.nar array

L- and X-band, linear vertical and
horizontal, selectable on transmit,
each on receive

-10 dB between polarizations, each bard

3 co-planar, each polarization, each band

±3 mr vertical; ±1 mr horizontal

6 ±0. 3°

1, 1.5 10.1, 3 ±0.3

10° to 60° from horizontal

£1.0 dB

Yes, on suitable antenna range

±0.7 dB, each beam

Yes, on suitable anteuta range

±0. 5 dB, eacli beam

1. Baseline frequencies: 1. 045 CK? (L) and 9. 0 CHz (X); design center
frequencies to be selected from indicated range.

2. Cain measurement to include corporate feed losses and effect of
VSWR; thermal stress effects to be evaluated.

3. Measurement relative to principal axis in principal plane to
-12 dB point* (one-way). Thermal stress effects to be evaluated.

I
1
1

1
1

I
1
I

1
n
3
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2. It favors economic Shuttle energy resources management and
expeditious development of transmitter hardware because of
the decrease in RF power requirements with antenna length.

Maximum length of the antenna is restricted to about 12 meters by

the need for single pallet stowage with at most two folds -and Illumination

requirements for multiple-look imaging at 25 meters resolution! at least

4 looks with an overlap between successive looks of about 50 percent.

The minimum antenna length (about 10. 7 meters) is determined by

dynamic payload envelope constraints and the baseline choice of simple •

deployment and antenna pointing mechanisms, as discussed in Section 3. 3

and illustrated by Figure 3-37. A detailed antenna design study should con-

sider the possibility of practical implementations of the simple deployment

and antenna pointing concepts which permit extension of the antenna length

to 11 meters or more. .- • • ... • :• : - i

A vertical height of 3. 3 meters maximum is adequate for a minimum ;

beamwidth of 5. 7° at L- and X-band wavelengths of 28. 7 and 3. 33 cms,

respectively, and is consistent with a requirement for single pallet stowage.

Final detailed design choicer of carrier frequencies and beamwidths should '

result In a total antenna height of 3 meters or less.. . . . . >,

Thermal considerations require thermal isolation of the antenna's •• f

radiating surface and the thermal mass of the payload supporting jtructare . f

and electronics. As a practical.consequence, operating temperature'speci- 1

fi cat ions for the antenna subsystem In the conventional sense are largely !

Irrelevant. In the baseline design the pallet bay electronics are mounted on <
' 'I

a cold plate fixed to the back of the antenna, and provision is made for heat 1

exchange with payload thermal resources. The antenna radiating ourface if, :

thermally Isolated. Specification of operating temperature conditions for ' " ]
• *t

the pallet bay electronics and the cold plate is properly part of the , /j

transmitter/receiver subsystem. - . ' . _;

Ideally, each pair of antenna beams are coaxial. The specification of ',_

3 mllllradlana maximum relative vertical beam axis misalignment Is about ••;

3 percent of the narrowest beamwidth (5. 7 minimum) and consistent with '

practical overlay registration considerations for dual frequency cr dual '-
' - (

polarization imagery. The relative horizontal beam axis misalignment of <
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1 milliradian is approximately one-third the X-band boamwldth and is a

practical compromise between the achievable and the impractical ideal,

micro-registration of dual polarization X-band imagery. It will be neces-

sary to compensate for the Incremental doppler because of X-band horizontal

ax:s misalignment in ground processing. The horizontal axis misalignment

specification Is equivalent to 4 to 5 percent of the L-band beamwidths.

Resolution element spaclngs of 25 meters correspond to about 100 micro-

radians (e. g., 25m at 250 km ran.T[p,). Along track registration of dual

polarization or dual frequency Imagery to a resolution cell width Is a func-

tion for ground processing.

Mutual coupling of dual polarization apertures is specified at-30 dB,

a practica". and attainable value for the common aperture L-band case and a

value readily exceeded by the separate aperture X-band approach. The Iso-

lation of 30 dB provides a cros? polarized to direct signal Interference ratio

of at least 15 dB for practical applications, for which direct to cross polariza-

tion ratios are typically less than 12 dB. Cross talk in the receiver channels

is specified at -40 dB maximum to assure a satisfactory margin at the mutual

coupling specification for the antenna.

Gain and pattern measurements of the antennas must be made prior

to their use t,-: Shuttle experiments. However, the length of the antennas and

the relatively large vertical beamwidths impose stringent requirements on

an antenna range; and facilities must be adequate for measurement accuracy.

The objectives of such measurements are to provide calibration data for

gains, beamwidths and patterns for use In earth resources measurements

with ERSIR sensor. The requirement for making gain and pattern measure-

ments prior to Shuttle installation should bo waived if suitable facilities can-

not be provided at reasonable cost. In either case, specially designed

Shuttle experiments for the purpose of gain and pattern measurements are

recommended. .

Evaluation of thermal stress effects on antenna gain and pattern on

the basis of analysis and appropriate test data are planned. Resulting

antenna test d»ta will be used to correct nominal antenna gain and pattern

calibration data for various incident solar radiation angles during Shuttle

experiments.
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6.5.3 Space System Preproceosor Requirements

The preprocessor generates timing and control signals and pre-

processes receiver IF signals for data storage on magnetic tape. Data are ]

recorded in a digital format. Preliminary requirements for the ERSIR

space system preprocessor are given in Tables 6- 11 and 6- 12. <!

Signal conditioning requirements Include the generation of analog •

AGC signals independently for each of the four receivers. The.AGC levels '

are smoothed with a time constant of (TBD) seconds. ACC signals are i
recorded for subsequent use in data reduction. . . j

Contoured AGC is adjusted to accommodate varying signal levels in 'j

a number of range segments that will be determined in subsequent detailed j

design studies. Ultimately the number of range segments should be at least "!

8 (about 10 km intervals) and possibly as many as 80 (about 1 km intervals). '

The contoured AGC levels are adjusted independently for each of the four :

receivers and the range segment AGC signals are recorded for subsequent

use in data reduction. The contoured AGC levels are updated at intervals !

that correspond to the equivalent range segments. The two dimensional \

AGC segments are to be approximately square; e. g.: 4 x 4 km-. . j

Video signals are processed in matched quadrature phase filters A

before A/D conversion. Specifications on quadrature channel phase and ]
1

gain balances include the contributions of the filters. One of the seven. .]

selectable bandwidth's will approximate the signal bandwidth for 25 meter ~ I
ground range resolution, i'or look angles of 15° to 60°. . j

Buffer output data-rates for the baseline design are 260 mB/s maxi- j

mum. The data storage requirements are satisfied by two high density, |

multi-track tape recorders. If such recorders are not available, two 90 to i
100 mB/s recorders are acceptable as an alternate solution, which will be !

implemented in the back-up design. . . ]

6.6 BUILT-IN-TEST . . j
}

The space radar subsystem incorporates built-in test (BIT) circuitry

for checking operating status of the equipment. It provides for checking per-

formance of the major subassemblies and for the continuous monitoring of

critical parameters. The continuous monitor performs calibration functions
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TABLE 6-11. SPACE SYSTEM PREPROCESSOR
REQUIREMENTS

I. Signal Conditioning:

Function/Pa ramettr

Operating temp, °C

PRFllmlOf galea:1'

Rate. 'f. Ha

Duration T. ua

Accuracy In ff. T

Tuna jitter. 2e, n.1'

Video Slenal Conditioning1'

I-P Input .atvratlon level, mln

Selectable vldro bandwiiUHf. Mill

Quadrature channel balance:

Pha.e deviation, l«

CalB deviation. '«

A/D Converter '

Precl.lon. bit.

ACC'd output to bullcr, bllt

7rp«

Clock rale <c< MHt

D«nrt«ldlhi U. Mil*

Accuracy In B

TB product., I'CK

T!mr titter, max. n.i '

Kccel'cr AOC7'

Tfpo

Updat. Interval, rain

ACC range, mln

Proc^.aor ACC '

Range aef,nv> nta

ACC ranf*

1200(01800

tStoZt

aO.01%

I

tlOdBM

7:1.5. 4.S. >.f. 7. «. II. 17.5

.4°

aO. 2 dO

HI. «U

tZ

7 to 10

tl. SO

UltlUI approximation to linear FM
(4 tall. (4iaic <niatUtE«llon)

80 MIU aSO {'PU

«4lo 124

O.t

. analog

Tno

10 do

Uigltal, contovred to raaft* profile

a to *.' aectncota/.vath

I'oln) iliJft. • kUi (lal 10 1 Mtf (ODI|

Note.:

1) Stmullaneotil L- and X-!iand cbannrla

2) Pulae po.UU-n error, at PRF Interval.

)) Imepentfnelv. rach of 4 receiver.

41 At I dB .mall altnal .uppreolon

ft Slmultaooou. L- and X-band cnanMl.

6) Pol.e po.ition error, at PUT Interval.

It iJid.pendrBtlT. each of 4 receiver..
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TABLE 6- 1Z. SPACE SYSTE?,! PREPROCESSOR REQUIREMENTS

i

2. Space Preprocessor:

Function/Parameter

PRF-buffer

Storage capacity, max

PRF-buffer

Output rate, max

Monitor display

Processor

Scan converter capacity

Display

Dynamic range, min

Recorder requirements

Rate requirements, max

Bit errov rate, max

Number, max

P,ecord time per reel

Reel size, max

Reel weight, max

Requirement

87. 5 x 103 bits/channel; 350 x 103 bits

65 x 106 bits/sec/channel; 260 x 106

bits/sec

Unfocused strip map, any of four
chanr. Is, 150 m x 150 m resolution
(6:1 range collapsing)

3. 6 x 10 elements; 3 bits/element

600 x 600 clemente, to 90 km swath
coverage at 150 m resolution

6 grey scales, logarithmically com-
pressed video

65 x 10 /bits/sec/channel;
260 x 10 bits/sec

1 part/in 10' (random)

2 at 240 MB/s each

16 mir. at 240 . -B/s

Diameter = 35 cm., width = 5 cm

8.5k3

that are described in Section 4.4. In addition to calibration, it provides for

continuous monitoring of such critical parameters as voltages, currents,

preasxire, coolant flow and temperature. The remaining BIT will isolate

failure to the pallet bay or pressurized module subassemblies.

6.7 ENVIRONMENT

The EP.SIR design will include provisions for performance in the

anticipated space environment. Since it la intended for the space shuttle,

the environments encountered will differ in some respects from those
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I
experienced by equipment designed for other satellite operations. Details

will be worked out in the final design. The ERSIR will be required to meet

environmental requirements of the applicable NASA documents and some

consideration has been given to these requirements in this ctudy. Environ-

mental factors that <vill influence the antenna design are listed in section 3. 3.

Those that influence design of the pallet bay electronics (transmitter/

receiver subsystems) are covered in section 3.4. The remaining equipment

is located in the pressurized module and for this reason should present no

unusual problems.
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